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by Patrisha McLean
y daughter Jackie and I
were on the phone, having fun figuring out a name for
the new Finding Our Voices
fund that would help women get
out and stay out of dangerous
relationships, now that money
was coming into it from sales of
products made by survivors of
domestic abuse.
One of us came up with GTFO,
and we laughed because it was so
perfect. Perfect, because that is
the imperative from those of us
finally out of it to those who
remain trapped: Every day you
are still in, you are in danger, your
children suffer, and your light —
the light that makes you, you —
is force-switched into the “off”
position.
I told Jackie the fund probably needed another name for
official purposes — “The Bootstrap Fund,” say — but to us, it
was GTFO. And the first check went to a
woman who got out with her children just in
time for Christmas.
***
The second time N. cleaned my house,
I explained our nonprofit organization, which
is dedicated to breaking the silence of domestic abuse, and this no-nonsense woman told
me of the man who, starting on their wedding
day, used anger and control to systematically turn her into a shell of herself:
“Looking back I don’t know why I did what
I did. I don’t know how another human being

by Becca Shaw Glaser

R

ockland-based grassroots group One
Less Worry distributes free menstrual
pads, tampons, soap, and other hygiene
products to 22 area locations. During the
pandemic, OLW quickly became a major
player in the local toilet paper scene, scavenging 15,000 rolls of toilet paper for folks
in Knox County this year. I interviewed
Sharon Hobson, OLW’s director.

belittled me enough to change my name, my
clothes, my friends, my life.”
N. was rescued by her best friend after she
broke her silence by sobbing uncontrollably
in front of her. The friend unilaterally moved
N. and her children out of the terror chamber of her marital home and into her own
house with her; and N. started the long
process of recovery from emotional abuse that
is every bit, and sometimes more, damaging
than physical abuse.
Whenever N. was cleaning my house after
PEACE, JOY AND FREEDOM continues page 6
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For the month of December we are
donating $5.00 of every oil change to
CHRHS ICE HOCKEY BOOSTERS

Becca: What made you so passionate
about getting menstrual items to people?
Sharon Hobson: Six years ago, my friend
Rhonda Nordstrom and I began a purse
project, now known as the Tote Project. We
asked people to find a purse or backpack
languishing in their closet and fill it with
pads, tampons and grooming products.
After distribution to three organizations, we
started receiving feedback. What shocked
us was the number of stories we received
about people in our community struggling
to meet their needs for pads and tampons.
There was a mother working to leave an
abusive relationship who had to choose
between food for her young child and tampons. She cried when she saw the tampons
in the tote that had been handed to her. A
grandmother with limited resources was
raising her 14-year-old granddaughter who
had just started her first period. There was
no money for pads. There were none at the
food pantry. Two rogue diapers were cut
into strips for this young girl’s period.
I was angry and sad. There were no reliably available pads and tampons at any of the
food pantries, schools, or public restrooms
NOTES FROM LIME CITY continues page 5

Come On By…
We’ll leave the lift down for ya!
271 Commercial St., Rockport
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Adhesive & Bonding Dentistry can repair several
broken, chipped or worn teeth at one appointment.
Often for less than the cost of a single crown.

– Free Consultation –
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Call for a Free Estimate
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HOME IMPROVEMENT CO.
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Merry Christmas To All!
George Holmes, Jeweler, Inc.

376 Main St. • Downtown Rockland • 207-594-4552 • Open 10-4
Proud Jeweler since 1981

Happy Holidays
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Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

ROCKLAND

CAFE

Open
7 Days
A Week

December 22 - 28 Specials
Homemade Seafood Lasagna
$16.99
Made with Lobster, Shrimp,
Clams, Haddock,
Scallops and Crab Meat.

Myrtle St.
Tavern

Cocktails & Oddities Since 1897

Served with a side of Salad and Garlic Bread
Homemade Seafood Chowder
Sm/$8.99 Lg/$10.99
Made with Lobster, Shrimp,
Haddock, Scallops,
Clams and Crab Meat

Thank You
to all of our loyal
customers, friends and
family for getting us

The best you’ve ever eaten, Guaranteed! No Potatoes or Onions

through Covid 2020.

Homemade Fishcake
1/$3.99 2/$6.99
Made with Haddock.

Here’s to a happy,

Appetizer for Breakfast,
Lunch or Dinner

healthy and prosperous
2021 for everyone!

All-You-Can-Eat Seafood 7 Days A Week

JUST LIKE A BUFFET, BUT WE SERVE YOU

Tuesday thru Sunday Noon to 9pm
12 Myrtle Street
Rockland, Maine
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www.rocklandcafe.com
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WEAVER’S ROADSIDE VARIETY
BAKERY • CATERING

1386 Waterville Road, Waldo, ME • 342-5697

• Live Bait for your
Fishing Needs
• Non-Ethanol Fuel
for your Vintage Machinery
• Agency Liquor Store
for your Drinking Pleasure
• Baked Goods for your
Dining Pleasure
• Catering of all kinds
weaversroadsidevariety@gmail.com
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I believe we all saw it coming. It was never hidden. Months
ago, Trump declared the only way he could lose this election
was if it was rigged, while he attacked the electoral process
mercilessly, crying fraud, and sought to suppress the vote long
before the election. What many thought was simply Trump’s
callous oration was in fact laying the groundwork for a coup.
In an angry tirade he declared what he expected the GOP to do,
“Get rid of the ballots! Then there will be a peaceful … There
will not be a transfer, there will be a continuation of power.”
How clear is that? Since the election, I have watched unfounded lawsuit after lawsuit trying to throw out ballots. The courts
have rejected these suits for lack of evidence. The big case,
however, was the one thrown out by the Supreme Court on
December 11. The attorney general of Texas, with the backing
of Trump, 17 Republican states and 106 Republican members
of the House of Representatives, filed a suit to throw out the
votes of four swing states that went to Biden in a bid to overturn the election results. Fortunately, the Court had the wisdom
to recognize that voters, not justices, determine elections.
This is not hidden or secretive. The GOP is carrying out
Trump’s will: “Get rid of the ballots!” Throwing out ballots because one does not agree with the result is the end of
democracy.
Though the avenue through the courts is closing, bear in mind
this coup attempt is not over. Trump supporters will be protesting in the streets, and pressure will be applied to GOP senators and representatives in Congress to reject the Electoral College vote. It is important to realize that Mussolini, Hitler and
Putin all came to power through legitimate means and, once in
power, undermined the electoral process that originally brought
them to power. Hitler often declared he would make Germany
great again; he called his opponents dangerous anti-fascists and
socialists and never criticized violence committed against them.
We live in dangerous times. Like the Nazis of the 20th century, the GOP is willing to throw out democracy and cave to the
will of their demagogue. Wake up and take back your party
from Trump. You are on a well-trodden path to fascism.
Michael Beaudry, Montville

Hiding in Plain Sight—

I sit back and light one up
by gazing out and inward
night or morning I am struck
by silent farewells and new beginnings
sometimes sunrise sneaks in through the window
the light in predictable sunsets, still transfix and enlighten
when you are in darkness
remember you will see the light
the best of nature, human nature
Wendy Rapaport, Rockland

Lighten Your Load—
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Doc Wallace and I come down on very different parts of
the political spectrum, but I found myself agreeing with his
December 15 letter complaining about hateful speech in these
pages. We profess to be dismayed by how divisive our country has become, how our national leaders are screaming against
each other instead of listening and finding compromise. Is it
too much to ask of us that we model the behavior we would
urge on them? That means that in these pages we discipline
ourselves to contest rather than attack. You contest an idea,
but what you attack is a person or a group. The Free Press is
a treasure; it gives us an invaluable forum to express our
thoughts. We need to use that forum with the respect it
deserves. If we can’t do that then we’ll have to admit that, as
Pogo would have it, “We have met the enemy and he is us.”
Tom DeMarco, Camden

Building Bridges—

Like so many other nonprofits, our team looked with trepidation at our typical fall fundraiser, the Community Auction, as we decided to make it virtual. Would supporters still
bid? Would businesses still donate? Would this fundraiser
still fuel our work and help support student dues?
This year, we raised $21,809. Over 200 people registered,
almost twice as many as in years past. We feel incredibly
lucky for this support — lucky our community participated, lucky that students and their families doubled down on
spreading the word, making items or encouraging others to
give, and incredibly lucky to receive donated items from
supporting businesses despite their own challenges.
As if that’s not enough, the event was fun! Bruce Gamage
of Gamage Antiques hopped on Zoom to introduce the event
and teach us how to call bids. Students opened and closed the
events and helped showcase items. Businesses shared why
they support Trekkers and promoted the event, too.
Sponsors included Fuller Chevrolet, First National Bank,
Adventure Advertising, Central Maine Power, Thomaston
Family Dentistry, Eastern Tire & Auto Service and Naretiv. For a full list of individuals and businesses that supported the auction, visit tinyurl.com/yaohh7qj.
We are so grateful and humbled by our community’s
incredible generosity and can-do spirit. Thank you.
Amie Hutchison, executive director of Trekkers,
Rockland

Community Comes Through—

As we come to the end of the chaos of 2020 with hopes
for a brighter new year, I must ask:
Has the virus of fear robbed us of our willingness to question? Some are eagerly awaiting a vaccine, yet at what cost?
Have we dared question the trustworthiness of “authorities”
who insist that we must wear masks, keep our distance and
live in fear instead of freedom?
Viruses have always existed and will not go away, with
or without a vaccine. Are you aware that there is no liability for injuries or death caused by any vaccines? Have you
ever experienced a negative response to any medical intervention, including medications and vaccines? If not, count
yourself among the fortunate few.
What about questioning the long-term safety and effectiveness of the promised COVID-19 vaccines? Even Dr. Fauci and
others have stated that prevention of COVID-19 and transmission of the disease are not the goal of these vaccines. They only
decrease the severity of symptoms. The FDA is aware of the
potential for serious immune responses and even death from
these Warp Speed vaccines. There are no animal studies. There
are no studies on people with already compromised health (they
are purposely excluded from such studies). Who is expendable?
Have we believed we must comply with mandates that
destroy our freedom, endanger our overall health and rob us
of the human connections that are essential for all people, in
order to ensure “the greater good”? What if the “greater good”
is, rather, a means to control, to further destroy our Constitution, to manipulate us to sacrifice the hard-won liberties that
those who came before us fought and died for? Is this the legacy we want to leave for younger and future generations?
After WWII, in Nuremberg, Germany, those who committed horrific atrocities against their fellow human beings
were tried. Some were put to death. The Nuremberg Code
was created with the assurance that never again would
human beings be used as guinea pigs.
No medical interventions without informed consent. All
medical procedures must be voluntary! Our Constitutional
rights are not set aside, even during a pandemic!
Perhaps you know all you need to know in order to submit to a Warp Speed–created experimental vaccine. I still
have lots of questions.
Mary Jane Welch, Waldoboro

Vaccine Questions—

The Free Press welcomes and encourages your letters about
whatever is on your mind. Include your name, town of residence,
and phone number (in case we need to contact you). Email
letters to copyedit@freepressonline.com or mail them to
The Free Press, P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076.
Please note our deadline for letters is Thursday at noon for the
following Tuesday publication.
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Biden’s Overseas
Dilemmas

I

by Michael G. Roskin

ncoming presidents often proclaim that they intend to
concentrate on domestic affairs and not get distracted
by foreign policy. All agree that President Biden must focus
on the pandemic and attendant economic troubles. But
foreign-policy dilemmas will quickly intrude. Choices won’t
be easy.
Israel and Iran are lurching from episodic jabs to fullscale war. Tehran vows revenge against Israel and possibly
the U.S. for the assassination of a top Iranian nuclear scientist. Tensions, building for years, include Israeli air strikes
on Iranian bases in Syria. (Why does Putin permit Israeli
air strikes? An undisclosed side-deal is going on here.) Iran’s
client Hezbollah has 100,000 to 150,000 rockets in Lebanon.
How long would Israel tolerate a thousand-or-so Iranian
missiles a day hitting them? Not long.
After Trump pulled out of the 2015 Iran nuclear deal that
inspects and limits Iranian fissile material, Tehran increased
refinement, arguing that without nuclear weapons they will
always have to back down in the face of America’s and
Israel’s nukes. Biden’s vow to rejoin the six-party agreement will produce an angry collision with Israel. If he continues Trump’s policy of “maximum pressure,” expect Iranian nukes and soon Israeli air strikes. Either way, trouble.
Iran could build a nuclear device within a year or two.
How close to completion would Israel wait? After a quarter-century of quiet contacts, conservative Arab monarchies
on the Gulf have opened diplomatic relations with Jerusalem
and would be delighted to refuel Israeli jets on their way to
bomb Iran. The Arab dictum “The enemy of my enemy is
my friend” is in full operation.
Can the U.S. stand aloof from a war across the Persian
Gulf? Trump seems to invite collision with Iran. Would one
or more American carrier battle groups in the Gulf deter or
provoke Iran? Iranian speedboats practice “swarming” against
American warships. We could soon be driven to invade and
occupy Iran. Or bow out of the Gulf. Biden may have to make
such a choice. Anyone for another Mideast war?
Pulling all U.S. forces out of the Persian Gulf is tempting, but neither Obama nor Trump has done so. Why? Our
military and intelligence agencies forcefully argue that abandonment will lead to even bigger chaos and war. Must we
forever stabilize the Gulf? If we don’t, can we live with
chronic instability? Do we let Moscow establish bases and
influence in the Middle East, something Russia has sought
since the tsars? We used to strenuously oppose that.
India and Pakistan have fought four wars, and both have
nuclear weapons. Kashmir is the permanent iritant, but Indian Prime Minister Modi’s Hindutva (Hindu-ness) aims at
crushing India’s Muslim minority. Pakistan’s Inter-Services
Intelligence trains and arms Muslim terrorists, who provoke
Indian retaliation. Must we take sides? We “tilted” to Pakistan in their 1971 war over Bangladesh, something U.S.India relations took years to recover from.
China, reviving its ancient superiority complex, sees a
paralyzed, declining U.S. American critics claim Trump
is producing precisely that. Washington’s dilemma: how to
deter China’s modernized military without escalating into
war. How many ships should we deploy in the China Seas?
Do we risk puting U.S. carriers within range of Chinese
missiles? Would a “Quadrilateral” of the U.S., Australia,
Japan and India dissuade China? Not yet an alliance, it needs
an economic basis in the Trans-Pacific Partnership, which
Trump dropped out of. Will Biden rejoin the TPP?
Trump’s tariffs on Chinese and European imports fixed
nothing; the U.S. trade balance worsened. The tariffs hurt
American fabricators, importers and consumers, not Beijing.
China — with its RCEP trade pact, Belt and Road Initiative and wider use of Chinese currency — glides into the
role vacated by the U.S. The dollar, still the world’s standard trading currency, may need realignment, which could
be as disruptive as Nixon’s closing of the gold window in
1971. Biden will have to restore the World Trade Organization to stabilize trade flows and settle disputes.
A new report finds microwave attacks injured American
diplomats in Cuba, China and Russia. Scientists think the
hardware was (is) Russian. Russian intel probably also operated it. Even worse, it was recently discovered that Russian intel hacked just about everything, undetected, for
months. Is our cybersecurity asleep? Biden is under pressure to retaliate, worsening already strained U.S.-Russia relations. Good. Post-Trump, we can get decisive with Moscow.
Central America continues to break down. Drought,
hunger and murderous gangs drive Mesoamericans to the
U.S. Do we dissuade them by stronger barriers? Caging their
children? Better idea: major U.S. aid programs that reform
corruption, fight crime and jumpstart economic growth. It
would not be easy or cheap but much better than endless,
failed efforts in the Persian Gulf. Redirecting U.S. resources
to our own hemisphere could be Biden’s signature and lasting foreign-policy achievement. Think: close to home.
Mike Roskin is a retired professor of political science.
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Here are some thoughts on how to explain to questioning children that the spirit of Santa is real, even though different from the image they have cherished. When presented this way, their sense of the magic of Christmas can
expand rather than collapse, and it can enlist them in protecting the belief of younger kids.
Christmas celebrates the birth of Jesus. Long ago, after
Jesus died, some people started churches to help them
remember and share the important lessons he taught while
he was on Earth. His main message was to love everyone
else as though they were part of your close family. A few
hundred years later, a man named Nicholas was a leader
in his local church and became famous for being very kind.
After his death as an old man, the other leaders of his church
decided to call Nicholas a saint because he had so much
love and spiritual power that he could help people even after
he had died.
Because the Great Spirit who created the entire universe
is so big and mysterious, it is easier for us to think of a person or a saint with some of that power. As time passed, more
people around the world thought of Saint Nicholas as having such powers, and they told stories localized with name
changes so their children could imagine the saint in their
own culture. For us, Saint Nicholas became Santa Claus.
When we are little, parents try to make sure that we have
a warm and safe house and clothing, food to eat, and, hopefully, some toys so we can have fun learning — especially
about sharing, a very important lesson. Sometimes a special
new present is very hard to share. Kids may have heard adults
claim that the happiness of giving a present is greater than
getting one and wondered about how it could be true. Every
year at Christmas, we see that the joy of giving to others is
what creates all of Santa’s magical power to bring so many
gifts to so many children. And Santa is always pictured as
one of the happiest characters anywhere on Earth. Isn’t he?
Giving gifts to others is a good way to feel connected with
them, whether you give a toy, a book, some food or some
warm clothes. Little children can give small presents. But
when older, and knowing more about the size of the world,
they start to wonder how any being could deliver gifts in
one night to millions of houses and how is Santa so good
at knowing what each kid hopes to get? When they suspect
there is more to this story than they’ve been told, a good
explanation is needed.
The image of Santa helps children to believe that some
powerful being cares about them — that the magical power of love and giving is real. No, Santa is not a real person.
The Great Spirit is the real source of the good things that
come to us in life. But the Great Spirit is invisible and a little hard to find, even if we are looking very hard. And so
the idea of Santa Claus is a handy way of teaching little children that there is a great and powerful being who knows
what we need and can bring helpful gifts to every house and
every person.
When we learn that Santa is not real, children have a very
important duty to remember. They must never interfere with
any younger child’s belief in Santa. Never make the mistake of trying to show off superior knowledge by taking
away any younger kid’s happy belief in Santa. When we
understand that Santa represents the love the Great Spirit
has for us, we all become responsible for helping to keep
the story alive where it is needed.
The Great Spirit knows what we are thinking and what
we need to be happy. Sometimes a toy will bring happiness.
But when we get older, we see other things that we think
we need. Little kids are not able to understand how the world
really works and how hard life can be at times, and it is very
important for them to know that the Great Spirit is always
present, watching the adventures of all living creatures on
the planet. And for those little children, Santa with his gifts
represents this wonderful presence.
Believing in the help and blessings that can come from
the Great Spirit actually allows us to receive more of these
gifts, whether they are large or small. So, deciding that Santa is not exactly a real person does not mean that the magical wonder of Christmas is not real. It means that we are now
able to understand that the spirit of Christmas can live in our
hearts every day of the year. And that is Santa’s best gift.
Buck Sawyer, Northport

Santa’s Best Gift—

Media scholar Alison Hearn said that Donald Trump “used
reality television to get into office, and then he turned the
office into reality TV, and the country into reality TV, you
know, the large use of spectacle, constant conflict, a kind of
train wreck experience that you can’t look away from.”
This is true. President Trump has had my undivided attention for four years. I wouldn’t watch a Democratic convention for a Christmas tree decorated with cookies. But I would
get up at 2 a.m. to watch President Trump orchestrate a
Republican convention.
Last night I discovered that I could also sit before
YouTube for hours, mesmerized by ads for clever mouse
traps that, with only a small amount of peanut butter, could
get hundreds of mice to jump into a bucket of water.
Robert Skoglund, The humble Farmer, St. George

Confession—

J
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Preparing for the Work Ahead
by Sen. David Miramant
ust a few weeks ago on December 2, I was honored to be
sworn into the 130th Maine Legislature for my fourth
term as the State Senator for Knox County. We gathered in
the Augusta Civic Center where the swearing-in day ceremony was held for the first time in order to provide adequate space for social distancing. While this wasn’t quite
the ceremony I’m used to, I was humbled to be in the same
rooms and halls as my colleagues once again, with all of us
embracing the amazing opportunity voters gave us.
Swearing-in day isn’t the only thing that will look different this year. In order to keep legislators, staff and the public safe, we voted to change the rules for public hearings about
bills before committees. Now instead of driving all the way
to Augusta to speak for just a handful of minutes, you will
be able to provide testimony via phone or videoconference.
I am excited about this change and what it means for our
working families and their ability to participate in the legislative process. Instead of taking off from school or work to
drive hours one way and then turn back after your two- to
three-minute testimony, you will be able to conveniently join
our committee meetings from the comfort of your own home.
No more need for a babysitter, gas money, or time off from
work. Think about the broad range of perspectives that will
be brought into our discussions. The only question many of
us have is, Why did it take a pandemic to make this change?
We will begin our legislative work just after New Year’s
Day, but that doesn’t mean I’m taking a break. Already I
have gotten to work meeting with and listening to folks back
home in Knox County. Every day I hear from you just how
difficult it has been for small businesses to make ends meet

or how challenging it is for parents to balance working from
home while keeping their kids engaged in virtual school. So
many of our community members — teachers, small business owners, nurses, parents and more — have been working harder than ever to come up with creative solutions to
the challenges the pandemic has faced us with. These problems are at the forefront of my mind in Augusta this session.
This year I will be chairing the Joint Standing Committee on Marine Resources, which is responsible for managing commercial marine fisheries, fish species, and aquaculture. Living on the coast, I know just how much our
communities depend on our working waterfronts for food,
work and jobs. It is my charge to make sure that our marine
ecosystem remains sustainable and plentiful for generations
to come. In addition, I will serve on the Labor and Housing Committee, which focuses on work and safety standards,
affordable housing and unemployment compensation. This
committee will be central to rebuilding our state in the midst
of the COVID-19 pandemic, whether it’s making sure
employees have the equipment they need to be safe or fixing the unemployment system, so folks don’t have to wait
months to get the help they need.
This year hasn’t been easy for anyone and there is no
doubt that we will encounter problems as we conduct legislative business this way for the first time. But I promise
to you that we won’t let it affect the quality of the work
we do or the access you have to your legislators and the legislative process.
If you have any questions, concerns or ideas, please
don’t hesitate to reach out to me at david.miramant@
legislature.maine.gov or call my office at (207) 287-1515.

L E T T E R S / O P I N I O N S
This week, each day has revealed greater damage to our
nation’s cybersecurity with foreign infiltration deep into our
government and private sector. This has all kinds of potential, from sabotaging our military defenses to turning off the
lights, shutting down our internet, emptying our bank
accounts, interrupting our vaccine distribution, and closing
our roads and transportation systems. Nothing is secure.
Like 911 when Clinton’s national security experts warned
the Bush administration about potential terrorism on our
soil. Like the Obama administration’s warnings and preparations for pandemics. The Trump administration and all of
us have been warned about threats and consequences
involved with our cybersecurity (our internet dependency
in all aspects of our lives).
Why aren’t we addressing these security issues? To me it’s
clear. The politics of distraction and attacks against Americans and our experts by our own leaders like Trump consumes all of our attention, energy and resources, leaving nothing to address our daily national business. The losses to our
economy, security and health are astronomical and not being
acknowledged and accounted for. Don’t be fooled or complacent, the politics of distraction — take the money and run,
as Trump has done — is a life and death matter for all of us.
A year ago, on December 19, 2019, cybersecurity expert
Josephine Wolff warned in The New York Times: “As we
head into 2020, worrying about the integrity of our elections, the growing scourge of ransomware and the increasingly sophisticated forms of cyberespionage and cybersabotage being developed by our adversaries, it’s disconcerting
to feel that many of our government’s best cybersecurity
minds are walking out the front door and leaving behind too
few people to monitor what’s coming in our back doors.”
Now it’s happened. Call our U.S. Senators Collins and King.
Tell them no more entertainment politics, no more hiding
in FOX holes. We want our representatives to demand the
best and the brightest in America working for us.
David Souers, Friendship

National Security—

This administration’s own head of cybersecurity stated
that the 2020 election was the most secure in our nation’s
history. The attorney general said that the Department of
Justice did not find evidence of “massive voter fraud.” The
Supreme Court refused to hear cases brought before it to
overturn the election results.The Electoral College validated the vote count and officially announced Joe Biden as the
winner of the 2020 presidential election.
It’s time for us to take stock and take our medicine.
Whether it’s to celebrate or to accept with dignity the disappointment of an electoral loss, America has spoken and
we now have a result that needs to be respected.
Every opportunity has been afforded to our current president to challenge this outcome and the courts have spoken,
consistently finding that the cases brought before them had
no merit. Citizens have shown remarkable patience while
these many challenges have run their course.
It is time to shake hands and allow the incoming president the opportunity to govern without obstruction.
This would also be the appropriate time to wish him well,
for our country’s sake.
George Mason, Nobleboro

Wish Him Well—

Knox-Lincoln Soil and Water Conservation District would
like to congratulate all individuals who were honored Tuesday, November 10, at the Knox-Lincoln SWCD 73rd Annual Awards Celebration held online. District friends, partners
and the public were invited to celebrate the conservation
contributions of Knox and Lincoln county residents and hear
Ivan Fernandez, distinguished University of Maine professor at the Climate Change Institute and professor at the
School of Forest Resources, speak on “Climate Change in
Maine and a Way Forward.” Videos of all presentations are
accessible on our website: knox-lincoln.org/annual-banquet.
This year we recognized the following conservationists
for their contributions:
Conservation Farm of 2020: Andrea and Allan Smith of
Brae Maple Farm, Union
Promoting Awareness and Management of Invasive Plants
in Maine: Nancy Olmstead, Invasive Plant Biologist, Maine
Natural Areas Program
Promoting Water Quality in the Lower Sheepscot River
Watershed: Sue Mello, Natural Resources Program Manager, Boothbay Region Water District
This year several local businesses sponsored our Annual Awards Celebration, which allowed us to transition to an
online platform. We are grateful for the following sponsors:
Sasanoa Brewing, Union Farm Equipment, Mid-Maine
Forestry and Moose Crossing Garden Center.
Knox-Lincoln SWCD offers educational programming
for students and adults, technical services, a spring plant
and conservation supply sale, and retains historic aerial photos of our region. Along with congratulating our conservation award winners, the evening included a raffle as one
of our yearly fundraisers. We appreciate the following local
businesses, who generously donated prizes: Midcoast Conservancy, Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens, Mystic Woodworks, ReVision Energy and Sasanoa Brewing.
Thank you to all who attended our awards banquet and
contributed to conservation efforts over the year.
Knox-Lincoln Soil and Water Conservation District
Board of Supervisors and Staff, Rockport

Soil & Water District Thanks—

I think what bothers me most about Trump’s LLC/PAC
— the millions of dollars that he and his kids can pump into
their own little slush fund from daddy’s grifting to buy boats
and club memberships and Porsches — is that it comes from
so much of his base, his mesmerized unthinking cult following, who themselves may be in need of food or rent money
or gas for the car. And they are so pitifully unaware of how
they are being taken for “suckers” and “losers” (like us veterans). The grifter-in-chief couldn’t care less about them. So
sad. Trump has no desire, in his heart, to run again in 2024.
He just wants to milk his base dry for four years, squeezing out every last nickel they are foolish enough to part with.
Stuart Falconer, Rockland

Supporting the Grift—

The Free Press welcomes and encourages your letters about
whatever is on your mind. Include your name, town of residence,
and phone number (in case we need to contact you). Email
letters to copyedit@freepressonline.com or mail them to
The Free Press, P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076.
Please note our deadline for letters is Thursday at noon for the
following Tuesday publication.
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that I was aware of. I was sad that menstruation, this most
basic bodily function responsible for each of us being here,
was essentially being ignored.
One very important thing I want people to know is that
you cannot purchase pads and tampons or any essential nonedibles with SNAP (food stamps)!
After five years, One Less Worry now has pads and tampons in 22 area locations. Still, I occasionally receive dismissive attitudes. These insinuate, “This box of mac and cheese
is more important than that box of tampons.” This is not a
contest. They can sit side-by-side, equally important.
Becca: “Periods are political.”
Sharon: Nearly every action, or inaction, is political. Fundamentally, you cannot talk about periods without talking
about the uterus. Who owns your uterus? Who has power
over what comes out of your uterus and when? Who decides
how much to tax your uterus when it needs period products? If you don’t think these are political questions, just
try inserting “penis” or “sperm” for “uterus.”
This year the State of Maine will receive $1 million in
taxes from [period products]. Why hasn’t this tax been
removed? Because it is political. A lot of people who do not
have periods have decided to behave as if they support
removal of the tax on menstrual products — until it arrives
in the Appropriations Committee. There it is passively swept
under the carpet.
In Maine, the bottle of Allen’s Coffee Brandy you buy is
taxed 5.5% and the box of tampons you buy, an essential,
is also taxed 5.5%! There is no willingness to remove the
tax because many people in power have no motivation to
figure out what might offset the $1 million budgetary loss
of what they already gain at the expense of Mainers who
menstruate. I have an idea. Let’s increase the tax on Allen’s
Coffee Brandy and other alcohol at a rate that would offset pads and tampons’ tax loss.
Becca: How does this work intersect with other basic
needs of people?
Sharon: We know that if you are struggling to feed your
family or keep them warm, the likelihood that you may
also be struggling to purchase pads and tampons is high.
If you just left an abusive relationship and are in temporary,
safe lodging, you may have period needs that you cannot
meet. If you are a homeless teen, you may need access
to pads and tampons. And if you are a person who is caught
by that sudden awareness your period is starting and
you had not anticipated it, you are going to need a tampon
or pad!
Becca: I saw that OLW is now offering more-environmentally-friendly period catchers, such as reusable menstrual cups.
Sharon: Environmentally friendly period products are one
of the things I dream about. A friend of OLW has gifted
us some menstrual cups, allowing us to see if there is an
audience for them. I love the idea of period panties or washable and reusable pads and would like to experiment with
offering them.
Becca: OLW seems to aim for trans- and gender-nonconforming inclusiveness around periods.
Sharon: It is extremely important to OLW to have
gender-neutral language. We want everyone to see
themselves in periods whether they menstruate or not. You
and those you love wouldn’t be here without the uterus.
Sometimes it is difficult to tell who is lucky enough to have
a uterus!
Becca: In the early days of the Great Toilet Paper Crisis
of 2020, you wrote to me, “OMG! Toilet paper … just do
not know how I am going to keep up with the demand (and
the pricing).” How did OLW come to be a major pandemic toilet paper provider for the area?
Sharon: We provide a mutually-agreed-upon amount of
toilet paper monthly [to many area food pantries]. COVID19 prompted most food pantries to shift to a compassionate, open policy where folks can come as needed. By the
end of March, families were coming up to four times
a month, significantly increasing the amount of toilet paper
that we ended up providing. It was, and is, daunting. By
the end of March there was such a dearth of toilet paper,
at any price, that simply finding, and affording, toilet paper
was a staggering job. OLW’s board, in their astonishingly

‘Christmas in Story
and Song’ on Local TV

The First Church in Belfast, United Church of Christ will
present “Christmas in Story and Song,” a service of Scripture readings and carols performed by the children and members of First Church. The program will air on the local access
stations in Belfast (BCTV) and Searsport (SCTV) on
Spectrum cable channel 2, on Christmas Eve, Thursday,
December 24, at 5 and 9 p.m., and on Christmas Day, Friday, December 25, at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
The program will also be available beginning Christmas
Eve on the church website, firstchurchinbelfast.org, and on
the church Facebook page, @FirstChurchinBelfastUCC.

can-do fashion, stepped up. We all made daily stops at multiple stores searching, hoping for just a roll or two at any
price. Some days, we totally failed. The next day one of
us might score a 12-pack and we would all celebrate! We
woke early and stayed up late scanning the internet for
toilet paper. Sheer determination and the support of many
made it happen.
Becca: When I went to Camden-Rockport High School
in the early ’90s, it was rumored that you could get condoms at school; it was said to involve a secretive plea to
the school nurse, all the while fearing the vicious “slut”
label. I think OLW gives out condoms sometimes? Also,
maybe in 2020, the local schools have them easily and nonshamefully available.
Sharon: OLW is 100% supportive of condoms everywhere. We are ready to provide condoms to locations
who would like to offer them. Most of our high schools and
many of our middle schools have them available in locations where they can be discreetly accessed. However, we
need to stop thinking about condoms as the primary answer
[to teen pregnancy and STIs]. They are not. Information
is. Young teens have been having sex forever but never
have there been more options for contraception. I am astonished by the lack of information and misinformation that
young people have. We need to do a better job of empowering all genders to talk about, and act upon, birth control.
I wish this happened openly in homes with love and nonjudgmentalness.
Becca: Discuss OLW’s Period Friendly campaign.
Sharon: Half the world’s population has a uterus; 50%
of the population averages having their period 3,500
days of their life! Why can’t we talk about this openly without use of euphemisms signaling something is wrong,
secretive, or unhygienic about this normal, essential
bodily function? Stop hiding your tampons in the linen
closet behind the towels! Put them out for all to see. Let’s
have free pads and tampons in schools, public restrooms
and businesses that care about their clientele. That toilet
paper is free! Let’s normalize periods. Let’s embrace
periods.
Becca: How have you been able to manage all the time
and work involved in the project? Is it still all unpaid?
Sharon: I am going to answer this question as honestly
as possible. It isn’t glamorous. Most days I do not “manage” it. It feels like the day wants to manage me. On a good
week, I put in 50 to 60 hours of OLW work across seven
days. Challenging weeks are closer to 80 hours. Days are
packed with an astonishing array of must-dos. I am behind
on thank-you notes, which makes me sad and anxious
because I want people to know how thankful we are! I fret
between 2:15 and 3:30 a.m. Very often I am vulnerable and
tender and cry. I meditate.
I am immensely grateful for my husband and my board
for hearing me when I am struggling. Without fail they lift
me back up. OLW is 100% volunteer. Every nook and cranny in my home is filled with a stack of OLW — I eat every
meal looking at a tower of pads and tampons, the living
room has stacks of soap and toothpaste, the front door is
barricaded with floor-to-ceiling toilet paper. You get used
to it.
Becca: What has been one of the most challenging, and

U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs —

COVID-19 Vaccines
Planned for Veterans

The U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs is working
with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and
other federal partners to provide COVID-19 vaccines to veterans and VA health care personnel according to a phased
plan. Those who wish to receive updates about the distribution and to indicate their interest in receiving one may
sign up at va.gov.
Vaccines will be offered first to veterans living in VA
long-term care facilities and VA health care personnel. After
the first two groups, vaccines will be offered to those
who are at high risk of severe illness from COVID-19 based
on age, some existing health problems and other factors
that increase the risk of severe illness or death from COVID19, such as living in a nursing home or other group living
facility.
The first vaccines will be offered through certain VA
medical centers. When more vaccines are available, the VA
will determine whether it is possible to provide vaccines
through its community provider network.
When more vaccines become available, the VA plans to
offer a free COVID-19 vaccine to all veterans receiving VA
health care who want one.
Teams will contact veterans when a vaccine is available
to them and help schedule appointments.
Those who are not currently receiving health care through
the VA can apply by visiting va.gov.
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one of the most gratifying, moments of engaging in this effort?
Sharon: Truthfully, the most challenging moments for
me are encountering forms of judgmentalness. I have heard
people remark about a pantry client’s manicure, cell phone,
name-brand clothing, smoking, or their car, with scathing
remarks. Verbalizing these thoughts seems unnecessarily
hurtful and shows little compassion for the complexities
of need.
My relationships and time with the people we are
serving are the most fulfilling moments. I love the great
single dad raising three girls with such heart. We have
conversations about the books he and the girls are reading, what foods he is teaching them to cook, menstrual
matters, and his worries. I love the woman who has been
fighting cancer for years. We talk about how her treatment
affects what she is able to eat and her hunger level. And we
talk about our grandchildren. One senior gentleman stopped
me at the USDA Commodity Supplemental Food pickup.
“Hey, toilet paper lady! Thank you. I really needed this
toilet paper. I was all out. These are the kind of things that
will turn this world around.” I wrote his words on a piece
of paper and taped them to the wall by my desk as a simple
reminder.
COVID-19 has reduced the time for interaction I have
with beautiful people like these. I look forward to returning to the warm hugs we shared!
***
Pads and tampons from OLW are available at AIO
Food and Energy Assistance, Come Spring Food Pantry,
Jefferson Area Food Pantry, St. George Community Cupboard, and Thomaston Inter-Church Fellowship Food Pantry.
You do not have to be a client; just show up during pantry
open hours and ask for them. OLW also provides pads and
tampons to area schools, available in the nurse’s office. Rockland Public Library has free pads and tampons in the nongendered bathroom off the children’s area. If you have difficulty accessing these locations, email onelessworry.maine@
gmail.com.
You can support OLW by telling others about it and joining the One Less Worry Facebook page to stay informed
about their work, needs and volunteer opportunities. They
accept donations of pads, tampons, toilet paper, soap, or
toothpaste by mail or drop-off at their porch bin at 108 Beech
Street, Rockland, ME 04841. Email onelessworry.maine@
gmail.com for a complete list of needs, or see their Amazon
wish list. Financial contributions can be sent to One Less
Worry at the address above or via onelessworry.me.

Round Three —

Belfast ‘Keep the
Faith’ Grants Continue

The City of Belfast is accepting applications for the
third round of awards from the Belfast Keep the Faith Fund:
Grocery Voucher and Small Business Grant Program.
The city is offering relief to residents who have been
laid off or who have experienced reduced work hours
and to small businesses in Belfast that have been forced
to close or had a reduction in revenue greater than 25% due
to COVID-19. Eligible residents can receive a $100 grocery gift card per household, with an additional $50 per
child, to either the Belfast Hannaford or the Belfast
Co-op. A grant of $500 will be awarded to qualified smallbusiness owners.
Since the fund’s inception, $28,900 has been awarded
through the grocery voucher program and $63,500 through
the small-business grant program.
“This fund was first created for our community to keep
the faith during these very challenging times,” explained
Belfast City Councilor Neal Harkness in a news release.
“The light is now returning to the world.”
Those who wish to apply for the grocery voucher program may visit cityofbelfast.org/groceryvoucher, email
deputyclerk@cityofbelfast.org or call 338-3370, extension
131, and leave their name and phone number. A staff member will return calls.
Visit cityofbelfast.org/smallbusinessgrant to apply for a
small-business grant, call 338-3370, extension 116, or email
economicdevelopment@cityofbelfast.org.
The city council initially approved an appropriation of
$150,000 to create the Keep the Faith Fund Account. The
fund has since received outside donations totaling $61,695
from more than 120 community members.
Community members and local organizations are still
encouraged to donate to the Belfast Keep the Faith Fund.
Donations can be made by check to the City of Belfast, with
the subject line “Belfast KTF Fund,” and mailed to City
of Belfast, attn: Belfast Keep the Faith Fund, 131 Church
Street, Belfast, ME 04915 or by visiting the Go Fund Me
webpage at tinyurl.com/ydfrtjmr. A donation to the Belfast
Keep the Faith Fund is tax-deductible.
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Nordic Aquafarms

Salmon Farm
Opponents Appeal
BEP Permitting
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by Ethan Andrews
pponents of the land-based salmon farm proposed for
construction in Belfast have filed formal appeals in two
counties challenging permits issued by the Maine Board
of Environmental Protection to the developer, Nordic Aquafarms Inc.
BEP on November 19 granted final approval for permits governing Nordic’s wastewater discharge system and
air emissions, along with permits required under the Natural Resource Protection Act and Site Location of Development Act.
On December 16, attorney David Losee, representing
Upstream Watch, filed a Rule 80c petition in Kennebec
County Superior Court to appeal the board’s final decision.
On December 18, a second Rule 80c petition was filed in
Waldo County Superior Court by attorney Kim Ervin Tucker, representing intervenors Jeffrey Mabee, Judith Grace,
Maine Lobstering Union, Wayne Canning, David Black and
Friends of the Harriet L. Hartley Conservation Area.
Rule 80c is used to appeal a final action by a state agency,
in this case BEP’s decision to grant the environmental permits to Nordic Aquafarms.
The Upstream Watch petition focuses on the wastewater
that would be discharged from the salmon farm into Penobscot Bay and what it contends are gaps in the studies and
information provided by Nordic. Additionally, it contends
that BEP didn’t properly categorize Nordic’s anticipated air
emissions. It says BEP overlooked that Nordic hasn’t quantfied its freshwater need or demonstrated it has the financial
capacity to construct the facility, which Nordic has estimated will cost $500 million when completed.
The petition filed in Waldo County focuses a land dispute related to construction of a pipeline for the salmon
farm, alleging that BEP ignored a relevant Maine Supreme
Judicial Court decision from earlier this year when it determined that Nordic had demonstrated sufficient rights to
cross a strip of mudflats with a pipeline that would link
the salmon farm to Penobscot Bay. Nordic maintains that
the land, which lies north of the Little River estuary, is
owned by Janet and Richard Eckrote, with whom they hold
an easement option. In the case cited by Tucker, Tomasino
v. Town of Casco, the Law Court ruled that when land ownership is disputed, an easement without backing from the
court isn’t enough. Tucker and the parties she represents
believe the land was severed from the Eckrotes’ deed in the
1940s and belongs to Mabee and Grace, who own an upland
parcel two lots to the south of the Eckrotes.
BEP, over multiple challenges, has maintained that Nordic
demonstrated sufficient rights to the land for the administrative purposes of reviewing and granting the permits, and
that the ultimate question of ownership lies with the court.
Ownership of the land is the subject of a pending lawsuit
in Waldo County Superior Court.
Additionally, the petition filed by Tucker alleges that BEP
played loose with the details of proposed dredging by Nordic
to bury a portion of the pipeline in the bay floor. Opponents
of the salmon farm have raised concerns that displacement
of sediment in that area, which is known to contain some
amount of mercury and other toxins, poses threats to the local
ecology and lobster fishery. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is currently reviewing a second round of soil and sediment analysis provided by Nordic after the corps judged
that the first study, which showed favorably low levels of
toxins and was the subject of an article in The Free Press,
was not done properly.

DEP Flags Plastic Spill
for Enforcement

by Ethan Andrews
Maine Department of Environmental Protection is continuing to investigate the spill of shredded plastic and other
waste materials into Penobscot Bay.
“DEP staff have been on-site, conducted additional interviews and continue to gather information as part of our
ongoing investigation,” DEP spokesman David Madore
wrote in an email December 18. “Based on the information
we currently have, the department is now treating this as an
open enforcement case.”
The material, compressed bales of a mixture of about 85%
unrecyclable plastic with some cotton and linen, known as
solid recovered fuel, arrived in Searsport by ship from
Northern Ireland on November 28 bound for the Penobscot
Energy Recovery Company waste-to-electricity incinerator in Orrington. On December 2, two of the bales fell into
the bay, according to a representative of the company that
operates the port, Sprague Operating Resources.
Sprague did not report the spill, which was discovered
when plastic washed up on the beach at Sears Island, a halfmile across the water from the port.

that, she told me how worried she was about her friend B.
“He’s going to kill her,” she kept saying. B. had been with
her husband for 20 years, since she was 16, and the beatings were getting worse. To every suggestion I made for
getting B. help, N. would shake her head and say, “She will
never leave.” Still, whenever she could, she told B. about
her client who ran a sisterhood of survivors called Finding
Our Voices.
In early December, N. showed me the text message B.
had sent her the previous weekend:
“I’m ready. Let’s do it. Now that I just got used like a rag
doll, my face put to the ground and my ribs kneeled on, I’m
ready.
“Ask [Patrisha] what do I have to do to get me the f—
out of here while I’m still alive.”
As soon as B.’s husband was out of the house, N. moved
her and her three kids out, and into a safe place, rescuing
B.’s family as her friend had rescued hers years earlier from
another master-manipulator masquerading as a lover.
She told me B.’s car was not working, and the first check
from the GTFO fund went to B. for car repairs.
I told all of this to Mary Lou during our daily, first-cupof-coffee phone chat. Mary Lou is 80 years old and 15 years
ago left the University of Southern Maine professor who
tormented her and their children for 45 years. She sent B.
a note saying, “Leaving is the hardest thing you will do
AND the BEST gift you will give you and your children.”
“ … Keep looking to a future FREE of fear, free of being
controlled and FREE of denial that it would get better …
it never does.” She signed off with, “... love and lots of gentle hugs,” and included a check for a beauty treatment.
It was Christmas By the Sea weekend in Camden when
I walked into town to meet B. at the Cutting Edge hair salon.
A central feature of Finding Our Voices outreach is huge,
downtown window banners featuring 30 Maine survivors
of domestic abuse, along with a quote and the domestic
abuse hotline number. In the window of Cutting Edge is the
banner of Jess, a nurse at Pen Bay, with her quote: “It got
bad fast and stayed bad for a very long time.”
The salon owner, Amy Judkins, was brushing out B.’s
long, silky blond hair, crimping soft curls around her face.
B. looked in the mirror and said, “I feel like a new person.”
B. and I were sitting across from each other over hot cider
at the Waterfront Restaurant while she told me how he isolated her down a long dirt road in a trailer with no running
water — “A necessity for you would be a luxury for me.”
Then her face crumpled and she said, “I don’t know how
I am going to make it on my own.”
What is it you like to do, I asked her. “I make jewelry,”
she said. I remembered a sea-glass necklace I had admired

on N. the first time she cleaned my house. B. told me they
make these necklaces together, and, with her face lighting
up, she described combing beaches for sea glass, and also
driftwood that she turns into boxes.
The second check I wrote from the GTFO fund was to B.
for business cards for her and N.’s beach creations.
Walking out into the night with Christmas carols filling
the air, B. noticed Bekah’s Finding Our Voices banner in
the window of Planet Toys with the quote “He was a gentleman. At first.” B. said, “I know her! We were in high
school together! I can’t believe it happened to her too.”
I placed an introductory call for B. to the Knox County
Homeless Coalition, and the next day she texted me about
Kali, who had answered the phone: “She was super nice.
She let me know if I needed anything, they were there 24
hours.”
She now has a caseworker with this miracle-working
organization that is helping her get the government benefits to which she is entitled, plus a low-income housing
voucher, and putting in place every other stepping stone
on a path to independence.
Three weeks after B. texted N. in that first crucial call for
help, B. told me, “I have already found more love and
support than ever before in my life.”
She told me that 20% of the proceeds from the sea-glass
necklaces and driftwood boxes is going to Finding Our Voices, to help other women to get out, and to stay out, as she says
this time she is determined to do. That day, I found a Christmas gift from B. on my doorstep: A necklace with a big, bold,
yellow (color of Finding Our Voices) sea-glass heart.
The owners of Camden Dermatology and Mohs Surgery,
Christine’s Framing Gallery, and Cutting Edge all stepped
up to sell the necklaces without taking a commission, and
Christine Buckley, a Finding Our Voices banner star, is
helping B. to set up an Etsy shop. In the past week alone,
B. has sold at least 40 of these gorgeous, electric-blue,
mauve, pink, amber, and green sea-glass necklaces, on suede
and silver chains.
With the help and love of our community that was there
all along, B. is finding her voice and helping others to find
theirs. Because she broke her silence, in the year of the pandemic she and her children are going to experience their
first Christmas in a very long time that is suffused with peace
and joy.
Patrisha McLean is the president and founder of
Finding Our Voices. FindingOurVoices.net

For more information on the sea-glass necklaces or
Finding OurVoices, please email Patrisha at
hello@findingourvoices.net.
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Karen M. Rizkalla, Broker/Owner
stgeorge-realty.com or karenriz.com
ST. GEORGE WATERFRONT - FABULOUS DOCK

Sail, Power & Steam Museum Online Chat December 29 —

Rockland’s Sail, Power, and Steam Museum’s online conversation series, called Captains’ Quarters, will continue
on Tuesday, December 29, at 6:30 p.m. on the Zoom platform. Captain Jim Sharp will talk about the history of the
schooner Adventure, pictured, which he once owned with Captain Stefan Edick (executive director of the schooner),
John McBride (Adventure’s final first mate under Sharp’s ownership) and other former crew, cooks and passengers.
The Gloucester fishing schooner is a National Historic Landmark and an official project of Save America’s Treasures.
Built in 1926 and launched in Essex, Massachusetts, the ship spent 27 years fishing off Georges Bank followed by
years sailing as a windjammer out of Camden Harbor. Adventure was ultimately donated to the port of Gloucester and,
after undergoing a significant rebuild, now sits in that historic harbor. Visit sailpowersteammuseum.org to register
and receive a link to attend.

Skidompha Library Receives Microgrant

Eve
ry
on

Skidompha Public Library in Damariscotta is one of only
40 schools and libraries in the U.S., and the only one in
Maine, chosen to receive a microgrant from the Beanstack
Black Voices microgrant program. Grants were awarded to
libraries that are committed to programs that focus on social
justice and equity.
Beanstack, a Black-owned business, is the web-based
software Skidompha used to track participants’ progress
during the library’s summer reading program. Zoobean,

Beanstack’s parent company, offered the grant to help
Skidompha create reading-related programs to advance
social justice and equity initiatives. Skidompha will target
newly independent readers, offering book bundles and takehome kits to promote social justice and diversity. Information packets for parents and caregivers will be included
with the book bundles.
Resources are expected to circulate by midwinter.
For more information, visit skidompha.org.

Light & view-filled Great Room w/ southern & eastern
exposure, large detached garage + 2 bays on ground
level of home for ocean-view workshop & small boat
or vehicle storage. Major renovation of dock offers an
incredible space for outdoor gatherings. $1,018,000
ST. GEORGE - MAJOR RENOVATION & SUNSET VIEWS

Loving Maine On a Local, Natural & Organic Level
e!
Everything you need for
lcom
e
W
s
Your Winter Celebrations
ei

Over 250 Local Farmers,
Producers & Vendors!
Local Beer & Wine varieties
Grab -n- Go Meals
Fresh Baked Goods
Bulk food & Items
Wellness Department
Gifts and Books
We are open 7 Days a week
Mon. - Sat. 8am - 8pm
Sunday 8am - 6pm
Curbside Pick-up Monday -Friday

323 Main Street

Damariscotta

207-563-5556

risingtide.coop

New England architecture with a whole house renovation
to be completed in early January. New roof, cedar clapboards, deck, Viessmann propane furnace, underground
electric, septic system, kitchen, bathrooms, & gorgeous
8" pine floors. Shown by appointment. $422,500
SALE PENDING - ST. GEORGE WATERFRONT

One floor living at its finest! 3 BR/2.5 BA waterfront
home in private setting on Harrington Cove. $508,500
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Committee assignments —

Local State Senators
Receive Appointments

Local Maine Senators Dave Miramant, D-Camden; Chloe
Maxmin, D-Nobleboro; and Chip Curry, D-Belfast, have
recently received their committee appointments for the 130th
Maine Legislature.
Miramant was appointed to serve as Senate chair of the
Joint Standing Committee on Marine Resources, which is
responsible for overseeing issues of fisheries, shellfish, aquaculture and marine science and research. He will also serve
on the Labor and Housing Committee, which focuses on
work and safety standards, affordable housing and unemployment compensation.
Maxmin has been appointed to serve on the Joint Standing Committee on Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry,
which is responsible for managing public lands, ensuring
animal welfare, overseeing all matters of agriculture, regulating pesticide use and more. She will also serve on the
Marine Resources Committee.
Curry will serve as Senate chair of the Joint Standing
Committee on Innovation, Development, Economic
Advancement and Business, which supports Maine’s workforce, strengthens local businesses and encourages economic development. He will also serve on the Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife Committee, which is responsible for hunting,
fishing, trapping, ATVs and boating.
Lawmakers are assigned to committees by the presiding
officers based on their interests, experience and professional background. Joint standing committees are composed of
three senators and 10 representatives. The Legislature will
reconvene in the new year.

The Chewonki Foundation —

Scholarships Offered
to Maine Coast
Semester for Youth
Leaders

The Chewonki Foundation in Wiscasset is offering two
$15,000 Maine Youth Environmental Leaders Scholarships
to support students from Maine who would like to attend
Maine Coast Semester at Chewonki during the spring or fall
of their junior year in high school. The deadline to apply
is February 15.
The Maine Youth Environmental Leaders Scholarship
covers approximately one half of tuition and fees. Successful applicants will be in the top 20% of their class, have the
support of a school or community leader, have demonstrated an appreciation for the natural world and can envision
creating positive change in their home community.
Maine Coast Semester at Chewonki is a semester-long
residential program; learning takes place in classrooms,
fields, on the coast, at the farm, in forests and on extended
backcountry expeditions. Students explore the concepts
behind human ecology and the intersection between humans
and their natural, social and built environments.
Visit mainecoastsemester.org for details and to apply.
For more information, email Sheryl Stearns at sstearns@
chewonki.org or phone 882-7323.

§
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Strand on the Air —

‘Good Riddance to 2020’ with Cast Working
from Home

The Strand Theatre will present “Good Riddance to 2020,”
an original radio variety show,
Sunday, December 27, at 5 p.m.
The show will feature comedy
skits and music and can be heard
on WRFR — 93.3 in Rockland,
99.3 in Camden, or by streaming at wrfr.org. Each show will
then be available to stream on
the Strand Theatre website at
rocklandstrand.com, and as a
podcast.
The show will feature Liz
McLeod (shown), Dan Bookham
and the Strand Family Players.
Brittany Parker will contribute
new music, and local jazz talent
courtesy of the Midcoast Music
Academy will perform. The
show is written, directed and
edited by McLeod, the Strand
house manager. Instead of performing on stage, cast members
will contribute their parts from
home.
For more information, visit
rocklandstrand.com, email info@
rocklandstrand.com or call 5940070.

Farnsworth Offers Painters’ Forum
“Toward Otter Point” by Rob Pollien

The Farnsworth Art Museum is offering an
online series for experienced painters, “Painters’
Forum with Rob Pollien,” on the second Fridays
of the month from 1 to 3 p.m., on January 8, February 12, March 12 and April 9.
Participants will create four oil or acrylic painting projects. The course will include demonstrations, lectures, an online forum, discussion and
critiques. The projects will begin with palette management and color-mixing exercises and progress
through a series of color-related painting problems. The work of painters Joseph Albers,
Johannes Itten and Anders Zorn will be referenced.
Pollien earned an MFA from the University of
Pennsylvania and attended the Skowhegan School
of Painting and Sculpture. He has been awarded
the Maine Arts Commission Individual Artist Fellowship for painting, and his works are in corporate, public and private collections.
Tuition is $180; $144 for members.
To register, visit farnsworthmuseum.org.

Maine Project Learning Tree Writing Workshop

Maine Project Learning Tree, an environmental education program and curriculum offered by the Maine Timber
Research & Environmental Education Foundation designed
for teachers, informal educators, parents and community

Moving Sale

25% OFF
Entire Store Through Christmas Eve...

leaders, will hold an environmental place-based writing
workshop via Zoom for educators and writers. Called The
Places We Live, the sessions will be held on Wednesdays,
January 13, 20, and 27 and February 3, from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
The registration deadline is Monday, January 4.
Each week, participants will be given a writing prompt
and have time to write and then an opportunity to share during each of the first three sessions. Instructors and participants will provide feedback before a more polished draft is
shared during the final session.
The cost is $40, which includes a copy of “Project Learning Tree Exploring Environmental Issues: Places We Live,
Secondary Environmental Education Module.”
To register, visit mainetree.org.

After 25 years in our Thomaston
store we are relocating.

Rockland Mercantile Company
Antiques & Imports
Specializing in Imports from India, Vietnam & Guatemala

Furniture, Candles, Crafts, Jewelry
Textiles & Much, Much more
OPEN DAILY EXCEPT MON & TUES FROM 11-4

350 Main Street, Thomaston • 354-0777

Merry Christmy aNsew Year
& Happ

New England Imports
632 Lakeview Drive (Rte. 202), South China, ME

445-4583
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AIO ‘Fill the Strand’
Food and Funds Drive

AIO Food and Energy Assistance will host its first Fill
the Strand food and funds drive to benefit the organization’s
food, energy and weekend meal programs for Knox County families on Monday, January 18, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
AIO is seeking sufficient donations to fill every seat in the
theater with bags of food and funds.
Due to COVID-19, much of the collection activity will
take place in the weeks leading up to January 18. Collection sites include Allen Insurance and Financial offices in
Rockland and Camden, Main Street Markets in Rockland
and AIO Food and Energy Assistance in Rockland. On January 18, volunteers will accept donations curbside at the
Strand Theatre.
Community organizations, businesses and the public
are encouraged to hold food and fund drives to support the
effort. Monetary donations are welcome; they enable AIO
to purchase food at a competitive price. Individuals may
sponsor a bag for $25, which will fill one seat in the theater; to do so, visit tinyurl.com/fillthestrand. Donations of
nonperishable food with a current expiration date are also
welcome (no glass).
Individuals or groups interested in holding a food drive
are asked to email weekendmeal@aiofoodpantry.org or
leilamurph@yahoo.com. Visit aiofoodpantry.org for more
information.

Parking Lot Christmas
Mass Set for Rockland

‘Thankful Tree’ at Edgecomb Community
Church — Edgecomb Community Church, located at 15 Cross

Point Road, has put up a holiday tree in front of the church building. Community members are invited to tie a note,
a photograph, a handmade ornament or a prayer of gratitude or remembrance to branches of the “Thankful Tree,”
which will remain up until the end of December.

A Christmas Mass will be held in the parking lot at
St. Bernard Church, located at 150 Broadway in Rockland,
on Friday, December 25, at 11 a.m. Celebrating will be
Fr. Bob Vaillancourt. All are welcome to attend.
There are hundreds of Christmas Masses scheduled for
Catholic churches and parish halls throughout Maine. For
a list of Christmas Eve and Christmas Day Masses, including registration information and livestream details, visit
portlanddiocese.org/christmasmasses.

www.jaretcohn.com

BELFAST
338-4220

Local experts, globally connected



CAMDEN
236-9626

 ROCKLAND
596-0352

WALDOBORO
832-5219

GROUP
 ISLAND
863-2554

LD
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OWLS HEAD - 2 BR |1.5 BA - This lovely
home is well situated on a quiet dead road with
breathtaking views of the Rockland Breakwater.
MLS 1460226 | $349,000
Marlene Cohn: 207.593.3282

ST. GEORGE- 3 BR |2 BA - Exceptional
oceanfront home located on prestigious
Rackliff Island.

MLS 1456327 | $725,000
Gregg Imus: 207.230.9264

UNION - 3 BR |4 BA - Once in a lifetime opportunity to
own a piece of heaven on beautiful Seven Tree Pond!

MLS 1457564 | $484,500
99 Oak Point Ln, Union

APPLETON - 4 BR | 3 BA - Spectacular
views of Appleton Ridge on a quiet and
charming and wooded 11.1 acres.
MLS 1477067 | $410,000

Emily Garrigan: 707.834.4416

LD

SO

ROCKLAND - 4 BR |1.5 BA - Imagine the
history this 1870 Farmhouse has seen!
Quiet and beautiful, yet only minutes from
down town. MLS 1472486 | $289,000
Eileen Kaatz: 207.701.1445

NORTHPORT - 10 BR |7 BA Antique home in the
beloved seaside community of Saturday Cove!
MLS 1451440 | $720,000
47 Saturday Cove Rd, Northport

JEFFERSON - 4 BR |1.5 BA - Great
oppor tunity to own a home and have
tenants cover some of the costs!
MLS 1476489 | $232,000
Tracie Pooley: 207.542.5130

487 St George Road, South Thomaston

MLS 1467423 | $225,000
Pam Gushee: 207.542.3737

LD

LD

SO

SO

SOUTH THOMASTON - 2 BR | 1 BA - This
pleasantly appointed two bedroom home is sure to
please! Eat-in kitchen, living room, full bath. Work-shop/
laundry in the basement. MLS 1465901 | $176,500

ST. GEORGE - 3.24 private acres with
233 feet of water frontage on Cutler Cove

MONROE - 1 BR | 1 BA - Enjoy minimal
living in a tiny Victorian home with
gorgeous gardens and additional living
quarters. MLS 1469206 | $397,000
Keirsten Wyman: 207.249.8385

SEARSMONT - 3 BR |2 BA - Down a
quiet country road sits this sweet Cape
on a pretty 8.8 acre lot with it’s own
pond. MLS 1478237 | $215,000

Beverly Doherty: 207.691.1029

WALDOBORO - 3 BR | 2 BA - Solid cape with an
attached garage on over 5 acres. The large yard has
endless possibilities and the surrounding woods afford
privacy. MLS 1464499 | $252,000
10 Deer Run Lane, Waldoboro
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e’re always a bit last-minute when it comes to holientire 16-ounce jar of peanut butter to a quarter cup of butday planning. Our tree and lights never make an
ter, I’m pretty satisfied if the amount of peanut butter used
appearance much before the week before Christmas, and
is double the amount of butter. Use the creamy, natural type
while it would feel very secure to have a freezer full of cookof peanut butter that contains only peanuts and salt; you
ies and sweet breads well in advance, I can’t bring myself
don’t want palm oil in your cookies. If I haven’t included
to start baking until cards are sent, presents are wrapped,
a crisp ginger cookie, I could go with a soft ginger cookie
and the tree is finally set up and decorated.
with three forms of the Christmasy spice: powdered, freshThis has been a big year for Christmas
ly grated and chips of preserved.
cookies. With a COVID-induced revival
Finally, there must be a bar cookof the culinary arts, chief among them the
ie. Sometimes it’s the ever-popular
cult of sourdough (even I, though late to
lemon bar, with the shortbread crust,
the party, now have my own bannetons!)
but this year I’m killing two birds —
and massive canning and preservation on
coconut and dried cranberries — with
all fronts, it was inevitable that homeone cookie, in the form of coconut-cranbaked Christmas cookies would see an
berry bars.
by Georgeanne Davis
uptick. Every major food writer has
As I mentioned, if you have Christmas
promulgated their recommendations as
trays or paper plates and are doing an into what constitutes the perfect cookie platperson exchange, you can display your
ter, and I’m determined to get my two cents’
wares easily. If you want to package them,
worth in. After all, I have lived in areas
you can stack six or so of each variety and
where the cookie exchange was so pervasive
roll them in a tube of plastic wrap, then gaththat friends bearing cookies, passing on the
er the top of the wrap up and tie with colroad en route to each other’s houses, slammed on their
orful ribbon or baker’s twine. The tubes can then be corbrakes and completed their handoffs by the side of the road.
ralled in a gift bag or in a brown paper sack with the top
So I do feel somewhat qualified to chime in here.
rolled down so that all the tempting contents can be seen.
First, what is the proper number of cookies needed to
Here are two recipes for your cookie buffet. Don’t forget
make up a platter or gift tin? At least five, if not more. Unless
to let the kids help, and stay warm and safe over the holiyou have a specialty, like that insanely good buttercrunch
days.
toffee or a particularly good peanut butter fudge, in which
Amaretti
case, a generous quantity can stand alone.
23⁄4 cups almond flour
Further, I strongly feel this is not the time for frosting or
1 cup plus 1⁄3 cup granulated sugar
jams, unless you are presenting your cookies in person and
1
⁄4 tsp. sea salt
they are artfully arranged on a Christmas plate or tray, with
3 egg whites
no danger of jam or frosting contaminating the whole lot.
1
⁄4 cup Amaretto liqueur or 1 Tbsp. almond extract
It wouldn’t be the end of the world to have messy cookies:
1
⁄3 cup confectioner’s sugar
when I was in college, my mother sent me a care package
1
⁄4 cup sliced almonds
containing both chocolate chip cookies and some of those
Preheat oven to 325° F. In a large bowl, whisk together
pretty glass jars of Sau Sea shrimp cocktail. One of the jars
almond flour, 1 cup granulated sugar and sea salt. Beat egg
leaked all over the cookies, giving them a light tomatowhites on high speed until stiff peaks form. Pour in the
horseradish glaze, which did not deter ravenous college students from devouring them. By comparison, a bit of errant
jam will not make your cookies inedible, but this is the time
Pine shoot beetles, gypsy moths —
to go for max eye appeal, so extra care is warranted.
After much pondering, looking through cookbooks, and
consulting with my former co-cookie bakers, I’ve decided
on this selection for 2020 — drumroll, please. For a bit of
international flare, amaretti and chocolate-walnut biscotti.
The Maine Department of Agriculture, Conservation and
The amaretti are round, crackly on the outside and chewy
Forestry has proposed rules repealing pine shoot beetle and
inside. The biscotti, made no bigger than the length of my
gypsy moth quarantines. The deadline for comments is Janindex finger, are crunchy, perfect with coffee, tea or milk
uary 8.
(Santa: get your request in early). I use a standard chocoThe proposed rule to repeal the whole of chapter 268,
late biscotti recipe made with cocoa powder and add mini
Pine Shoot Beetle Quarantine, would remove the state quarchocolate bits and toasted chopped walnuts.
antine requirements that restrict the movement of wood that
No cookie platter is complete without a thin, rolled sugmay be infested with the pine shoot beetle. PSB is now conar or ginger cookie cut into star, bell, tree, dog bone or angel
sidered established in Maine and is not seen as a continshapes. You can make a pre-baking hole with a chopstick
ued threat to Maine’s forests.
for hanging them, and this is where you can get your fix
The proposed rule to repeal the whole of chapter 271,
of colored decorative sugar sprinkles in — red and green
Gypsy Moth Quarantine, would remove the state quaranonly, of course. No yellow or blue sprinkles, unless you’re
tine requirements that restrict the movement of plants, wood
or other articles that may be infested with European GypSwedish.
sy Moth. A federal quarantine would remain in place.
I like to include a simple, nostalgic old-fashioned cookFor the impact of these proposals on small businesses, or
ie in the mix, such as snickerdoodle or peanut butter. The
for other information, phone Gary Fish of Maine DACF at
peanut butter cookie recipe should have lots of peanut but287-7545 or email gary.fish@maine.gov.
ter. Although I do recall a Bon Appetit recipe that uses an

It’s Never
Too Late for
More Cookies

Proposed Repeal of
Invasives Quarantines

Amaretto or almond extract and continue to beat until combined. Add the dry ingredients to the egg whites and gently fold the mixture until it forms a dough. Spread 1⁄3 cup
of granulated sugar and confectioner’s sugar on separate
plates. Form dough into one-inch balls and roll in granulated sugar until coated, and then roll in the confectioner’s
sugar. Place on a parchment-lined baking sheet. Use the
bottom of a glass to slightly flatten the cookies. Press a
few almond slivers onto each cookie. Bake for 13 to 15
minutes, or until edges are just starting to brown. Cool for
10 minutes on pan before transferring to a wire rack to cool
completely.
Cranberry-Coconut Bars
11⁄2 cups firmly packed light brown sugar
(Note: if you have white sugar and molasses, you can
make brown sugar. One tablespoon molasses mixed
into a cup of white sugar equals a cup of light
brown; two tablespoons of molasses yields a cup
of dark brown)
1 cup plus 3 Tbsp. flour
1 stick butter, melted and cooled
11⁄2 cups sweetened flaked coconut
1 cup dried sweetened cranberries
2 large eggs, beaten lightly
1 tsp. vanilla
1
⁄4 tsp. salt

Preheat oven to 350°F. In a bowl with a fork stir together 1⁄2 cup brown sugar, 1 cup flour, and butter until combined
well. Press the mixture evenly onto the bottom of a 9x13inch baking pan and bake in the middle of the oven for
10 minutes. In same bowl with the fork combine remaining
1 cup brown sugar, remaining 3 tablespoons flour, coconut,
dried cranberries, eggs, vanilla and salt, and blend the
mixture well. Spread coconut mixture evenly over the crust
and bake for 20 minutes, or until it is pale golden. Cut the
mixture into bars and let them cool completely in the pan
on a rack.

UMaine Cooperative Extension —

Business Transition
Workshop for Farmers

In response to an unpredictable 2020 growing season,
University of Maine Cooperative Extension is offering a
three-part online series for farmers considering changes in
their business models on Tuesdays, January 12, 19, and 26,
from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
“Making Money Moves: A Decision-Making Workshop
for Farmers” is a discussion-based series designed to help
farmers with five or more years of experience running their
own farm operation think about business decisions. Participants will identify strengths and opportunities for
improvement, clarify planning and decision-making processes to maximize the return on investment, and work toward
identified farm goals. UMaine Extension experts will lead
the workshop.
The $30 fee per farm includes up to two participants;
registration is required by Tuesday, January 5. To sign up,
visit extension.umaine.edu/register/shop.
For more information or to request a reasonable accommodation, email jason.lilley@maine.edu or phone Jason
Lilley at 781-6099.
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Camden Toboggan
Competition Postponed

The 31st annual U.S. National Toboggan Championships,
scheduled to be held the first weekend of February, has been
postponed to 2022 out of an abundance of caution during
the COVID-19 pandemic.
For 30 years, the championships have overcome a variety of hurdles: one year, a blizzard enveloped New England
in whiteout conditions, forcing the event to condense to a
single day of racing. In other years, racers endured galeforce winds and pouring rain.
In a news release, committee co-chairs Stuart Young and
Holly Anderson stated, “We had developed a plan to run
half the number of teams, with 25% of the number of racers and no spectators. We felt we could adhere to Maine’s
COVID-19 mandates with reduced capacity, but the rise of
infections has made it impossible to ensure a safe event.”
The Toboggan Nationals was conceived in 1991 as a midwinter lark and a way to celebrate the rebuilding of the historic 400-foot-long wooden toboggan chute, originally constructed by community volunteers in the 1930s. The event
has grown to become an important economic engine for the
midcoast and a destination event for toboggan teams from
as far away as California and Florida, bringing thousands
of racers and spectators to town during the shoulder season.
Revenue from the fundraising event, as much as $90,000
in recent years, has benefited the municipally owned and
operated Snow Bowl.
The Camden Snow Bowl will be open this season for skiing and snowboarding. Once conditions are favorable and
Hosmer Pond freezes, the Jack Williams Toboggan Chute
will be open to the public.
For conditions, visit camdensnowbowl.com.

Center for Furniture Craftsmanship —

Rockport School Offers
Classes, Scholarships

The Center for Furniture Craftsmanship, located at 25 Mill
Street in Rockport, is now enrolling students for the 2021
workshop season.
From June through October, the school will offer 30 oneweek and two-week workshops in furniture making, turning, carving, finishing, metalworking, marquetry and lighting design for those of all skill levels.
To see a full list of classes, visit woodschool.org. To register, phone 594-5611.
The center is accepting nominations for Teaching the
Teachers scholarships; the deadline to apply is Thursday,
December 31. The full-expense scholarships are awarded
to instructors at schools and nonprofit organizations that
teach woodworking in economically disadvantaged communities, whether as vocational training or to benefit at-risk
youth.
Organizations interested in participating should email
Ellen Dyer at ellen@woodschool.org; for more information, visit woodschool.org.
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

BREAD
OPEN 10-4 MONDAY-THURSDAY
IN-STORE
BAKEDSHOPPING
DAILY
& CURBSIDE PICK UP
www.MaineMeat.com
ORDER ONLINE!
www.MaineMeat.com
Hours: Monday – Saturday: 10
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
207-236-MEAT (6328) • U.S. Route One • ROCKPORT, ME
(inside STATE OF ME CHEESE bldg.)

310 Commercial Street, Rockport
207-236-MEAT (6328)

ENHANCING YOUR PROPERTY FOR OVER 35 YEARS

The Sketchbook. A builder’s journal

Lists

by Jim Bahoosh

S

anta and I have at least two things in common. Love of
cookies and of lists. Most of my days start with making a
list. I could save the trouble of making a daily list by having
carved in stone, “Work on house.” Facing that each day would
have me crawling back into bed and pulling the covers over
my head. I use lists as a tool. A tool to clarify my thoughts and
create a plan for the day. The more specific the better. Rather
than the “Work on house” tombstone, my list will break the
day into maneagable tasks. Crossing completed tasks off feeds
satisfaction and helps maintain motivation and momentum.
I do better with evidence of forward progress. Any task, be
it building a house or a set of bookshelves, can be daunting
when viewed as a whole. Days when I’m cruising, a list
becomes a celebration of satisfaction. Days when I’m struggling, it’s a map to keep me moving in a productive direction.
I also utilize monthly and yearly lists. Each month I set
work goals. Each year I do the same. The yearly list sets out
big goals. It creates the vision. Monthly lists create the direction of focus. The daily list spells out how to get it done.
My use of lists makes it sound like I’m super organized,
with laser vision focused on an end product. It’s true that
I’m goal oriented, but organization is a struggle. Lists help
me manage that.
Plans change during the course of the day. If the pope,
Jennifer Garner, and Elton John show up looking for a fourth
for horseshoes, you don’t say no because it’s not on your
list. You can always add it later.

WOOD FENCING

269 Atlantic Hwy • Warren, ME
207-273-1000 • 800-360-4866
www.tomfence.com

The American Legion
War Memorial Post 30

PHONE: 207-236-3310		

207-691-2270

We wish all of
our veterans and
their families a
safe and happy
Holiday season.

Jim Bahoosh has been a solo house builder and
designer since 1984. He lives in Unity.

50# Black Oil $24.99
Sunflower Seed reg. $26.99
Tell us you saw it in The Free Press

Get another $1 OFF

Sale Ends Dec 24
(Open until 5pm Christmas Eve)

* Our 2021 Seeds (Veggies & Flowers)
are IN STOCK NOW
* Great Christmas Gift Idea
Remember the "Out Of Stock"
Last June? Get 'em now!

(formerly Agway)

?=E?

Butcher Shop and Specialty Food Market

3 Day Sale!

7 Tree Farm
& Home Store

?
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Since 1898,
we’ve always
been here
for you.
A lot has happened in the world since we opened our
doors in 1898. We’ve always been here for you and we
continue to be ready to serve your insurance needs as we
all navigate through this unprecedented time in our lives.
We have taken all the necessary steps to keep our
employees safe while having the technology in place to
serve our customers. Please contact us directly if you
have any questions on claims, coverage or billing.
It’s now easier than ever to connect with us at
www.jedwardknight.com.
We are here to help and are open for business!

7 Tree Farm & Home

2179 Heald Hwy. (Rte. 17) Union
Mon.-Fri. 9-5 & Sat. 9-4
785-4385

800-898-4423 | www.jedwardknight.com

Boothbay Bath New Harbor Rockland Vinalhaven Wiscasset
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Pen Bay Opens New Rockport Health Center

Pen Bay Medical Center has opened a new, 42,000square-foot health center on its Rockport campus. All offices
are now seeing patients.
Before the center opened, PBMC’s primary care practices were scattered across several locations off campus.
The new facility brings them under one roof, housing Internal Medicine and Family Medicine; Pediatrics and Pediatric Physical and Occupational Therapy; Audiology and
Speech Pathology; and the Ear, Nose and Throat practice.
It also provides space where specialists from the Barbara
Bush Children’s Hospital at Maine Medical Center can meet
with patients in Rockport, reducing the need for children
with special health needs to travel to Portland.
In a news release, PBMC Chief Medical Officer Mark
Eggena said, “The Health Center marks an important step
forward for this community. It will improve the health care
we bring to the community by making it easier for physicians and staff to collaborate and connect patients with the
wellness, prevention and specialty services they need.”
Dr. Eggena described the Health Center as a safe place for
patients to go during the pandemic. “The safety of patients
and care team members is our first priority,” he said. “The

Merry Christmas!
From

2 Cedar St.(entrance on Pine St.) • Rockland • 594-2422
info@sognosalon.com

Sogno is closed Dec. 22-25 for the Holiday

Christmas Wishes from

FIRST
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
Camden, Maine

55 Elm Street
Camden, ME 04843 • 207-236-4821

OUR 2020 CHRISTMAS AND ADVENT ACTIVITIES
ARE OPEN TO ALL VIA ZOOM ~ please join us!

Thursday Evening Advent Vespers
7:30 pm - Dec. 17 (Joy)
for a Zoom invitation to this event at 7:30 pm,
please contact becky@camdenucc.org

CHRISTMAS EVE SERVICES (2)

#1 - 8:45 pm Midcoast Brass Prelude,
Christmas Eve Service for all ages
to receive a Zoom invitation for this service,
please contact becky@camdenucc.org

#2 - Prerecorded Christmas Eve Service
for children and families.

to receive the link for this prerecorded event, available to
view anytime, please contact becky@camdenucc.org

17,985

$

The Maine Community Foundation is offering an information session about the coming
year’s Black, Indigenous and People of Color Fund grant program on Thursday, January 7, from noon to 1 p.m.
Grants of up to $10,000 from the foundation’s
BIPOC Fund are available to nonprofit programs or organizations that are led by and serve
people of Native American, Latino, African,
Arab and Asian descent. Grants focus on three
areas: addressing health disparities, supporting
youth and improving economic opportunities.

The deadline for applications is February 15.
Last year, the fund awarded $201,774 in
grants to 23 organizations.
The link to the online information session,
application, details and a list of recent grants
are available at mainecf.org. For more information, email gaponteclarke@mainecf.org or
call 412-0847.
A book from the 2020 grantee Indigo
Arts Alliance’s Beautiful Blackbird
Children’s Book Festival PHOTO: SIJIE YUAN

Good Shepherd Food Bank to Receive Funds
Maine’s Good Shepherd Food Bank is among 384 U.S.
nonprofits selected by philanthropist MacKenzie Scott to
receive charitable investments.
The Food Bank expects to receive its gift early in 2021
and will then share details about the gift and how it will be
implemented across Maine’s charitable food network.
In a news release, Good Shepherd’s president, Kristen
Miale, said, “The philanthropic investment … will be an
accelerator and amplifier as we work toward the goal of
ending hunger in Maine, but the problem is bigger than what
any one philanthropist can solve. Ending hunger and its devastating effects in our great state is within our reach when

0

The Camden Rotary Club’s COVID emergency task force
has awarded $5,000 to Knox County Homeless Coalition
to help the organization safeguard food supplies for a growing number of homeless or recently housed clients.
The grant will finance the purchase and installation of a generator to keep KCHC’s refrigerators and freezers functioning
during power outages. The generator will also provide reliable power for the homeless shelter’s offices and living space.
In a news release, KCHC Executive Director Stephanie
Primm said, “With the onset of COVID, we saw an immediate spike in requests for food, especially during the first
few weeks when grocery shelves were bare, layoffs were
occurring and people were being asked to shelter in place.
Our team ramped up our food delivery systems, and this
spring we distributed food at triple, quadruple and even
higher rates compared to the previous year. We also experienced several power outages, which posed serious difficulties for our clients and us.”
Many of KCHC’s clients lack transportation, refrigeration or both, so they rely on the organization’s deliveries of
food and essential supplies. Currently, those supplies are

16,485

$
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0

SAVE $50

16,985

$

herricksgarage.com

going to family shelter residents and more than 300 clients
in case management, as well as at-risk youth who frequent
The Landing Place drop-in center in Rockland.
The Camden Rotary Club will reopen applications for
grants in January. The club meets on Zoom at noon every
Tuesday, and members of the public are welcome to attend.
Email Stephanie French at steph.griffinsg00@gmail.com
for access details. Information about the club is available
at camdenrotary.org.

Catholic Advent,
Christmas Resources

Catholic Bishop Robert Deeley will celebrate midnight
Mass and a 10 a.m. Mass at the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception in Portland on Christmas Day.
Maine parishes are offering a range of holiday worship
opportunities, including in-person and livestreamed Masses on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day as well as the distribution of Holy Communion outside of Mass. To view a
list of confirmed Christmas Masses, including registration
and livestream schedules, visit portlanddiocese.org.
Advent and Christmas sections on the Portland Diocese
website include a variety of prayers, blessings and reflections; Mass times; and event listings for the diocese.

Adas Yoshuron Synagogue —

Community Christmas
Dinner Will Be Takeout

• AWD
• 34,000 Miles
• Remainder
of Factory
Warranty

0

SAVE $50

70 Rockville St., Rockport • 236-8006
AUTO SALES AND SERVICE

we all come together and contribute to the solution. With
this investment and the continued generosity of all Mainers, together we can end hunger.”
Maine is in the midst of an unprecedented hunger crisis.
Before the COVID-19 pandemic, Maine had the 12th highest food insecurity rate in the nation, with 180,000 Mainers
relying on Good Shepherd Food Bank and its statewide network of partners. Today, that number approaches 215,000
people, at least 60,000 of whom are children, with households of color experiencing disproportionately higher rates
of hunger.
For more information, visit feedingmaine.org.

Camden Rotary Helps Homeless Coalition

• 30,000 Miles
• Remainder
of Factory
Warranty

SAVE $50

Camden churches will ring their bells in unison at 4 p.m.
on Christmas Eve, Thursday, December 24. This will be
done in conjunction with the lighting of the Camden Star
atop Mt. Battie.
Participating churches include Chestnut Street Baptist
Church; First Congregational Church, United Church of
Christ; John Street United Methodist Church; Our Lady
of Good Hope Roman Catholic Parish; and St. Thomas’
Episcopal Church.

Black, Indigenous and People of Color Grants

2017 CHEVROLET
TRAX LT

• Remainder of
Factory Warranty
• AWD
• 45,000
Miles

Camden Churches Ring
Bells on Christmas Eve

Maine Community Foundation —

th
End Clearance!
Check with Chuck wiYear

2017 FORD EDGE SE

pandemic has taught us that delaying care and routine screenings such a mammograms and colonoscopies out of fear of
COVID-19 can lead to serious health complications.”
COVID-19 forced the hospital to change plans for the
way it marked the opening. Instead of a large, public celebration, PBMC held a series of small, private ribbon cutting ceremonies, and all participants wore masks and maintained social distancing. A video of the event can be viewed
on YouTube at bit.ly/pbmcribboncutting.

Adas Yoshuron Synagogue in Rockland will hold its
annual Christmas Day Community Dinner at 1 p.m. on Friday, December 25, at St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, located at 11 White Street in Rockland. All are invited.
The turkey dinner will be prepared by Primo Restaurant
and served as a takeout meal due to COVID-19 restrictions.
Attendees are asked to wear a mask and stand six feet apart
in a line at the church’s side door.
For more information, phone Adas Yoshuron Synagogue
at 594-4523.
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Checking on Maine’s Peregrines—
Birding with Don Reimer

L

ast week my car made an impromptu pullover along
Rockland’s busy Camden Street. As you might have
guessed, a notable bird had drawn my attention — an adult
peregrine falcon perched nonchalantly in a tall street-side
tree. This unusual sighting called to mind the historic struggles of this iconic species, now recovering from earlier population declines. By the mid-1960s, peregrine falcons had
completely vanished in the Eastern United States, and the
last known nesting pair was reported in 1956. Widespread
use of DDT, a pesticide, was one contributing factor in their
demise, causing thinning of peregrine egg shells that led to
consequent nesting failures. The falcon’s fortunes improved,
however, with the 1970 banning of DDT within the U.S.
Peregrines were also placed on the Endangered Species List,
as other gradual rescue measures were implemented.
The recovery process itself began with captive breeding
programs, as the Peregrine Fund program successfully bred
and released over 4,000 birds back into the wild. The young
captive-bred falcons were placed in large protective containers, called “hack boxes,” on high cliff edges where falcons had previously nested. Food was introduced through
long chutes, feeding the growing falcons without promoting their dependency on human caretakers. Juvenile peregrines generally take their first flights at about six weeks of
age, and disperse five-to-seven weeks later.
A total of 153 young peregrines were reintroduced to
Maine during 1984–1997, and approximately
25 nesting pairs have resided in the state since
2009. Typical nesting sites are mountain cliffs
and coastal headlands. No formal nests are constructed, just a simple scrape in an edge of cliff
dirt. Some falcons have adapted to using niches on taller buildings and bridge structures, now
accommodating at least four of Maine’s nesting pairs.
In 1999, the peregrine falcon was officially
removed from the national Endangered Species
List, but remains on Maine’s state endangered
list (for breeding birds only.) Transient numbers of tundra-bred falcons, from Greenland
and arctic Canada, pass through Maine during fall migrations.
Getting back to the Rockland peregrine,
seated thirty feet above the thrum of streaming
traffic. The crow-sized falcon casually preened itself, seemingly uninterested in a nearby flock of active starlings. Judging from the bulging protrusion in its throat area (the crop),
the falcon had recently eaten a sizeable prey meal, perhaps a plump city pigeon? Peregrines make blazing aerial
pursuits of pigeons, seeking to cull individual birds from
the flock for a clean, lethal strike. Most chase scenarios are
relatively short but intense, and are often unsuccessful for
the falcon. Once a pigeon is captured and taken to a feeding perch, peregrines go straight to work, flipping the quarry

Juvenile falcon

In national parks —

More Invasive Plant
Management Needed

City falcon PHOTOS: DON REIMER
onto its back to pluck off the body feathers. The typical
de-feathering process is remarkably quick, efficient and
thorough. Consumption of pigeon-sized prey takes roughly
30 to 45 minutes to complete.
Several local peregrine pairs over-winter in our coastal areas,
particularly in Rockland and Camden. Single pairs have successfully nested at close-by venues, such as Camden Hills
State Park, and the lofted towers of Thomaston’s Dragon
Cement Plant. Wintering falcons inhabit the giant chimney
tower of in-town Camden, and, occasionally, the
spire of Chestnut Street Church. The Rocklandbased pair frequents the two concrete towers
along the South End waterfront. And, if you happen to notice a tiny, dark nub outlined against
Dragon’s skyline profile, that’s likely to be a
peregrine, too!

Peregrine and pigeon

Rockland Area Tides
December 22 to December 29
High AM High PM

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

Peregrine de-feathering

5:01
5:53
6:44
7:32
8:16
8:58
9:37
10:13

Low AM

SEA SMOKE v Proud Sponsor
of Tides & Weather Forecast

Low PM

5:15 11:00 11:26
6:13 11:58 --7:08 12:17 12:53
7:59 1:06 1:45
8:48 1:53 2:32
9:33 2:37 3:16
10:14 3:19 3:58
10:53 3:58 4:37

• American Glass • Papers • Vaporizers
• IV:XX Gear • Vintage Items
95 Main Street
Mon - Sat, 11 - 5:30pm
(Rear Suite)
Closed Sunday
Damariscotta, ME
www.seasmokeshop.com

A new study led by Kathryn Miller, University of Maine
alumna and quantitative ecologist for the National Park
Service’s Northeast Temperate Network, suggests that undeveloped areas within national parks require capital investments to protect their natural flora.
Since 2006 the National Park Service Inventory and Monitoring Program has been gathering forest health data from
randomly located plots in more than 50 Eastern national
parks. The data are used to inform park management decisions. Miller and Brian McGill, UMaine professor of ecological modeling, partnered with colleagues from the NPS
in Maine, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Virginia and Washington, D.C., to characterize long-term invasive plant trends in
39 Eastern national parks. Data from Maine’s only national park, Acadia, was included in the study.
Analysis revealed that invasive species are widespread
and increasing in the Eastern national parks. The most
common invasives, Japanese stiltgrass (Microstegium
vimineum), multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora) and Japanese
honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica), were found in 75% of the
parks sampled. Garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata) was identified in nearly all study sites. The researchers identified
stiltgrass and invasive shrubs as the most urgent threats in
Eastern national parks.
Invasion theory suggests that unmanaged invasive outbreaks reach a natural saturation point and subsequently
experience a decline. But findings from this study contradict that theory, predicting that untreated invasive outbreaks
do not reach saturation and can serve as a source for continued propagation and spread to new areas.
The study findings suggest that allocating resources and
committing to managing invasive plant communities in
national parks must be a priority.
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE

FORECAST for
Knox County

Tuesday Night Mostly clear, with a low around 25. West wind around
10 mph.
Wednesday Sunny, with a high near 33. Northwest wind 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday Night Mostly cloudy, with a low around 28.
Thursday Cloudy, with a high near 50. Breezy.
Thursday Night Rain, mainly after 1am. Areas of fog after 1am. Low
around 47. Windy. Chance of precipitation is 80%.
Christmas Day Rain before 1pm, then showers likely after 1pm. Areas
of fog. High near 49. Breezy. Chance of precipitation is 80%.
Friday Night A chance of rain and snow showers before midnight, then
a chance of snow showers between midnight and 1am. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 25. Chance of precipitation is 30%.
Saturday Mostly sunny, with a high near 31.
Saturday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around 20.
Sunday Sunny, with a high near 30.
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Hardhead Island Donated to Refuge

Thank You!

To our great customers for an
eventful 2020. We look forward
to seeing you in 2021

70 Park St., Rockland • 594-5250
www.easterntireinc.com
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Top, the cliffs and grassy upland of Hardhead Island. Inset right, common terns
(top) and black guillemots nest on the six-acre island. HARDHEAD ISLAND PHOTO COUR-

TM
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TESY MAINE COAST HERITAGE TRUST; BIRD PHOTOS: KIRK ROGERS
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Maine Coast Heritage Trust has donated
Hardhead Island in Penobscot Bay to the
Maine Coastal Islands National Wildlife
Refuge for ongoing management as a seabird
nesting island.
The roughly six-acre island west of Deer
Isle, with cliffs and grassy upland, has a long
history as home to a variety of seabirds,
including black guillemots, common eiders,
common terns, double-crested cormorants,
black-backed gulls and herring gulls. More
than 90 pairs of common terns have nested on
the island within the past 10 years; in Maine,
common terns nest on fewer than 20 of the
4,500 islands and ledges along the coast.
Maine is on the international migration path
for large numbers of birds traveling long distances each year between breeding and wintering grounds, and a number of Maine’s
islands serve them as stopping, nesting or feeding grounds. Maine Coastal Islands National
Wildlife Refuge was formed in recognition of
that role; it now contains more than 70 off-

Ask Allen about
insurance for your
home & auto.
We’re your trusted local insurance professionals.
Your insurance person:

Chris Wilson

AllenIF.com/personal | (207) 236-4311

Offices in Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Southwest Harbor and Waterville.

shore islands and four coastal parcels, totaling more than 8,400 acres, and spans more
than 250 miles of Maine coast. The majority
of the islands within the refuge are considered
nationally significant nesting islands and support endangered and threatened species.
Since the initial formation of the refuge,
islands have generally been added one at a
time, each requiring its own set of conversations with landowners and other stakeholders, fundraising efforts and negotiations.
MCHT has been a lead partner with the
refuge in conserving islands over the years.
“For decades, Hardhead Island has been on
the list of most important seabird nesting
islands needing long-term protection and management,” Brian Benedict, refuge manager,
said in a news release. “This is yet another
case of where partnering with MCHT has been
instrumental in achieving seabird nesting
island conservation. Through active management we will work to return the full diversity of nesting seabirds to this incredible island.”
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Safety Trainings from Labor Department

Maine Department of Labor will offer SafetyWorks! sessions to help prevent work-related injuries, illnesses and
deaths and reduce related costs. Safety and health consultations and trainings are available at no charge and are
confidential — personnel do not issue fines or citations.
All courses are given at SafetyWorks! Training Institute,
45 Commerce Drive, Augusta. Scheduled trainings include:
Forklift Operator Safety. Monday, January 4, 8:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. Designed for new operators. Training will
include performing a forklift inspection and using a forklift simulator. Does not meet requirements for becoming
a “qualified operator” — only employers can provide such
certification.
Hazard Communication/Global Harmonization/Chemical Substitution. Tuesday, January 5, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Updated in 2012 to reflect the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of Chemicals, HazCom
is one of the three most frequently cited OSHA standards.
Manufacturers must now evaluate the hazards of the chemicals they produce (old and new), classify them, and communicate them in accordance with specific criteria set by

OSHA. Employers must train employees on GHS and on
any new hazards identified based on manufacturer re-evaluation of existing chemicals.
Ten-Hour Construction Standards. Thursday, January 14,
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Friday, January 15, from 8:30 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Basic information on several OSHA construction
standards. Attendees who complete the course will receive
an OSHA 10-hour course completion certificate.
Scaffolding and Fall Protection. Tuesday, January 19,
8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Participants will learn types of scaffolding, proper setup, how to protect workers from falls,
and fall protection, OSHA requirements for scaffolding and
fall protection and the definition of “competent person.”
Ten-Hour Shipyard Standards. Wednesday, January 27,
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Thursday, January 28, 8:30 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Offers basic information on a variety of shipyard/
boat-building industry safety/health standards (29 CFR
1915). Attendees who complete the course will receive an
OSHA 10-hour course completion certificate.
To register, phone (877) 723-3345 or visit safetyworks
maine.gov.

UMA Rockland —

Nursing, Lab Tech Applications Deadline

The deadline to apply for the Bachelor of Science in Nursing and the Associate of Science in Medical Laboratory
Technology degree programs at the University of Maine at
Augusta’s Rockland Center is January 31. Admissions are
competitive. Students are being admitted now for fall 2021.
Students in the programs may complete all of their course
work at UMA Rockland and perform their clinical experiences at local health care facilities such as Miles, Pen Bay
and Waldo County hospitals.
Students may complete some coursework before admis-

sion to the program by enrolling in either a pre-nursing or
pre-MLT track. While this means a longer route to degree
completion, it can allow adult students some flexibility to
combine college work with other life responsibilities.
Academic advisors at UMA Rockland are available to offer
free coaching to help local individuals select their best academic path. Appointments are available via phone or Zoom
by emailing umarockland@maine.edu or by calling 596-6906.
For more information on the application process, visit
uma.edu/admission/apply.

Free College Financial Aid Planning

The Maine Educational Opportunity Center will host free,
individualized sessions online about college financial aid
for adults 19 and older who are looking for a new career
or to return to higher education. Sessions will be offered on
Mondays, January 11 and 25; Tuesday, January 26; Wednesdays, January 13, 20 and 27; and Fridays, January 15, 22
and 29, at various times. Preregistration is recommended.
MEOC, funded by the U.S. Department of Education,

assists qualified adults in making the transition to a new
career and in obtaining relevant educational credentials.
College planning, GED/SAT preparation, referrals, advocacy, career advising, financial aid advising and admissions
assistance are all provided at no cost.
To register or for more information, including the full
schedule of appointment times, visit meoc.maine.edu or call
(800) 281-3703.
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Outdoor and Indoor
Adult Education Classes

Five Town CSD Adult Education is offering several inperson and virtual classes in January. All in-person classes
require masks, social distancing and a COVID-19 wellness
check the day of the class.
Ski Lessons for Beginners will be held on four Wednesdays from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., beginning January 20, at the
Camden Snow Bowl. Cross-Country Skiing for Beginners
will meet on four Saturdays from 10 a.m. to noon, beginning January 23. The first meeting will be at the Camden
Hills Regional High School Field House; others will be held
at various local trails.
A 10-week Registered Maine Guide Training will begin
on Tuesday, January 19, and be held from 7 to 9 p.m. online.
Also offered will be two sessions of pickleball, on
Wednesdays at Midcoast Recreation Center; and Middle
Eastern Dance on Thursdays from 6:30 to 8 p.m. beginning
January 14. The dance class may be taken in person or
online.
Other face-to-face offerings are Acoustic Guitar for
Beginners, beginning on Wednesday, January 6, from 6:30
to 8 p.m.; Magic Lessons for Everyone, beginning Thursday, January 7; and a one-day Open Studio painting class
on Tuesday, January19, from 6 to 8p.m.
Zoom classes include Whisky Demystified on Monday,
January 25, from 6 to 7:15 p.m. and Origins of the Middle
East Conflict, six Wednesdays from 4 to 5:30 p.m. beginning January 20.
Visit fivetowns.maineadulted.org for more information
and to register, or call 236-7800, option 5.

Penobscot Theatre
Offers Online Classes

Penobscot Theatre Company, a Bangor-based nonprofit, will offer classes via the Zoom platform beginning
Monday, January 11, for children, teens and adults. Those
who register prior to December 31 will receive a $25 discount.
Penobscot Theatre Company’s Dramatic Academy will
include courses in games, musical theater, monster films
and crafting. Enrollment is now open.
For a full list of classes and descriptions, and to register, visit penobscottheatre.org or call 942-3333.
Email Ben Layman at education@penobscottheatre.org
for more information, or phone 947-6618, extension 107.

NOW OPEN

Delivering on our commitment to provide
high-quality care, close to home.
Your family’s health is important to you—and to us. We have expanded so we can deliver the highest quality care in one
convenient location. Services at the new PBMC Health Center include:
• Primary Care

• Pediatric Physical & Occupational Therapy

• Internal Medicine & Family Medicine

• Audiology & Speech Pathology

• Pediatrics

• Ear, Nose & Throat

The Health Center also provides space where specialists from the Barbara Bush Children’s Hospital at Maine Medical
Center can meet with patients, reducing the need for children with special health needs to travel to Portland.
15 Anchor Drive
Rockport, ME 04856
207-301-8200
LEARN MORE AT PBMC.ORG/HEALTHCENTER
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New
Ownership

Open

Tues. thru Sun.
Noon to 9pm
Best Wings in Town!
Great Food!
Daily Specials
Homemade Chowders
& Soups
12 Myrtle St. • Rockland

FOOTBALL
CONTEST
ENTRY FORM

New
Food Menu

Agency Liquor Store
Coldest Beer In Town
Route 1 on the Warren/Waldoboro Line

Mon-Fri 6am-8pm, Sat 7am-8pm, Sun 9am-8pm

CHECK OFF ONE WINNER OF EACH GAME

WINNER: Person with most correct answers.• TIES: In the
event of a tie, winner will be chosen by closest score of
Monday Night Game.
ONLY ONE ENTRY PER HOUSEHOLD,
PER WEEK, WILL BE ENTERED IN THE DRAWING.

Belfast

Rockland

338-2930

Bucksport

469-4903

596-6554

Ellsworth

667-5322

Owned and Operated by a Maine Family that Cares

MAKING SENSE OF INVESTING

Doug Curtis, Jr.,
AAMS®
Financial Advisor

315 Main Street
Suite 201
Rockland, ME 04841
207-594-9323 Fax 888-264-5812
Toll Free 888-594-9340
doug.curtis@edwardjones.com
www.edwardjones.com

Hot & Cold
Sandwiches
Deli Items
Cold Beer
ATM
& Soda
Phone: 596-7321
Collectables
Bottle
Large Assortment of Sports Cards
Redemption
67 Main St.

NOW WITH AG – NEW LOW PRICES ON MEAT, PRODUCE & GROCERIES!

SPECIAL PIZZA OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
$9.99

UP TO 3 TOPPINGS

AND EVERY HOLIDAY

With our knowledgeable staff and
one-stop shopping, you can get
2620-20
your household
projects done
2630-20
fast so you can
$299.99
2797-22
watch
the
Regular $399.99
2680-20
game. Promotion ends 5/31/14 or while supplies last
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Enjoy the Game
with a La-Z-Boy
Recliner from

Sunday, Jan. 3

❑ Miami at Buffalo ❑
❑ Green Bay at Chicago ❑
❑ Baltimore at Cincinnati ❑
❑ Pittsburgh at Cleveland ❑
❑ Minnesota at Detroit ❑
❑ Jacksonville at Indianapolis ❑
❑ LA Chargers at Kansas City ❑
❑ NY Jets at New England ❑
❑ Dallas at NY Giants ❑
❑ Washington at Philadelphia ❑
❑ Atlanta at Tampa Bay ❑
❑ New Orleans at Carolina ❑
❑ Tennessee at Houston ❑
❑ Las Vegas at Denver ❑
❑ Arizona at LA Rams ❑
❑ Seattle at San Francisco ❑

1:00 pm
1:00 pm
1:00 pm
1:00 pm
1:00 pm
1:00 pm
1:00 pm
1:00 pm
1:00 pm
1:00 pm
1:00 pm
1:00 pm
1:00 pm
4:25 pm
4:25 pm

Name:______________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Phone:______________________________________________
If I Win, Make My Gift Certificate Good At:
____________________________________________________
(select any business on this page)
Mail Entries to:

EARTHWORK EXPERTS

Established 1949
190 Pleasant Street, Rockland • 594-4630

GEORGE C. HALL & SONS INC.

4:25 pm

Total Points Scored NE Patriots/NY Jets Game:________

THE FREE PRESS,
c/o Football Contest
PO Box 1076,
Camden, ME 04843-1076
OR bring to:
6 Virginia Ave., 2nd floor,
Camden
OR FAX: 596-6698
Entries Must Be Received By
5 pm Thursday, Dec. 31.

Route 1, Waldoboro • 832-6363
www.DowFurniture.com

Each week’s winner will
receive a
$25.00 GIFT
CERTIFICATE
at any one of
the participating
businesses on
this page.
Week 14 winner was
Janice Taft. Due to FP
deadline, week 15
winner will be
mentioned next week.

*All Gift Certificates will be mailed out at the end of each month*

Safe Sale
15% off
All in stock safes,

cash &
carry.
New
Shipment
Just In!

738 MAIN STREET • ROCKLAND

MON.-FRI. • 9 AM - 5 PM • 594-4750
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February 20-21, 2021, via Livestream

The Geopolitics of the Arctic:
A Region in Peril
Community Events Series

Events listed here are free, open to the public, and
offered via Zoom. Please contact the hosting library
to request the link to attend

 Thursday, January 7: Hosted on Zoom by the
Rockland Public Library, 6:30-8 p.m., A Year
on the Arctic Ocean: The MOSAiC Expedition,
a talk by sea ice scientist Dr. Madison Smith.
 Tuesday, January 19: Hosted on Zoom by
the Falmouth and Merrill Memorial Libraries,
7:30-8:30 p.m., Comparing the Impacts of
Climate Change Upon Maine and Greenland,
a talk by Jeff Thaler, professor of practice at the
University of Maine School of Law, and the
associate university counsel for environmental,
energy and sustainability projects for the
University of Maine System.
 Tuesday, January 26: Hosted on Zoom by
the Falmouth and Merrill Memorial Libraries,
7:30-8:30 p.m., Melting Away: Disappearing
Archeology in the Arctic, a talk by Genevieve
Lemoine, archaeologist and curator of The
Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum and Arctic
Studies Center at Bowdoin College.
 Thursday, January 28: Hosted on Zoom by
the Penobscot Marine Museum and Belfast
Free Library, 6-7:30 p.m., Maine Whaling:
To the Arctic and Beyond, a talk by Charles
Lagerbom, author, historian and Belfast Area
High School teacher.

Above, Waldo Executive Director Kate Fletcher introduces Palaver Strings at the first livestreamed performance in
November. Inset, Waldo volunteers replacing lightbulbs PALAVER PHOTO: ANNA FINOCCHIARO; INSET PHOTO: BARBARA BOARDMAN

Waldo Theatre Grant Challenge Deadline

The Waldo Theatre is seeking $17,000 to meet a challenge grant by the end of the year.
In 2018, the theater’s board of directors launched a threephase capital campaign to save the historic 1936 movie
house and performance venue. Shuttered since 2014, The
Waldo required extensive damage repairs, renovations and
upgrades to lighting and technology. The goal was to raise
$700,000 by 2020 in order to complete work and reopen as
an operational performance space.
By January 2020, $300,000 had been raised toward the
campaign goal. Despite the funding gap, the board wanted
to keep to the original timeline to open in 2020. They
secured a $200,000 construction line of credit to enable continued work on the building, leaving $200,000 remaining

to meet the campaign budget.
In February, an anonymous donor offered to make a
$43,000 gift to the building project if the midcoast community helped raise the balance of $157,000 by December 31.
The Waldo has raised nearly $140,000 toward that goal.
Now, The Waldo is asking for help to raise the remaining $17,000 to meet the challenge by the end of the year.
In November, The Waldo reopened virtually with the
launch of a new, three-camera livestream system and presented two live concerts attended by nearly 400 people from
Maine and 25 other states.
Visit waldotheatre.org for more information and to
contribute. Checks payable to The Waldo can be mailed
to P.O. Box 587, Waldoboro, 04572.

43 Elm Street, Camden

207.236.6171

Registration is now open for The Geopolitics of the Arctic:
A Region in Peril, February 20-21, 2021 via Livestream.
For more information on this virtual year of
programming from the Camden Conference,
visit camdenconference.org.

camdenre.com

As your local leader in the Camden & Midcoast Maine
real estate market, we have appreciated your support
more than ever in this unprecedented year.

Enjoy your holidays and may they bring you health & happiness!
- From all of us at Camden Real Estate Company

Camden
Real Estate
Company
REALTORS ®
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Streaming from the Strand —

Jeff’s Vacuum

Documentary ‘Oliver Sacks: His Own Life’

SALES AND SERVICE
New vacuums with
FREE annual service
Authorized Dealer of
Sebo and Miele Vacuums
Vacuum Repair and Estimates

Come in and visit Max & Tucker

WE beat Amazon’s prices every day, and WE find you the right machine - every time!
Mon. – Thurs. 8:00 – 4:30, Fri. 8 – 3 • 207-230-1100 • Jeff Hall, owner
451 West St. (Rt. 90), Rockport

d

HEAVENLY
THREADS

ANTIQUES THRIFT
ETCETERA SHOP
MUST WEAR
MASK
OPEN EVERY DAY
10:00-5:00

207-466-9284

AT 607 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

SHOP CLOSED
DEC 22 - JAN 19
Donations Accepted
Starting January 5th
57 Elm Street, Camden, ME
236-3203
OPEN Wed.-Sat. 12-3 pm

Oliver Sacks, in 2015, left,
and 1961 1961 POTO BY BILL HAYES
Rockland’s Strand Theatre continues to offer films for streaming
from its website. Those who buy
virtual tickets will have several days
to watch the films.
Offered throughout December is a
new documentary, “Oliver Sacks: His
Own Life,” which explores the life
and work of the reknowned neurologist and storyteller as he shares details
of his battles with drug addiction,
homophobia and a medical establishment that accepted his work only decades after the fact.
Sacks helped to redefine how the brain and mind are
understood and shed light on the diversity of human experience. A month after receiving a fatal diagnosis in January
2015, he sat for a series of filmed interviews in which he
spoke about his life and work and his abiding sense of wonder at the natural world. The film also features nearly two

dozen interviews with close friends, family members, colleagues and patients, as well as archival material from every
point in his life.
Directed by Ric Burns, the film is not rated. Tickets, $12,,
are available at rocklandstrand.com. The Strand receives
half of ticket proceeds. For more information, email
info@rocklandstrand.com or call 594-0070.

Joan Baez Birthday Art Opening Streaming
from the Strand
The event will mark Baez’s 80th birthday and introduce

The Strand Theatre will present a livestreamed celebration featuring singer-songwriter Joan Baez on Saturday,
January 9, at 8:30 p.m. Tickets, $15 in advance, $20 on
the day of the show, are
now on sale.

We are an Outreach Mission
of the First Congregational Church

“Mischief Makers 2,” her second solo show of portraits,
which will be held January 6 through February 14 at a
California gallery. The livestream reception will include
an interview with Baez, a virtual tour of the show and
other festivities.
Portrait subjects feature figures from politics, public
health, literature, sports, music and entertainment, and
more, including Patti Smith, Greta Thunberg, filmmaker
Michael Moore, former NFL quarterback and activist
Colin Kaepernick, gun control activist Emma Gonzalez,
counterculture icon Wavy Gravy and author Alice Walker.
Baez also includes a self-portrait, titled “Black Is the Color.”
For tickets or more information, visit rocklandstrand.com,
email info@rocklandstrand.com or call 594-0070.
Right, self-portrait, “Black Is the Color.” Left, Joan
Baez PHOTO COURTESY DIAMONDS AND RUST PRODUCTIONS

Maine Outdoor Film Festival Seeks Entries

*Keep TV/Computer out of the bedroom. No screen time under the age of 2.

d

The Maine Outdoor Film Festival is accepting submissions; the early-bird deadline is February 1; winners will be
notified June 22.
The festival will be held in Portland from July 29 to
August 8 and at venues around the state after that.
MAY YOUR “HOLY-DAYS” BE
MERRY, BRIGHT, COZY & LESS “TIGHT”!
ENJOY 30% OFF
YOUR/OUR WHOLE SHOP!

Stay
Healthy
156 Main Street
Rockland, Maine 04841
Telephone: 207-596-7476
Fax: 207-594-7244

DEC. HOURS: THURS, FRI, SAT 10 - 5ISH
“NATURE” PERMITTING
CLOSED CHRISTMAS & NEW YEAR’S DAY
WWW.WOMENOFSUBSTANCE.US for ideas
E-mail: womenofsubstanceme@gmail.com

508 Main St., Damariscotta, ME 04543 • 207.563.6809

BIG AL’S SUPER VALUES
WINTER CLOSING SALE

ENTIRE STORE 25% OFF
EVERYTHING CHRISTMAS HALF PRICE

PLUS ANOTHER 25% OFF!!
DECEMBER 26TH - JANUARY 3RD
GRAND REOPENING MARCH 2021
Route 1 Wiscasset
Open 7 Days 9am - 6pm

To enter, visit maineoutdoorfilmfestival.com/submit.
Entrance categories include features, short features and shorts.
Festival organizers are offering a Friend of MOFF package. The membership includes an all-access pass, a MOFF
hoodie and a virtual screening pass to all MOFF 2020
content through the spring.
Visit maineoutdoorfilmfestival.com for more information and to join.

Chamber Music School
Plans Spring Semester

Bay Chamber Music School, located at 18 Central Street in
Rockport, is now enrolling students of all ages and musical
backgrounds for the spring semester, beginning February 1.
Scholarship assistance is available to those who qualify.
Private lessons, both in person and virtual, are available
in composition, piano, voice, guitar, ukulele, winds, brass,
percussion, violin, viola, cello and double bass. Chamber
groups and ensembles are also offered.
For more information, visit baychamberconcerts.org or
phone 236-2823.
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Perfect Science Fiction,
Fantasy and Genre-Bending
Tales for the Chilly Days
Ahead

Reviewed by Silvia Moreno-Garcia, Lavie Tidhar,
special to The Washington Post
inter is here. It may have taken a long time to come
in George R.R. Martin’s “A Song of Ice and Fire”
series, but when it hits, all you want to do is curl up in bed
and lock the doors against the snow zombies. Winter has
long fascinated writers. In C.S. Lewis’s classic “The Lion,
the Witch and the Wardrobe” the four Pevensie children
must save Narnia from the evil White Witch and her eternal
winter. In H.P. Lovecraft’s “At the Mountains of Madness,”
an expedition to Antarctica discovers an alien city under the
ice, with predictable results. You may be tempted to hibernate through the end of 2020 and beyond, but we’ve got a
whole slew of books set in cold locations to keep you awake.
-—Lavie: Let me throw the first snowball here: I’m going
with Tove Jannson’s “Moominland Midwinter” (translated
from the Swedish by Thomas Warburton), one of the true
greats and my favorite Moomin book. Moomintroll wakes
up alone from hibernation to find the world transformed, and
everyone he knows is gone or sleeping (apart from Little
My, who’ll never miss the fun). If you don’t cry over “The
Squirrel with the Marvelous Tail,” you’re a monster. I reread
it a few weeks ago and it’s just as wonderful as ever.
Two important texts that continue to exert an influence
today are Hans Christian Andersen’s 1844 fairytale “The
Snow Queen” and John W. Campbell Jr.’s 1938 novella

W

RED HANDS
BY CHRISTOPHER GOLDEN
Reviewed by Elizabeth Hand, special to The Washington Post
ave we reached the point where reality and horror fiction
have become too close for comfort? The premise of Christopher Golden’s new book “Red Hands” is eerily resonant: A novel bio-pathogen is released upon a small American town and
turmoil ensues. The book, which features classic horror elements — shambling corpses, an ancient evil unleashed — is
either creepily satisfying or a trigger for your worst nightmare.
The novel opens on a bucolic scene, the annual Fourth of July
parade in Jericho Falls, N.H. To Maeve Sinclair, just shy of 30,
the parade is a melancholy reminder
that she’s moving on to a new job in
Boston. Her entire family is here:
Maeve’s amicably divorced parents;
her younger brother, Logan; her sister, Rose; and Rose’s girlfriend,
Priya. There’s also an old flame of
Maeve’s, as well as Tim, the guy who
took her to the junior prom.
But before Maeve can begin saying her farewells, in a scene reminiscent of the opening of Stephen
King’s 2014 novel “Mr. Mercedes,”

H

“Who Goes There?” From
the first, we get the classic
science fiction novel “The
Snow Queen” (1980) by Joan
D. Vinge, a complicated tale
set on a planet alternating
between a long summer and
a long winter, and introducing a brilliant early sort of
mind-linked Internet among
its many marvels.
Campbell’s novella, of
course, is better known as
“The Thing,” which most people know from the classic John
Carpenter movie. A story told from the point of view of
the monster. Adam Roberts’s “The Thing Itself” uses the
base story to launch an ambitious exploration of — of all
things! — Kantian philosophy, not to mention the Fermi
Paradox. It’s quite an achievement.
Silvia: “Smilla’s Sense of Snow” by Danish author Peter
Hoeg is an odd, cross-genre
book that somewhat reminds
me of “The Thing.” A thriller
with an evil corporation at its
center, it suddenly becomes a
science fiction novel at the
end, complete with a meteorite
hidden in the ice. “Split Tooth”
by Tanya Tagaq is also a crossgenre tale. Part memoir, part
Inuit folklore, it’s been called
“magic realism,” and that’s
probably not an accurate label

either, but it’s as close as one can get to a traditional name for
this narrative of a girl growing up in Nunavut. Its descriptions
of the land and the natural world are enchanting.
For science fiction, try “Moon of the Crusted Snow” by
Waubgeshig Rice, the tale of an Anishinaabe community
facing an apocalyptic disaster and the outsiders who intrude
and endanger the isolated enclave. A few months ago, a news
report of a couple from Quebec fleeing COVID-19 for a
town in the Yukon made this an oddly prescient story.
For some spooky reads, I recommend “Taaqtumi: An Anthology of Arctic Horror Stories” edited by Aviaq Johnston. “Taaqtumi” is an Inuktitut word that means “in the dark,” and these
tales, set in the Canadian Arctic, certainly head to dark places.
It’s a rare treat to see so many Indigenous writers collected in
one volume, and the book comes from a small press, always a
nice thing to support. My other horror recommendation is “Let
the Right One In,” the vampire novel by John Ajvide Lindqvist.
Set in Stockholm in the 1980s, it builds a grim city that feels
alive and chilling and is a great read for people looking for vampires that are more gross than romantic.
Lavie: I love “Smilla’s Sense of Snow” with all my heart.
One book to look forward to is Polish author Jacek Dukaj’s
“Ice,” considered a classic of Polish science fiction and forthcoming in an English translation. It’s an alternate history where
World War I never happened, Poland is still under Russian
rule, and a mysterious alien Ice and its life-forms are slowly
overtaking Europe. And finally, I’d be remiss if I didn’t recommend something by Russian author Ekaterina Sedia, including her classic “The Secret History of Moscow” and short
story collection “Moscow but Dreaming.” She’s a wonderful
writer — and her books are perfect for a chilly night’s read.

a BMW careers onto Main Street, killing several revelers.
Maeve’s alcoholic father, Ted, pushes Rose and Priya from its
path before he slams into and over the car’s hood. When Maeve
rushes to his side, she finds him alive. It may seem like the
worst is over, but then Maeve witnesses something horrific.
“Tim plants a hand, fingers splayed, on the driver’s bloodied T-shirt. The driver reaches out and grabs Tim by the
face, shoves him backward. As Tim takes one step back,
Maeve is sure she sees the imprint of the driver’s hand flare
red on Tim’s skin before it fades.”
Within seconds, Tim is dead, blood streaming from his eyes
and nose. The driver staggers on through the street, grabbing
onlookers, all of whom die in moments. When the driver
lunges for a father and young child, Maeve goes after him with
a baseball bat. Unthinkingly, she grabs his wrist as he reaches for her throat. At her touch, the man perishes. Maeve does
not, and her mother and brother run to her. As they embrace
Maeve, both family members convulse and die, and Maeve
sees the telltale red imprint of her hand on Logan’s cheek.
What follows is a frightening journey into the neighboring
White Mountains, as Maeve flees from her surviving family
members lest she unwittingly kill them, too. Consumed by guilt
and dread, and unsure of what she’s become, or why, Maeve
grows increasingly debilitated by whatever has infected her.
Worse, Ted, Rose and Priya aren’t the only ones trying
to find Maeve. Oscar Hecht — Patient Zero, the driver of

the BMW — had been a research scientist at a top secret,
government-funded research facility. His job centered on
Project: Red Hands, a tactile bacterium infection being
developed as a bio-weapon. For reasons that remain slightly murky, Hecht injected the bacterium into himself, thereby becoming the project’s first human subject: one who was
seemingly immune and a carrier, like Maeve.
Yet as Maeve begins to hear a voice inside her head, urging her to touch others, it becomes evident that she is not,
perhaps, a random vector of disease, but someone who’s
been chosen as its host — but by what? Millions have now
viewed recordings of Hecht’s attacks, and many people are
intent on tracking down Maeve. Among them are Alena
Boudreau, a steely Helen Mirren-like character, and Ben
Walker, a former DARPA investigator, who team up to find
Maeve before she’s turned into a bioweapon.
Tautly written, “Red Hands” — the third in a series starring Walker — excels not just because of its scare factor
(which is high), but also its humane depiction of grief,
isolation and fear, growing mistrust of government and even
one’s own neighbors. This potent novel’s most haunting
image isn’t so much the gruesome infection generated by a
touch, but of loved ones pressing their hands against opposite sides of a glass wall, longing for connection.

2 Gould St., Camden

www.megunticookmarket.com

PREPARED
DINNERS

Stop in and check out today’s
selection. In-store shopping or
curbside pickup.

© 2020, Washington Post Book
World Service/Washington Post Writers Group

© 2020, Washington Post Book
World Service/Washington Post Writers Group

ON THE MIDCOAST

HUGE
Beer & Wine
Selection

For the Holidays
Now Open for
In-Store Shopping

No Membership
Card
Required

See our website for full menu.
Open Daily: Sun 8-6, Mon to Sat 7-7 • Tel. 207 .236.3537
follow us on facebook and instagram

195 Park St., Rockland • 594-5443

Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm • Sat. 9am-4pm

See Us On
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New on DVD & Blu-ray
Released December 22 —

THE WAR WITH GRANDPA PG/Comedy/Dir: Tim
Hill (Robert De Niro, Uma Thurman, Rob Riggle) Peter,
a sixth-grader, is forced to give up his most prized possession, his bedroom, when his recently widowed grandfather
moves in with his family. Peter devises a series of increasingly elaborate pranks to drive out the interloper, but
Grandpa won’t go without a fight. Soon, the friendly combatants are engaged in a slapstick Armageddon. Based
on the award-winning book by Robert Kimmel Smith,

Recent Releases —

Still image from “The Library That Dolly Built”

Films to Stream from
the Colonial Theatre

The Colonial Theatre in Belfast is offering films for
streaming from its website. Those who buy virtual tickets
will have several days to watch the films. Ticket prices vary;
50% of ticket revenue is earmarked for the theater’s future
full-scale operation. Among the films on offer are:
“The Library That Dolly Built,” a new documentary
directed by Nick Geidner, available through December 31.
Musician Dolly Parton has given away over 170 million
books to children around the world through her initiative,
Imagination Library. The film chronicles how Parton, the
child of impoverished parents (her father was illiterate) in
rural Tennessee, built an international program in which
participating children receive one free book by mail each
month from birth until age 5, regardless of income.
A French comedy, “10 Days with Dad,” directed by
Ludovic Bernard. Antoine, a successful human resources
professional, is on the way to becoming number one in his
company. Managing people is his specialty, so when his
overwhelmed wife suddenly decides to go on vacation and
leave him with responsibility for the house and their four
children, he is confident that it will be an easy task. But
Antoine has drastically underestimated the challenges.
Visit colonialtheater.com to view the films.

Films Streaming from
Portland Museum

AVA R/Action/Dir: Tate Taylor (Jessica Chastain, John
Malkovich, Common) Ava is a mercenary who works for a
black ops organization, traveling the globe and specializing
in high-profile hits. Her career takes a bad turn when a job
goes wrong due to faulty information she received. With a
botched hit (as well as a track record for questioning the
validity of her targets), Ava is told to take a break; secretly,
the head of the organization has ordered a hit on her
to ensure nothing traces back to the company.

BLACKBIRD NR/Drama/Dir: Roger Michell (Susan
Sarandon, Kate Winslet, Mia Wasikowska) Lily and Paul
summon their loved ones to their beach house for a final
gathering after Lily decides to end her long battle with
ALS. The mood becomes strained when unresolved
issues surface between Lily and her daughters.

EL CAMINO: A BREAKING BAD MOVIE TV-MA/
Action/Dir: Vince Gilligan (Aaron Paul, Jonathan Banks,
Bryan Cranston) The neo-Western crime thriller serves
as a sequel to the television series “Breaking Bad,” which
followed chemistry teacher Walter White and his former
student Jesse Pinkman as they became drug kingpins.

FATIMA PG-13/Drama/Dir: Marco Pontecorvo (Harvey
Keitel, Goran Visnjic, Sônia Braga) In 1917, three young
shepherds report multiple visions of the Virgin Mary near
Fátima, Portugal. Their prophecy that only prayer and
suffering will bring peace inspires believers to flock
to the site but angers officials of both the secularist
government and the Church.

MADE IN ITALY R/Comedy/Dir: James D’Arcy (Liam
Neeson, Yolanda Kettle, Micheál Richardson) Bohemian
London artist Robert returns to Italy with his estranged
son Jack to make a quick sale of the house they inherited
from Jack’s late mother. As Robert and Jack painstakingly restore the villa to its previous glory, they also start
to mend their relationship.

THE OPENING ACT NR/Comedy/Dir: Steve Byrne
(Jimmy O. Yang, Alex Moffat, Cedric the Entertainer) Will
is trying to pursue his true passion: becoming a stand-up
comedian. When he gets the opportunity to go on the road,
opening for his hero Billy G., the realities of life on the
stage come crashing in. Between hecklers, drunk comedy
groupies and hard-to-impress DJs, things get off to a rough
start. Even if he can learn from his idols and overcome the
challenges, he’ll have to prove he has what it takes
to make his dream a reality.
The Portland Museum of Art’s PMA Films has added
several selections to its roster of films for streaming. Partnering with exhibitors and distributors, PMA is renting retrospectives and first-run content to the public; a portion of
proceeds benefits the museum. Newly available are:
“Another Round,” directed by Thomas Vinterberg. Four
friends, all teachers at various stages of middle age, are stuck
in a rut. Unable to share their passions either at school or at
home, they embark on an experiment suggested by an
obscure philosopher: to see if a constant level of alcohol
in their blood will help them find greater freedom and happiness. At first they enjoy a newfound zest, but eventually
issues that have been simmering come to a head and the
men must decide whether to reckon with their behavior or
continue on the same course.
“Exhibition on Screen: Frida Kahlo,” directed by Ali Ray.
An in-depth look at the artist’s key works, using Kahlo’s
letters as a guide. The film combines interviews, commentary and images of high quality.
“To the Ends of the Earth,” directed by Kiyoshi Kurosawa, is a mix of black comedy, travelogue and drama
depicting a young woman’s journey from displacement to
self-discovery. Yoko travels with a small crew to Uzbekistan to shoot an episode of her reality TV travel show. In
front of the camera her persona is carefree and happy-golucky, but behind the scenes she is cautious and introverted. Despite her best efforts, the shootings end unsuccessfully. Frustrated, she takes to the streets on her own. Lost
in Tashkent, she finds herself adrift and alone, confronting
her deepest fears and hidden aspirations.
To view the films, or to subscribe to a monthly film-series
email, visit portlandmuseum.org/films.
A Frida Kahlo self-portrait

PROXIMA NR/Drama/Dir: Alice Winocour (Eva Green,
Zélie Boulant, Matt Dillon) A French astronaut who is the
only woman in a male-dominated program is also a single
mother, and she will have to leave behind her young daughter to participate in a yearlong mission aboard a space station. She is concerned that the long absence will compromise the close relationship she shares with her child.

A RAINY DAY IN NEW YORK PG-13/Comedy/
Dir: Woody Allen (Timothée Chalamet, Elle Fanning, Liev
Schreiber) A young couple decides to get away for
a weekend trip to New York. They are eager to let their
adventure unfold and let the fun begin. Instead, they are
faced with terrible weather and some unexpected twists.
RELIC R/Drama/Dir: Natalie Erika James (Emily
Mortimer, Robyn Nevin, Bella Heathcote) When her
elderly mother, Edna, vanishes, Kay rushes to Edna’s
decaying country home and finds clues of her increasing
dementia. After Edna returns just as mysteriously as she
disappeared, she is unwilling or unable to say where
she’s been. A new spin on the haunted-house movie.

THE SECRET GARDEN PG/Drama/Dir: Marc Munden
(Dixie Egerickx, Richard Hansell, David Verrey) Another
iteration of Frances Hodgson Burnett’s classic 1911 novel,
which has proved irresistible to filmmakers. The story of
a lonely, imaginative orphan is, in this version, “as lovely
as you remember,” according to The New York Times.
THE SECRETS WE KEEP R/Drama/Dir: Yuval Adler
(Noomi Rapace, Joel Kinnaman, Chris Messina) In smalltown America in the early 1960s, a married Romanian
woman who is struggling to rebuild her life kidnaps her
neighbor. She believes she recognizes him as a man who
committed heinous crimes against her and a group of
women during the war, and seeks vengeance.

New Movies
Week of December 23–December 29
Short descriptions of new movies

AMMONITE R/Drama/Dir: Francis Lee (Kate Winslet,
Saoirse Ronan, Gemma Jones) In the 1840s, acclaimed
self-taught palaeontologist Mary Anning works alone on
the wild Southern English coast, hunting for common
fossils to sell to rich tourists. One tourist entrusts her
with the care of his young wife, who is recuperating from
a personal tragedy. The women embark on a life-changing,
passionate love affair.

BLACK BEAR R/Drama/Dir: Lawrence Michael Levine
(Aubrey Plaza, Sarah Gadon, Christopher Abbott) In this
comedic thriller, a couple entertains an out-of-town filmmaker, not known to them before, at their remote lake
house in the Adirondacks. As the visitor seeks inspiration
for her filmmaking, the three quickly fall into a calculated
game of desire, manipulation and jealousy, unaware of how
dangerously intertwined their lives will soon become.
COLLECTIVE NR/Documentary/Dir: Alexander Nanau
(Razvan Lutac, Mirela Neag, Catalin Tolontan) A real-time
detective story about truth, accountability and the value
of an independent press. After a fire claims the lives of
27 people at a Bucharest nightclub, officials reassure the
public that surviving victims will receive care in facilities
that are “better than in Germany.” Weeks later, a rising
casualty count leads reporters to investigate; the film
follows them as they discover layers of fraud and
criminal malfeasance.
FAREWELL AMOR NR/Drama/Dir: Ekwa Msangi
(Ntare Guma Mbaho Mwine, Zainab Jah, Jayme Lawson)
After 17 years in exile, Walter is reunited with his wife and
daughter in the U.S. Now absolute strangers, they struggle
to overcome the personal and political hurdles between
them, sacrificing the lives they built while separated.
The muscle memory of Angolan dance helps them
to rediscover each other.

FREE TIME NR/Documentary/Dir: Manfred Kirchheimer.
“Free Time” features black-and-white footage shot throughout New York City from 1958 to 1960. It’s an all-encompassing look at how everyday New Yorkers lived at a time
that now seems very far away. The scenes unfold to a
score with music ranging from Bach to Count Basie.
HAPPIEST SEASON PG-13/Romance/Dir: Clea DuVall
(Kristen Stewart, Mackenzie Davis, Mary Steenburgen)
The meet-the-parents holiday trip, updated. A young
woman’s plans to propose to her girlfriend while at her
family’s annual holiday party are upset when she discovers
her partner hasn’t yet come out to her conservative parents.

HILLBILLY ELEGY R/Drama/Dir: Ron Howard (Amy
Adams, Glenn Close, Gabriel Basso) An urgent phone call
pulls a Yale Law student back to his Ohio hometown and
complicated Appalachian family. There, he reflects on three
generations of family history and his own future.
LET HIM GO R/Crime/Dir: Thomas Bezucha (Diane
Lane, Kevin Costner, Lesley Manville) Following the
loss of their son, a retired sheriff and his wife leave their
Montana ranch to rescue their young grandson from a
dangerous family living off the grid in the Dakotas.

NIGHT SHIFT NR/ Drama/Dir: Anne Fontaine (Virginie
Efira, Omar Sy, Grégory Gadebois) Three police officers in
Paris must drive a migrant back to the border for unspecified reasons. On their way to the airport, one discovers
that the prisoner will be sentenced to death if he goes back
to his country. Faced with an unbearable dilemma, she
starts to question their mission. They have one night
to decide his fate.

OLIVER SACKS: HIS OWN LIFE NR/Documentary/
Dir: Ric Burns (Oliver Sacks, Roberto Calasso, Kate Edgar)
A look at the life and work of legendary neurologist and
storyteller Oliver Sacks as he shares intimate details
of his battles with drug addiction, homophobia and a
medical establishment that accepted his work only
decades after the fact.
SOL NR/Comedy/ Dir: Jézabel Marques (Chantal Lauby,
Camille Chamoux, Giovanni Pucci) Sol, a famous tango
singer, has lived in Buenos Aires for many years. Behind
her hot temper and glowing smile, she hides a wound: the
loss of her only son, with whom she had severed all ties.
Sol returns to Paris in hopes of meeting her grandson,
but hides her identity lest she be rejected.

WILD MOUNTAIN THYME PG-13/Romance/Dir: John
Patrick Shanley (Emily Blunt, Jamie Dornan, Jon Hamm)
Headstrong Irish farmer Rosemary has her heart set on
winning her neighbor Anthony’s love. But Anthony
remains oblivious to his beautiful admirer. Stung by his
father’s plans to sell the family farm to his American
nephew, Anthony is jolted into pursuing his dreams.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Submissions
to the Calendar of Events must be made
by noon Wednesday before the Tuesday
publication day. Send them, along
with your contact information,
to calendar@freepressonline.com or
The Free Press, P.O. Box 1076,
Camden, ME 04843-1076.

NOTEWORTHY
Christmasy Things to Watch or
Hear, available this week, include Let
There Be Lights! The Belfast Maskers
present the short comedy at no charge on
YouTube. The play is about neighboring
families who vie to put up the biggest display of Christmas lights. Find a link
at belfastmaskers.com or on their Facebook page. Daniel Elihu Kramer’s
Pride@Prejudice, a modern retelling
of Jane Austen’s novel – complete with
tweets and tea – available for streaming
through December 24 in Theater at
Monmouth’s Plays of Futures Passed
Series. Details are at TheaterAtMonmouth.org. “A Christmas Carol”
dramatic reading is presented by Rockland’s Strand Theatre. The hour-long
reading by Liz McLeod, the Strand’s
house manager and a veteran radio performer, is available to hear for for free
on the Strand’s website or as a podcast
on Spotify, Stitcher, or Apple Podcast
platforms. River Company offers a Zoom
production of “A Christmas Carol”
to raise funds for Skidompha Library’s
children’s programming. It’s available
now on its YouTube channel. To support
the fundraiser, go to skidompha.org.
support or rivercompany.org.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 22:
➤ Live Nativity Scene in Rockland,
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Littlefield Memorial
Baptist Church, 1 Waldo Avenue. It will
be outside on the church’s side lawn with
a stable, Mary and Joseph, Baby Jesus,
shepherds, angels, wisemen, carolers,
and animals. Free hot cocoa and cookies
will be shared. Drive-bys are welcomed
and so are people who want to park and
join the caroling, with social distancing
encouraged.
➤ “Lights Over Montpelier,” to January
9. Montpelier, the white mansion on
the hill where Routes 1 and 131 meet
in Thomaston, is decked out in evergreens
and lights. Drive through beginnning
at dusk each night for a sparkling experience at the mansion, home to the Knox
Museum (which isn’t holding a Holiday
Open House this year, because
of COVID).
➤ A Christmas Carol, by Charles
Dickens, adapted and performed by Joel
Leffert, live at the Portland Stage theater
through December 24 and via digital

streaming through January 3. Ticket info:
portlandstage.org.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 23:
➤ “Gardens Aglow” at Coastal Maine
Botanical Gardens, in Boothbay. Take
the drive-through tour of the gardens festooned with thousands of lights.
The tour is open from 4:30 to 8:30 p.m.
this Wednesday and then nightly from
Christmas Day to January 2. It is closed
Christmas Eve. $40 per car ($30 members). For the schedule and tickets –
which must be bought in advance; none
sold at the gate – MaineGardens.org
or 633-8000.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 24:
➤ Camden Churches Will Ring Their
Bells in Unison on Christmas Eve,
at 4 p.m. It will be done in conjunction
with the lighting of the Camden Star atop
Mt. Battie. The participating churches
include Chestnut Street Baptist Church;
First Congregational Church, United
Church of Christ; John Street United
Methodist Church; Our Lady of Good
Hope Roman Catholic Parish; and
St. Thomas’ Episcopal Church.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 25:
➤ Christmas Day, an annual festival
commemorating the birth of Jesus Christ,
observed as a religious and cultural
celebration among billions of people
around the world.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 27:
➤ “Strand ON THE AIR: Good
Riddance to 2020 Edition,” Rockland’s
Strand Theatre presents the next installment of its original radio variety show
series at 5 p.m. The show features comedy
skits and music and can be heard by tuning in to WRFR at 93.3 in Rockland,
99.3 in Camden, or by streaming at
WRFR.org. The show will then be available to stream at RocklandStrand.com
and as a podcast. Join Liz McLeod,
announcer Dan Bookham, and the Strand
Family Players for this comic farewell to
the year everyone can’t wait to kick out
the door, and hear what happens down in
Abysmal Point when Mrs. Grunden vows
to forget everything that happened in
2020. There’ll be new music by Brittany
Parker – and a rehearsal-turned-recital
performance by local jazz talent courtesy
of Midcoast Music Academy. Like all
ON THE AIR broadcasts this year, the
December edition is written, directed and
edited by House Manager Liz McLeod,
with cast members contributing their parts
from home.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 29:
➤ Sail, Power, and Steam Museum
Hosts “The Captains’ Quarters: Stories
of the Schooner Adventure,” on Zoom
at 6:30 p.m. This is the second bi-weekly,
online event in the Rockland museum’s

winter speaker series. Joining Captain
Jim Sharp to talk about the history of the
Adventure will be Captain Stefan Edick
and former crew, cooks, and passengers.
The Gloucester fishing schooner, a National Historic Landmark and an official project of Save America’s Treasures, is an
icon of the American fisheries. Built in
1926, it was launched in Essex, Mass.
Designed by Thomas McManus as a
“knockabout,” it has no bowsprit, a
life-saving feature at the time. It spent
27 years fishing off Georges Bank with
record catches to its name, carrying 14
dories and 27 crew. It spent many years in
Camden Harbor, converted to a windjammer, carrying passengers along the coast
of Maine, and was eventually donated to
the port of Gloucester, Mass., where it
underwent a significant rebuild and now
sits as a proud feature of that historic
harbor. Register to attend the talk at
SailPowerSteamMuseum.org.

MUSIC
➤ Catch Maine-ly Harmony Singing
Holiday Songs, now on Vimeo, with a
carol medley at vimeo.com/491417331
and “We Wish You a Merry Christmas”
at vimeo.com/484499407.

FILM
➤ Streaming from Strand Theatre
in Rockland, RocklandStrand.com,
“Born to Be,” “The Twentieth Century,”
“Oliver Sacks: His Own Life,” “Another
Round,” “Jingle Bell Rocks!” Tickets
are $6-$12.
➤ Streaming from the Portland
Museum of Art, PortlandMuseum.org,
“Another Round,” “Mr. Soul! Encore
Presentation,” “To the Ends of the Earth,”
“Exhibition on Screen: Frida Kahlo.”
Tickets are $10-$12.
➤ Streaming from Colonial Theatre in
Belfast, ColonialTheater.com, “Brothers”
and “Peace, Love & Zoo” double feature.
Tickets are $10-$12.

ARTS
➤ “Share the Wonder,” on Zoom in
December. Rockland-based Farnsworth
Art Museum’s 15th annual holiday celebration is offered online this year, with
a downloadable activity book and online
activities with a theme of “comfort and
joy.” FarnsworthMuseum.org.
➤ “Take and Make Kits,” offered by
Jackson Memorial Library of Tenants
Harbor, contain themed crafts and book on
air-dry clay, paints, canvas, cake decorating, engineering challenges and more. To
reserve a kit: 372-8961 or administrator@
jacksonmemoriallibrary. org.

Camden Street, Rockland

Congratulations to our
$100 Gift Certificate Winners
Carol Butler of Hope
Julie Peterson of Vinalhaven
Karen Canali of Belmont
Sandra Wright of Hope
Dianne Wooster of Rockland

Happy Holidays To All
from all of us at
Harbor Plaza!

St. Brendan the Navigator Parish

invites you to Holy Mass to celebrate the birth of our Savior!*

Check with your local Fire Department to see if consumer fireworks are allowed in your community.
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➤ “Holiday Shop” at River Arts
Gallery, 36 Elm Street, Damariscotta, to
January 2. Artworks and fine crafts by
Maine artists, priced at or below $100. For
more information, call 563-6868 or visit
riverartsme.org.
➤ HANDMADE Online, Waterfall
Arts’ Annual Holiday Arts and
Crafts Sale, is offered virtually this
year in December. Check it out at
WaterfallArts.org and on social media.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 22:
➤ “Crafting and Cooking” offered on
Zoom on Tuesdays in December from
4 to 5 p.m. by Jackson Memorial Library

★
★ASTROlogically
★
★ ★
WITH ANANUR

of Tenants Harbor. Materials are available
at the library Mondays and Tuesdays.
Call 372-8961 to register.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 23:
➤ Creative Art & Journaling, 4 p.m.
Get project ideas through email and then
meet on Zoom. Join the group for a
different project every Wednesday. For
ideas and a Zoom link, email alhand@
librarycamden.org.
➤ Skidompha Public Library, in
Damariscotta, will be closed from the
end of the day on December 23 and will
reopen at 10 a.m. on January 5. During
this time the library will be fully closed
– no curbside, no
online storytime, or
online programming. Head in for
materials you
may need to carry
you over through
this break.

DECEMBER 23 TO DECEMBER 29
Wednesday, December 23 — Have you seen Jupiter
and Saturn yet? They are visible around the time that the
Sun sets, between 4 and 6 p.m. This conjunction has great
importance and occurs once every 20 years. Many think
it is what was referred to as the Star of Bethlehem, seen
during the birth of Christ Jesus. Saturn and Jupiter are
located astrologically at zero degrees of Aquarius, ushering
us into a phase of group action focused on the environment
and humankind. There’s a global movement to consider
cutting back on our eating of animals. Jupiter and Saturn
remain close in the sky until December 29. Mars has been
in a challenging aspect with Pluto since Sunday. This is
a violent, aggressive energetic of serious concern; it will
end today at 1 p.m. Mercury is in an awkward aspect with
Chiron, causing difficulty for those with mental imbalances. The Sun and Mercury in Capricorn are in a super fine
aspect with Uranus. Intuition is extremely clear, bringing
innovative ideas. Your nervous system could be stressed
especially Aries people. Your emotions may intensify
between 3:30 and 6 p.m. while the Moon in Aries makes
an aggressive aspect to Mars and Pluto.
Thursday, December 24 — Are you still watching the
sky to view Saturn and Jupiter, which are offering us blessings as we embark on a new 20-year cycle? The moon in
Taurus will be in a super fine aspect with the Sun and Mercury in Capricorn from 10:45 a.m. to 2:05 p.m., finding you
balanced, calm, thoughtful, well organized and thrifty! The
Moon will be conjunct Uranus (a monthly occurrence) in
Taurus. Your intuition is spiking.
Friday, December 25 — Many blessings to all on this
highly spiritual day in which we remember the goodness of
our Earth teacher, Christ Jesus. Take some time (five minutes?) to be silent, particularly from 5:10 until 7:10 p.m.,
asking, “How can I be helpful this year in bringing peace
and joy to my family and community?” The Moon in Taurus will be in a spiritually receptive aspect with Neptune
in Pisces, bringing kindness, generosity and unconditional
love, which means “I love you no matter what.”
Saturday, December 26 — The Sun and Mercury remain
in an intuitive aspect until tomorrow night. Check out the
thoughts that are coming to your mind. Kwanzaa begins
today — a celebration by Africans and African-Americans

to honor the light within and acknowledge gratitude for both
spiritual and material abundance. The Moon will enter into
Gemini, the air sign of rapid intellectual conversation. The
Moon will be in a positive aspect with Saturn and Jupiter
from 6:45 until 10 p.m., at which time you will be super productive and in touch with ideas that will calm your worries.
Sunday, December 27 — The Sun and Mercury in positive
aspect with Uranus is in effect until midnight. Pay attention
to your intuition. Use it to allow creativity to be expressed.
Have fun with it. This is a great aspect for taking on leadership
roles. The Moon in Gemini will be in an awkward aspect with
Mercury in Capricorn from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Be aware of the
words you’re using; they could trigger conflict with a relative.
The Moon in Gemini will be opposite Venus in Sagittarius
from 11:45 p.m. to 1:45 a.m. Your desires are not now in alignment with your partner’s needs and desires.
Monday, December 28 — Venus is in a challenging aspect
with Neptune until Wednesday. This aspect increases idealism, which can be a painful setup for disappointment. If you
take responsibility for creating the disappointment yourself,
it may help you feel better quickly! Mercury in Capricorn
is in a positive aspect with Neptune in Pisces. You will feel
more sensitive and open to helping others simply because
you want to. It’s possible to make contact with someone who
has passed on; they may have a message for you. You will
have plenty of physical, sexual and romantic energy while
the Moon is nicely aspecting Mars between 8 and 10 p.m.
Tuesday, December 29 — Full Moon takes place at
10:28 p.m. with the Moon in Cancer directly opposite the
Sun in Capricorn. Uranus and Chiron are forming aspects
to the points of this Full Moon. Your intuition is stronger. Accept that there are experiences taking place that
you cannot understand with your analytical mind. Venus
remains in an idealistically challenging aspect until noon
tomorrow. It’s okay to relax. The best advice now is to
slow down and pay attention to your intuition. Keep your
heart center open to loving more.
NOTE: Due to space constraints, this column has been
edited. Read the full version at freepressonline.com.
Ananur Forma lives in Rockland and can be reached for
a personal astrological reading in person or by phone at
207-594-2565. Visit www.AstrologyWithAnanur.com.

MARKET BASKET
Deadline is WEDNESDAY at NOON for the following
TUESDAY issue.
Please read: As long as the total
price of all your items is $100
or less, it’s FREE (ads must
include prices for all items or
we cannot run the ad).
Market Basket ads run for two
weeks. Only one per household
per week will be printed. We
can only accept ads that are 20
words or less. We cannot accept
ads over the phone — we do
accept faxes (596-6698). Market Basket ads must be received
by noon Wednesday for inclusion in the next week’s issue.
NO BUSINESS, SERVICE or
YARD SALE ADS qualify for
the Market Basket. Ads that
do not follow these guidelines
cannot be printed.

FOR SALE
Foot Massager with Heat, new,
$20. Cross-country ski exerciser, $20. Motorcycle helmet,
$5. Kid’s bed comforter, new in
bag, $20. New soccer ball, $5.
338-1951.


Yaktrax, new, size medium,
$20. Men’s winter boots, size
11, like new, removable liner,
$40.
563-7100. ■

MTD Snow King, 5.0 HP snow
blower, 24" cleaning width,
electric
start, $80. 354-0669.

Queen Size Latex Foam Mattress, clean, no tears, 14" thick,
only $80, must pick up. 8326846,
Waldoboro.

Baseball, Football, Hockey,
Basketball Cards, sports VCR
tapes
for all, $50. 975-1802.

OE Hubcaps, ’67 Mustang,
$20 each or $60 set. Underwood Champion portable manual typewriter, circa 1941, $40.
230-1195.

Four Studded Snow Tires,
205/65R16/95T, $100. Text/
L.M.
230-4589.

Four General Snow Tires, used
one season, 195/65 R15 91Q,
Radial Altimax Arctic, excellent
condition, $100. 563-6441.

FRIDAY,
DECEMBER
25:
➤ Explorations
Read-Aloud
Group for Adults,
11 a.m. to noon
on Camden Public
Library’s Facebook
page. New readings
are available to
watch every Friday
at 11 a.m. on the
library’s YouTube
channel and Facebook page.
COMING UP:
➤ “Artist Toolbox,” Mondays in
January from 6 to
8 p.m., offered
online by Center
for Maine Contemporary Art of Rockland. Registration
required; attendance limited to 10
people; cost is $40.
The workshop, led
by Kim Bernard, is
designed for artists
who want to develop the skills necessary to represent
themselves and
advance professionally. Discussed
will be image
documentation;
finding exhibiting
venues; artist/gallery relationships;
writing an artist’s
statement, biography and resume;
building a website;
networking; getting
exposure; using
social media; grant
writing; finding

residencies; time and money
management; and sustaining an ongoing
professional creative practice. Visit
cmcanow.org for more information
and to register.
➤ “Level 1 Watercolor: Step-by-Step
with Erica Qualey,” Tuesdays, January 5,
19 and February 2, 16, from 3:30 to
5:30 p.m. on Zoom. Farnsworth Art
Museum of Rockland offers the class
with tips and techniques for beginning
watercolorists. During each session,
Qualey will provide instructions for how
to paint a scene in an easy and approachable way. Go to FarnsworthMuseum.org
to learn more.

HOME & GARDEN
➤ Thomaston Garden Club Is Forming, and people are invited to join now.
Members will work hand-in-hand with
the Conservation Commission; establish
and maintain pollinator pathways/
monarch way-stations; distribute seeds
(native plants); take part in plant sales
and swaps; adopt areas of town to
beautify and maintain, educate the
community on invasive plants, native
plants, pollinators, fall leaves, use of
chemicals in the yard, natural habitats,
bees, perennials, etc.; take part in garden
tours; and work with other garden clubs.
Call or text Mary Rita McDevitt at 502553-5885 or email maryrita3@me.com
for information.
COMING UP:
➤ Real Organic Project Symposium,
offered Sundays, January 3, 10, 17, 24
and 31. A virtual series of talks and
panels with more than 50 prominent
organic farmers, scientists, and climate
activists. Free to $100. Registration:
realorganicsymposium.org.
➤ 80th Annual Maine Agricultural
Trades Show, scheduled for Tuesday to
Saturday, January 19–23, will be completely online and feature a mixture of
live and pre-recorded presentations and
forums on agricultural and forestry issues.
The schedule will be a mix of day, evening, and weekend offerings. A digital
library of content and information will
remain fully accessible during and following the ATS for individuals who cannot
join live sessions. Learn more at maine.
gov/dacf/agtradesshow.

FOOD & DRINK
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 22:
➤ “25 Days to $25K,” through
December 25. The fundraiser is held
by Lincolnville Food Initiative. Every
donation up to $25,000 will be matched.
Residents of Lincoln County can call
563-6658 and leave a message to request
food assistance, or find more infomation
at the group’s Facebook page. To donate,
visit healthylincolncounty.org or mail
checks, made out to Healthy Lincoln
County, to LCFI, P.O. Box 1287,
Damariscotta, 04543.

MARKET BASKET RULES
Maximum number of Words per Ad = 20 2 Total of all items added together must be $100 or less!
Ads must be priced or they cannot be run. 4 Wanted ads seeking items costing over $100 cannot be run.
5 Only one ad per week per person/phone number. 6 No business, service or yard sale ads accepted.
Use the regular classified ad form for these and all other ads which don’t fit the above guidelines —
Ads that don’t follow these guidelines cannot be printed!
1
3

Men’s Large Beekeeping
White Jacket with zip-on netted hood, like new, with extra
bee
 hood, $50. 413-522-5788.
Insulated Black Rubber
Boots, military “Mickey
Mouse” style, size 10N, like
new
condition, $50. 557-4125.

Wheelcovers, set of 4, OE,
heavy F150 mag style, 5-spoke,
7 Market Basket Ads Automatically Run For Two Weeks. 8 Mail To: The Free Press MB, P.O. Box 1076,
15 inch, used 1971-’72, fits other years, can email photos, $95.
Camden,
ME 04843-1076. 9 Sorry, we cannot take Market Basket ads by phone or e-mail, but you can fax
230-1195.
■

your
ad
to
596-6698. 10 Do NOT copy this form and then fax it — copies from newsprint don’t fax well, and we
Kitchen Faucet, new in box,
can’t read them — write your ad on a white sheet of paper and fax that — remember to include your phone numKraus Nola KPF-1650ss, $208
on Amazon, selling for $100.
ber. 11 And about the handwriting: If we can’t read it, we can’t run it.
313-6268.

Market Basket Ad deadline WEDNESDAY at NOON
Women’s Dress Boots, one black,
one brown, knee-high, heeled,
for the following TUESDAY issue.
7M, $20 each. Women’s furtrimmed ankle-length black coat,
Free: 12- and 18-Egg Cartons,
Size 5, $25. Men’s suede jacket, Coffee Table, marble and Four Tires, P245/75, 50,000
FREE
■
mahogany look, 20"H x 24"W, miles, used 21,000 miles, $60.
594-9490.
size 42, $10. 338-1951.

$10. 3.5-ft. X-mas tree, $5. 594-4228.

Free: Kittens, ready to go, 
Snow Blower, 24" Murry snow- Side table with stone top, $5. 
three tiger, two gray tiger, born 

blower, electric start, good con- 542-4292.


589-3132.
10-7-20.



dition, $100. 633-7646.
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 23:
➤ AIO Food and Energy Assistance
is now at 1 Gordon Drive, Rockland.
Hours: Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
10 a.m. to noon, and Wednesday 4:30 to
6:30 p.m. Curbside service only. Contact:
596-1043.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 25:
➤ Free Christmas Dinner in Rockland,
offered at 1 p.m. at St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, 11 White Street, next to the
Rockland Public Library. Adas Yoshuron
Synagogue continues its annual tradition
of serving a community turkey dinner
on Christmas Day – but this year offers
it as a take-out meal. The food will be
prepared by Primo restaurant. Everyone
is invited. Wear a mask and stay socially
distanced at six feet apart. Form a line
at the side door. For more information,
contact Adas Yoshuron Synagogue
at 594-4523.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 28:
➤ Cocktail-Creating Class, with instructions from experts at The National, a
restaurant in Georgia, for making beverages to celebrate the end of 2020 and the
start of a new year. This class is the capper
in a three-part series created by former
Mainer Jenna Burt-Weeks, who moved to
Georgia and wanted to bring Maine to the
masses. Free and open to everyone. For
more information, including the time and
how to sign on, email jenna.burt-weeks@
raymondjames.com.

KIDS & PARENTS
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 22:
➤ Chat with Miss Amy of Camden
Public Library on Zoom, 10 to 11 a.m.
Tuesdays. For a link, email alhand@
librarycamden.org.
➤ Facebook Live Story Time with
Skidompha Library, Damariscotta, from
10 to 10:30 a.m. Tuesdays. Librarian
Jessie will read books and sing songs on
the library’s Facebook page.
➤ Rockin’ Storytime with Miss Katie
of Rockland Public Library, on its
YouTube channel, Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m.
Toddlers and early elementary school kids
are invited to the themed storytimes with
songs, rhymes, books.
➤ Virtual Breastfeeding Support
Group, Tuesdays in December from
12:30 to 2 p.m. A support group for
breastfeeding families, led by a lactation
consultant from OB/GYN. Due to changes
in hospital visitor guidelines, the group
is temporarily online. After you register,
shortly before the class starts, you will
receive an email with information on
how to participate. Visit journeytohealth.
coursestorm.com or call 301-3950 to
register.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 23:
➤ Read-Alouds with Miss Katie of
Rockland Public Library, 10:30 a.m.
on the library’s YouTube channel.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 24:
➤ Baby Time with Miss Katie of
Rockland Public Library, 10:30 a.m.
on the library’s YouTube channel.
➤ Online Postpartum Support Group,
from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. The postpartum support group was created by a
group of women and moms who have
gone through challenging postpartum
experiences themselves and/or have been
educated on postpartum experiences. The
group offers a safe place for new and
pregnant mothers and families to talk,
listen, get support and gain education on
postpartum experiences. This is a free
group for moms, moms-to-be and family
members who want to connect with others
for support. The group meets the second
and fourth Thursday of the month. For
more information, call 505-4140. This
group is free but registration is required
in order to obtain virtual access. Visit
journeytohealth.coursestorm.com or call
301-3950 to register.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 29:
➤ Chat with Miss Amy of Camden
Public Library on Zoom, 10 to 11 a.m.
Tuesdays. For a link, email alhand@
librarycamden.org.
➤ Rockin’ Storytime with Miss Katie
of Rockland Public Library, on its
YouTube channel, Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m.

Toddlers and early elementary school
kids are invited to the themed storytimes
with songs, rhymes, books.

MISCELLANEOUS
➤ Registration Now Open for Belfast
Senior College Winterim Courses,
ranging from one to six Zoom sessions
each and running January 8 through
March. From personal health to climate
change, war films to bird photography,
the history of cheese to Lincoln’s
spiritual history, local permaculture
to writing skills. Details are at
BelfastSeniorCollege.org.
➤ Thankful Tree at Edgecomb Community Church, Edgecomb Community
Church has put up a special holiday tree
in front of the church building. The
Thankful Tree is a way to recognize things
we are grateful for during the pandemic. All are invited to tie a note, a family
photo, a pandemic handmade ornament,
a prayer of gratitude, a prayer of remembrance – be as creative as you’d like.
The Thankful Tree will be left up until
the end of the month.
➤ Cub Scout Pack 200 Bottle Drive,
runs throughout December. A box for
placing returnables is set up in front of
Prince’s Furniture on Route 90 in
Rockland.
➤ Camden Public Library Book Sale,
Mondays to Saturdays from 1 to 6 p.m.
in December. Books, puzzles and DVDs
in excellent condition. Stock is refreshed
almost daily.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 22:
➤ Weekly Mindfulness Meditation
Group, hosted by Skidompha Public
Library of Damariscotta, from 10 to
11 a.m. Longtime practitioners and interested newbies are invited to join the
online weekly guided meditation. Email
jeaton@skidompha.org for a link.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 23:
➤ Black Lives Matter Vigil every
Wednesday at noon in Chapman Park,
at the corner of Main and Park in
Rockland. The group is part of Midcoast
Indivisible. Wear a mask and social
distance.
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two-weekend period of December 27 to
January 3. Contests will include: Most creative running route, Best pre- or post-dip
photo, Best pre- or post-run photo, Best
themed outfit, Most money raised by an
individual or team. Details are at nrcm.org.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 28:
➤ Maine Mondays on Facebook Live,
from 11 a.m. to noon. Each Monday on
Camden Public Library’s Facebook page,
Julia will read selections from books
about Maine’s history. The program is
part of the library’s year-long celebration
of Maine’s bicentennial. Recordings of
the readings are available to watch afterward on the library’s Facebook page.
COMING UP:
➤ Interfaith New Year’s Eve Service
of Remembrance, Resilience & Hope ,
Thursday, December 31, at 7:30 p.m. Join
members of the Midcoast Interfaith
Alliance for an online service that will
draw on Jewish, Buddhist and Christian
traditions and lift up the multilayered
hardship of personal losses, the pandemic,
racial injustice, and climate change.
The service will include a 2020 version
of a Mourner’s Kaddish, prayer, poetry,
music, and a brief Loving Kindness meditation. All are welcome. To attend this
service, register online via forms.gle/
oXQSVks98sxaowsx6. Once you have
registered, you will receive confirmation
and a link to the service.
➤ Hospice Volunteer Training Offered
in January, on Zoom. Coastal Family
Hospice Volunteers offers the four-week
training program on Wednesdays, January
6 to 27, from 6 to 8 p.m. Through online
readings, videos and meetings, volunteers
will complete a total of 20 hours of training that will equip them to support hospice
patients and their families as well as those
individuals who have recently suffered the
loss of a loved one. For more information,
contact Colleen Kinney at 230-0042 or
coastalfamilyhospicevolunteers@gmail.
com. Applications for the training class
can be downloaded from the CFHV
website: CoastalFamilyHospice.com.

Louisa Tilton Akselsen —

Louisa Tilton Akselsen, 91, died peacefully in her sleep on Tuesday,
December 8, 2020.
Louisa was born in Billerica, Massachusetts, and raised in North
Billerica, the only child of Elmer R. and Louisa K. Tilton. She
graduated as valedictorian of Howe High and from Boston University
with a degree in foreign languages and received her master’s degree
in library science from Simmons College. During this time, she met
her future husband, Hans Akselsen, and later raised a family with him
in Chester, New Hampshire.
Louisa and Hans were founding members of Triumphant Cross
Lutheran Church in Salem, New Hampshire, where she served as
church librarian and Sunday school superintendent and was active in
the LCW. Later, she worshiped at Christ the King Lutheran Church
in Nashua, New Hampshire, until she moved to Maine and became
a member at Nativity Lutheran Church in Rockport. Her Christian
faith was a driving force in her life. She enjoyed books and languages,
which gave her the tools to have deeper conversations about God’s
Word.
While raising her family on Three Maples Farm in Chester, Louisa
loved growing fruits and vegetables utilizing sustainable methods. On
the farm they also raised pigs, geese and hens.
Louisa was predeceased by her parents and her husband of 54 years
Hans Akselsen (March 25, 1929 – January 20, 2013).
Louisa is survived by daughter Karen and husband Chris Stage
(New Hampshire), son Hans K. Akselsen (Maine), and grandchildren
Hans Akselsen II, Rebecca Akselsen and Thomas Akselsen.
A celebration of life service will be held at Nativity Lutheran
Church in Rockport, Maine, in the future, when we can all
meet together in person again. Memories and condolences may
be shared with the family at directcremationofmaine.com.

Paid print obituaries may be submitted to the
advertising department of The Free Press.
Contact admanager@freepressonline.com
for more information.

N O T I C E S
George M. Myers Jr.

Patricia G. Lane

Sylvia M. Harjula

Gary Michael Leach

Died Fri., Dec. 11, 2020
Age 66; To share a memory
or story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.
Died Thurs., Dec. 10, 2020
Age 86; To share a memory
or story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.

Died Thurs., Dec. 10, 2020
Age 84; To share a memory
or story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.
Died Tues., Dec. 8, 2020
Age 75; To share a memory
or story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.

THE FREE PRESS readers comment…

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 24:
“Last year we filled up to capacity after the press release ran in your
➤ Holiday Pop-Up Market at United
Farmers Market of Maine, at 18 Spring
paper, and are ever so grateful. We are extremely lucky to have The Free
Street in Belfast, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
With vendors of artisan goods, farmers,
Press in our community. As always, we shop at local businesses that advercrafters and creators. Masks, hand sanitiztise in your paper. We will be more vocal in letting them know that — for
ing and social distancing will be required
of all participants.
it is advertising dollars that provide the capital for your free paper.”
➤ Christmas Eve Services with First
Congregational
Church of Camden, on Zoom at
9 p.m. Hymns,
lessons and
worship for all
ages. For the link,
email becky@
camdenucc.org.
And for a link to a
Open Hearts, Open Minds, Open Doors
prerecorded ChristSunday Worship 10:30 a.m.
mas Eve Service
We welcome all to
for children and
Adas Yoshuron Synagogue
families that can be
50 Willow St., Rockland
watched anytime,
United Methodist Church
Unaffiliated ~All-inclusive
email elizabeth@
Rte. 17 Across from Chickawaukie Lake
For schedule: Call 594-4523 or
camdenucc.org.
visit www.AdasYoshuron.org
aldersgaterockland@gmail.com
FRIDAY,
DECEMBER
25:
The Episcopal Church welcomes you!
First Congregational
John Street
➤ Parking Lot
Church of Camden
United
Methodist
Church
Sunday
Services
Our
Services
&
Classes
Christmas Mass
An open and affirming
are ONLINE
Holy Communion
98 John Street, Camden, ME 04843
in Rockland,
congregation of the
at St. Bernard
7:30
am
See
our and
website9:30*
for schedules
(207)236-3829 jsumc@midcoast.com
United Church of Christ
Church, 150
and links to services on
*Nursery and Sunday School available
Sundays at 9:30 am. Sunday School meets by Zoom at 8:45.
Sunday Worship 11:00 – Childcare Available Join Us for ZoomTo beWorship
Broadway, at
Facebook and YouTube.
added to the Zoom lists, call the church office.
11 a.m. Celebrant:
3333Chestnut
www.stthomascamdenme.org
ChestnutStreet
Street•●236-3680
236-3680 ●• www.stthomascamdenme.org
We Welcome All Persons 55 Elm St., Camden 236-4821 camdenucc.org
Fr. Bob Vaillancourt.

Free to Worship
Shalom

ALDERSGATE

SUNDAY,
DECEMBER
27:
➤ 13th Annual
Polar Bear Dip
& Dash, of the
Natural Resources
Council of Maine,
goes virtual this
year. Registration
is open. The event
will be held the

Join us for worship and
fellowship Saturday,
Sabbath – 10:45 to Noon
followed by a
vegetarian meal.

All are welcome.
132 Camden Street, Rockport.

WELCOME

to the

ROCKLAND
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
Worship 10 a.m., Sundays.
In person and online.

Sunday Worship: See our
website for online worship.

Contact us for current Bible & book studies.

find us at: rocklandcongregationalchurch.org

A weekly feature in The Free Press Contact Glenn Billington: glenn@freepressonline.com
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Wishing you a picture-perfect holiday …

W

COASTAL AUTO PARTS
ROCKLAND & BELFAST

Wishing
Everyone
a Peaceful
Holiday Season

P.G. WILLEY &
COMPANY ~ FUELS

24 Bay View Street, Camden www.pgwilley.com

Linscott’s Inc.

Happy Holidays
from all of us at

Farm • Garden
Pet Supplies

National Bank

Rte. 17 • Washington • 845-2480

A Division of The First Bancorp • 800.564.3195 • TheFirst.com • Member FDIC

Hall
Funeral Home
www.hallfuneralhomes.com
78 Main Street, Thomaston
354-6475

From all of us to all of you
Have a very happy
and safe
holiday season!

“Wishing you peace and good health during this
holiday season and through the coming year”.

Lakeside Burner Service
24-Hour Service
Free Estimates
Cleanings

David Bowen, Master • 338-4265

Happy Holidays!
12 Mechanic Street
Camden, Maine

Hot & Cold
Sandwiches
Deli Items
Cold Beer
ATM
& Soda
Phone: 596-7321
Collectables
Bottle
Large Assortment of Sports Cards
Redemption
67 Main St.

NOW WITH AG – NEW LOW PRICES ON MEAT, PRODUCE & GROCERIES!

SPECIAL PIZZA OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
$9.99

UP TO 3 TOPPINGS

AND EVERY HOLIDAY

HAVE A DELICIOUS HOLIDAY SEASON
• Gift Baskets

(Fruit Baskets, Wine & Cheese
Baskets, etc.)

• Holiday Party Platters
• Great Selection of
(207) 230-2464
www.camdenmainepizza.com

Wines
• Gift Certificates

1 Elm Street, Camden, ME 236-3361

Mon-Sat 6am-7pm, Sun 8am-7pm

Community Fuels, Inc.

Belfast, Maine
338-4328

Merry Christmas
& Happy New
Year!
The Offshore Restaurant
Route One, Rockport 596-6804

Wishes Everyone ✯ ✯
A Happy Holiday ✯
✯
Season

THE FREE PRESS
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…and a very happy New Year!
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What A Year...
And through the
ups and downs,
we’re here for you.

Warm Seasons Greetings
1-800-333-4489 • www.MaritimeEnergy.com

www.firstfederalbath.com
BATH • BOOTHBAY HARBOR • DAMARISCOTTA • WISCASSET

Clark Auto Parts Co.

Happy Holidays!

Wishing you a very
joyous season!

To All of Our Valued Customers
from the folks at

Business Rte. 1 • Damariscotta
563-8128 • 1-800-427-8128

Pen-Bay Glass, Inc.

Full Service for the Mid-Coast Area
Auto • Residential • Commercial
www.penbayglass.com
Route 1, Thomaston Line
Rockland, ME 04841 • 594-0766

To the Sweet Holiday Season!

ROCKLAND CAR WASH &

St., Rockland
Wishing you 131 Camden
594-8094
happiness and joy
at this holiday season
and in the coming year.

Crockett Point, Rockland
594-3200
P.O. Box 308/Crockett Point
Rockland, Maine 04841
www.new.dupont.com

SHEPARD

Rockport Steele 2x2
change
11/27/14

Family Dealerships

594-8424         594-2154
shepardcars.com

“Always on the Right Side of Rt 1, Thomaston”

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
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FREE PRESS CLASSIFIEDS
FREE PRESS HELP WANTED ADS WORK

SEE ALL OUR LISTINGS AT WWW.FREEPRESSONLINE.COM (CLICK ON THE CLASSIFIEDS LINK)
FREE ONLINE ADS AVAILABLE. MORE THAN JUST HELP WANTED TOO!
CALL STEVE DAVIS AT 207-596-0055 FOR MORE INFO.

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

OLDER UTILITY TRAILER, 4'x8' tip-up bed, removable
sides, good tires and good condition, $350. 230-8524, Camden.
(12/22)

FOR SALE — Brown suede
couch and loveseat, $300. Tall
wooden bistro table with 4
chairs, $250. Stone slate coffee
table and two end tables, $200.
Generac transfer switch, $250.
Trash pump, $250. 508-7762536.
(12/29)


HIRING CARING PEOPLE
— Do you have a loving heart?
Cared for elderly? Raised children? Volunteer? Train to be a
home care worker and make
a valuable contribution to the
senior population. Call 3547077. Full and part time, flexible hours. Stop by for free
coffee at 641 St. George Road,
South Thomaston, Monday
through Thursday from 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Or … email reception@askforhomecare for consideration. A rewarding opportunity.
(kr)

HELP WANTED: WEST
ROCKPORT — Seeking
personal care and light housekeeper for mobile and cognitive 93-year-old slight and very
pleasant woman. She needs
bath 1-2 times weekly as she is
mostly (but not fully) blind and
deaf but always happy. Hours,
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
and most Saturdays, willing
to work 9:30-11:30 a.m. in
her home and also assist rarely with Wednesday and Friday.
Must be reliable. Family will
gladly assist. This should be a
great job for someone on Social
Security who needs a little bit
more income. Good pay! Will
Train! Thank you. 207-2364736,
Deborah Parker. (12/22)


EQUIPMENT
RENTAL
U N I O N FA R M E Q U I P MENT RENTALS: Tractor/
loader/back-hoe, excavator,
wood splitter, wood chipper.
Delivery available, reasonable
rates.
1-800-935-7999. (kr)


WANTED
LUCKY LADY — I want to
buy your junk cars and trucks,
pay up to $300. Roll my dice
because I pay the best price.
993-2629
or 441-7929. (kr)

LUCKY LADY — wants your
woodlot. Turn those trees into
cash. Roll those dice and give
me a call, 441-7929 or 993(kr)
2629.

ALLIS CHALMERS GARDEN TRACTOR, HD 112 or
HD 212 desired. Rockport, 5966303.
(kr)

GARAGE SPACE WANTED, near Camden. Dry, clean
storage for seasonal vehicle.
Annual rental fee. Call Jory,
207-706-6626. (12/22)



BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
FREEDOM PROJECT
Have you wished you could tailor a lifestyle that would fit your
needs and not someone else’s?
Check out the Freedom Project!
OwnitBuilditGrowit.com
207-613-5517.
(kr)



HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

Run your ad one week for only $6.65/week for 20 words – 20¢ each additional word.
Run your ad for two weeks for only $6.13/week for 20 words – 15¢ each additional word.
Run your ad for three or more weeks for only $5.55/week for 20 words – 10¢ each additional word.
(Please print clearly & include your phone number!)
DEADLINE IS NOON ON WEDNESDAY FOR THE FOLLOWING TUESDAY ISSUE
I would like my ad to read

Please run my classified ad ___ times and list it under:
___ Vehicles ___ Boating ___ For Rent ___ For Sale
___ Help Wanted ___ Real Estate ___ Services ___ Wanted
___ Yard Sale ___ Other
Name
Adress
Town
Phone
FIREWOOD

FIREWOOD

FIREWOOD — Cut and split
and delivered. 691-6758. (kr)





FIREWOOD — cut, split,
delivered. CFMI, 975-1147. (kr)





FREE PRESS
ADS WORK!

HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

Dietary Aide - Full Time
At Country Manor, our goals involve providing excellent service to our residents while
promoting an environment where our employees are treated with the respect they deserve.
We have an excellent career opportunity for committed professionals to join our dietary team!
Ability to assist in preparation, serving of resident meals & clean up.
Flexibility a must.
Call and see what we have to offer!
Please contact:
Carol Cooley, Business Office Manager
Country Manor Nursing Home
PO Box 209
132 Main Street
Coopers Mills, ME 04341
Phone: (207) 549-7471 Fax: (207) 549-3617
country@ncaltc.com E.O.E
www.northcountryassociates.com

Cost for 1st 20/words/week = $
Additional words
=$
Subtotal = $
Times # of weeks ad to run
x
TOTAL Due = $
If Paying by Credit Card Just Call in Your Ad
Copy at 596-6696 Or, enclose payment and:
Mail to: P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076
or Bring to: 6 Virginia Avenue, 2nd floor, Camden
MSAD
Camden Rockport Middle School
2020-2021
Special Education
Educational Technician III
Full Time
(35 hrs/week)
Opening for an Ed Tech III working on a Special Educational
Team with students (grades 5-8) identified with academic,
executive functioning and/or behavioral needs. May also
work with individuals or small groups of special education
students providing curriculum support, including the introduction of new learning pre-planned in collaboration with
the supervising teacher or appropriate content specialist.
This is a full-time position with benefits. Maine Department of Education Educational Technician III authorization
required. Preference will be given to those with Special
Education experience.
Please apply on-line at www.applitrack.com/fivetowns/onlineapp
Application deadline: When suitable candidate found
Superintendent of Schools MSAD #28
7 Lions Lane, Camden, ME 04843
(207) 236-3358
EOE

FIVE TOWN CSD

Help Wanted
We’re seeking an outside sales/
marketing representative for our
Camden office.
This is a full-time position,
8am - 5pm, Monday - Friday and
includes a benefit package

Great team!

Competitive salary plus
commission
for a bright, motivated person.
We will train the right person,
so experience is not necessarily
required.
Please send resume and cover
letter to: hbrown@villagesoup.com
No calls or walk-ins please.

Camden Hills Regional High School
Rockport, Maine

Take the First Step in
a Rewarding Career.

Camden Hills Regional High School is located in scenic Mid-Coast
Maine and serves 690 students in grades 9 – 12 from five towns.
The communities strongly support education as evidenced by a
state-of-the-art facility, a comprehensive course of study to meet all
students’ needs and interests, and a commitment to hire and retain
outstanding educators.

At Pen Bay Medical Center and Pen Bay Medical Center’s long term care
facilities, many of our entry-level employees have grown within our organization
and advanced in their careers - illustrating our commitment to professional
advancement and personal fulfillment. Join our Support Services team! The
following opportunities are available:
KNOX CENTER (ROCKLAND, ME):
· Environmental Services Technician/
Housekeeper
· Cook
· Maintenance Worker
QUARRY HILL (CAMDEN, ME):
· Environmental Services Technician/
Housekeeper
· Cook

PEN BAY MEDICAL CENTER
(ROCKPORT, ME):
· Assistant Teacher – Childcare
· Environmental Services
Technician I & II/Housekeeper
· Food Service Representative
· Laundry Folder
Now offering sign on bonuses
for select EVS roles!

We offer amazing benefits which include health and dental insurance, paid
parental leave, retirement program, generous paid time off, and much more.
Join our Support Services team today!

For more information and to apply, please visit:

www.careersatmainehealth.org

An Equal Opportunity
Affirmative Action
Employer.

END HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

Educational Technician I
Part-Time Position
Starts 2020-2021
Opening for a part-time Ed Tech I working with our alternative
education program, Zenith, to provide a creatively individualized
educational environment for students in Grades 9-12. This is a parttime position, for 10 hours per week. Successful candidate will have
Maine DOE Ed Tech I authorization. Preference will be given to those
with Special Education Experience.
Applicants must complete an online application and submit a cover
letter, resume, copies of transcripts & certifications, and three
current letters of recommendation.
Please apply online at www.applitrack.com/fivetowns/onlineapp
Applications will be accepted until a suitable candidate is found.
Five Town CSD
7 Lions Lane
Camden, ME 04843
Phone: (207)236-3358
Fax: (207)236-7810
EOE
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FREE PRESS CLASSIFIEDS
TREE SERVICES

SERVICES

FARM & HOME

GREEN’S TREE SERVICE
BCB PROPERTY
SERVICES
• Tree, brush removal
• Pruning
- Small Lot Clearing,
• Aerial truck or climber
Chipping • Chipping, stump-grinding
- Tree Removal & Pruning • Lots Cleared
- Bush Hogging,
Free Estimates
Field Mowing Licensed & Insured Arborist
- Tractor Services Matt Green, 322-0320.
• MAINTAINING ALL YOUR
— Reasonable Rates —
OUTDOOR SPACES •



(kr)

SNOW
PLOWING
SNOW PLOWING
Taking on new accounts
in Appleton, Union and
surrounding areas.
Better Call Ben @ 542-3299
BCB Property Services.

BETTER CALL BEN
207-542-3299
(1/26)



HOUSEMATE
WANTED

PROFESSIONAL LOOKING TO SHARE HOUSE
RENTAL: Former Vice President of Great Eastern Mussel
(12/29)

Farms, now writing books
— Yale ’74 — retired, guarSERVICES
anteed income. Also I have
an antiques booth at Elmer’s
JR’S PAINTING
Barn. Non-smoker. My place
Fine Interiors/Exteriors
in Cushing has been sold and
Painting & Staining,
Sheetrocking, Pressure Washing, the new owners do not want to
rent. Need to be out by January
Plaster Repair.
15. Do not want to live alone.
Free estimates. References.
Willing to be a helpful companFully Insured.
ion and help with maintaining
273-6116.
property. Currently paying $800
(kr)

per month rent and doing lots
SOULE’S CARPENTRY to help older lady landlord. If
Siding, roofing, garages,
you have a big empty house —
window replacement,
kids moved out — it might be
decks and more.
less lonely for both of us. TerFree estimates.
ry, 354-5207, MidcoastmarketFully insured.
ing99@gmail.com.
(12/22)

Call 691-6758.

Ask for David.

(kr)



STORAGE

SELF HELP
AND SUPPORT

NOW OPEN, 7-Tree Farm
& Home, the former Union
Agway, Heald Highway, Route
17, in Union. 785-4385. (kr)

WATERMAN BEACH
STORAGE
MIDCOAST DEPRESSION
10 x 15 unit, $100
AND BIPOLAR SUPPORT
10 x 20 unit, $120
ALLIANCE
10 x 25 unit, $140.
Peer
Run
Support
Groups Open to
RENTAL
South Thomaston, 975-1326. Anyone Living with Mental Issues,
(kr)
Diagnoses or Mood Disorders.
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE 
SPACE — available now, 2-3
Meets Thursdays, 7-8:30 p.m. at the
SELF HELP
days/week, month-to-month.
First Universalist Church in RockMust be COVID-conscious/ AND SUPPORT land; corner of 345 Broadway and
safe. Clean, spacious, south-facCourt Street. Parking and entrance
NA HOTLINE
ing windows, furnished. Scentare at the back of the church. FMI:
For
meeting
information
free, chemical-free space. Heat
230-4684
and 505-2663.

1-800-974-0062
and electric included. Ample
www.namaine.org
NEW
HOPE
FOR WOMEN —
parking. For more information 
offers an ongoing support group
and pictures, please call or text
NATIONAL SUICIDE
for women affected by domestic
701-1702. (kr)
PREVENTION HOTLINE or dating violence. Receive emo1-800-273-8255.
SENIOR HOUSING — The
tional support in a safe environ24 hours/day;
Homesteads in Cushing and
ment, learn about the patterns
7 days/week.
Owls Head have vacancies 
and impacts of abuse, and move
for seniors who wish to live
towards personal growth and
Having
Trouble
Staying
in a home-like environment
empowerment. FMI: New Hope
Away
from
a
DRINK?
but need homemaking and/or
for Women, 1-800-522-3304.

Looking for help?
personal/nursing services. The
Alcoholics Anonymous
PROSTATE CANCER
Homesteads provide a small,
is here for you.
SUPPORT GROUP
intimate setting where frail
elderly can age in place and Statewide virtual meetings New Prostate Cacer Networking/
listed at
pay for services as needed at
Support Group, second Moncsoaamaine.org
significantly lower rates than
day monthly, 5:30-7:30 p.m.,
www.maineaa.org
traditional medical facilities.
Rockland Room, Knox CenWe have enjoyed a reputation  AA Hotline: 1-800-737-6237 ter, 6 White Street, Rockland. FMI: charhuschle@
for high-quality meals and seror 617-756-4703.
vices for more than 25 years. Is Food a Problem for You? gmail.com

OVEREATERS
Information and pictures of
ANONYMOUS MEETS:
BRAIN INJURY
available rooms/suites can be
INFORMATION
accessed by calling 354-7077 or Rockport:
Sat., 11 a.m.-noon, PARC Social
800-444-6443
at www.homeshareinc.com. (kr) Work Conf. Rm., Pen Bay
The Brain Injury Association
Medical Center
of America
Belfast:
www.biausa.org.

FREE PRESS
Fri., noon-1 p.m. First Baptist


Church, 95 High St., Belfast.
ADS WORK!


FMI,
Belfast:
382-6446



Applications are now being taken for the

KNOX HOTEL APARTMENTS
192 Main St. Thomaston

One bedroom apartments that are conveniently
located right downtown, rent is 30% of income and
includes: wall to wall carpeting, laundry facilities,
community living room, parking and professional
Service Coordination on site.
Maximum Income Limits are
$28,680 for 1 Person
$32,760 for 2 Persons

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

If interested, please call
Sherry at 594-2743
TDD/TTY 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 702

HOUSEMATE OPPORTUNITY
Former Vice President of
Great Eastern Mussel Farms

Now writing books - Yale 74- Retired
Guaranteed Income
Also I have an Antiques booth at Elmer’s Barn.

NON-SMOKER

My place in Cushing has been sold and the new owners
do not want to rent, Need to be out by January 15th.
Do not want to live alone.
Willing to be a helpful companion and help with
maintaining property. Currently paying $800 per month rent
and doing lots to help older lady landlord.
If you have a big empty house - kids moved out,
it might be less lonely for both of us.

Terry 354-5207
Midcoastmarketing99@Gmail.com

BUSINESS SERVICE DIRECTORY
Allen_Chrissy_FP_2.375x2.75_070118.qxp_Layout
1Elderly
7
Business
Insurance
Housing

Natural Organic Market

Chair Caning

Anne’s Old Chairs to Mend
Chair
Caning
& Cane
Supplies

Melanie
Lea-Daigle
Owner

Since 1998

Insurance for
your business.

(207) 354-7077 or (800) 876-8418
www.homeshareinc.com

Elderly Services

Call Krissy Campbell today

236-4311

Furniture Restoration

Tree Service

RESTORE THE HIDDEN BEAUTY

A-1 WATERMAN’S TREE SERVICE

• Stripping
• Finishing

AllenIF.com

• Repair
• Total Restoration

Coronavirus Disinfecting
KEEP THE CORONA VIRUS AT BAY!
• Your Facility – Our Expertise!
• State of Maine Licensed Master Applicators!
• Keep Your Employees & Customers Safe!
• We Sterilize!
• Professional, Effective & Affordable!
Free Estimates: CALL US TODAY!

25 Warrenton St. Rockport • 594-2015

Please call or come visit
our wood shop today.

Fine Furniture

Love Your Home!
Amish
Dining Sets

596-5555

Route 90, Rockport

207-236-4673

Mon.-Fri. 9am- 5pm • Sat. 9am-noon

Medical Dispensaries

New World
Organics

147 Waldo Ave.
Belfast, ME
207-272-8336
Check Us Out on Weedmaps

Travel Agency
233 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME 04841

THE FREE PRESS
readers comment…

“Ads in The Free Press are
not free but they pay.”

2485 Camden Rd
(Rt. 90) Warren
273-1270
frantzfurniture.com

Your One-Stop Natural & Organic Market Shop Since 1987
495 Commercial St, Rockport, ME 04856
fotf87@gmail.com • www.freshoffthefarmrockport.com

Village Travel
Ruth Etheridge

Full Service Travel Agency

Damariscotta

563-TRIP (8747)

Free Estimates
Reasonable Prices
Landscaping
Licensed Arborist
Tree Removal
Fully Insured
Aerial Lift Service
Friendly, Reliable Service

Home
Cell
763-2988 Sterling Waterman 592-5504

Miscellaneous
Preserve your memories,
movies, and music!

WE TRANSFER
TO DVD OR CD:

Videotapes, Home Movie Reels,
Slides & Photos, LP Records,
Blu-ray & Cassettes

AFFORDABLE COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTION &
EVENT VIDEOGRAPHY

MATHIESON DIGITAL
Call Craig at 226-7419

Visit: freepressonline.com
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Carpentry & Painting

Auto

Home Improvements
& Renovations

J.H. KILTON

POWER WASH
YOUR
UNDERCOATING
!

INC.

FLUID
F
ILM
&
RUST FREE

CARPENTRY
& PAINTING
JAMIE KILTON
jhkilton@hotmail.com

SIMONE CAUTELA

INSURED /
FREE ESTIMATES

What’s Your Reason to Call All Season?
Vinyl Siding & Windows
Standing Seam Metal Roofing
Garages & Additions – And Much More!

ROCKPORT, ME
701-8824

1-800-464-3039

www.all-season.com

• Duct Work Cleaning • Pressure Washing
• Emergency Services: water extraction, structure
drying, and securing of property
• Floor Scrubbing, Waxing & Buffing
• Upholstery & Fine Fabrics • Carpet Shampooing
• Mold Treatment Disinfection

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
1-800-870-4181 • 207-236-8888

207-596-0423
Rockland, ME
51 Glen St.

Dave Landry, Owner - info@superiorrestoration.net
– 4 Colorado Ave., Camden

Our 29th Year In Business!

HONEYDEW
HANDYMAN SERVICE
For all your “Honey-Do” Projects

All Aspects of Home Repair & Light Construction
Care Taking Services
Guaranteed Services or Job is FREE • Call 596-3563

Roofing

Auto Repair Service

Painting

Beckett’s Auto
Service, Inc.

SUTHERLAND
PAINTING

Serving the Mid Coast
Over 36 Years

Power Wash Siding

SHAWN BECKETT - OWNER

INTERIORS • EXTERIORS
Skim Coating • Crack & Plaster Repair

1181 River Rd.
Saint George, ME 04860
(207) 372-0560

Fully Insured • Call 338-2682 / Cell 907-9296

Flooring

Clock Repair

Power Equip. Sales/Service

CARPET • CERAMIC
WOOD • VINYL
Sales & Installation

Antique & Modern
Clock Repair
Thomas R. John, Sr.

By Appointment Only
“House Calls”

Snowblower Sales & Service
Repairs on all brands.

Snowblowers, Push Mowers, Garden Tractors,
Tillers, Chainsaws, Grass Trimmers.
Sharpens Chains, Blades and Knives.

210 Park Street, Rockland, ME

207-594-2413

A Family Trade for Over 100 Years
Established in the Midcoast 1970

Member

The Flooring Network

207-594-9341 or Cell 207-882-4144
P.O. Box 35, South Thomaston, ME 04858

Offering Pickup & Delivery

BERT’S MACHINE SHOP
594-7013

“A New Era in Customer Satisfaction”

Clock & Watch Repair

Lawn & Garden

HARLEY
COMPANY INC.
THE

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

X SNOW PLOWING

X BRUSH/TREE WORK X LANDSCAPING X RAKING X MOWING
WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU? 594-2471

BUSINESS

S ER V I C E
D IR E C T O R Y
ADVERTISE

Cayouette
Flooring Inc.

Specializing in the repair of
weight & spring driven clocks

Basement
Waterproofing

358 Turnpike Drive • Camden, Maine • 04843

CALL US WHEN YOU NEED
DISASTER RESTORATION SPECIALISTS

Auto Body Repair

236-0541 • 542-7327

SITE WORK • SEPTIC
LANDSCAPING • EXCAVATION
DRAINAGE PROBLEMS

Cleaning Services

UNDERCOATING
21 Merrill Drive, Rockland • 594-2442
www.bestratestowing.com

- WE DO IT ALL -

Heating

11 Bay View Square, Rockland
Hours: M-F 8-4 / Sat 8-12

Storage

IN THE

BSD
Call Steve 596-0055

ON TIME CLOCK REPAIRLOCALLOCAL
FAMILY
& OPERATED
FAMILYOWNED
OWNED & OPERATED

All Repairs Done On Site
OVER A DECADE OF QUALITY SERVICE

• We Buy Old & Unwanted Gold - Also Silver Coins
• Watch Batteries Installed While You Wait

Charlie Swift,
110 Union Street, Rockland
593-7765

including #2#2Heating
Oil, Bioheat,
HeatingHeating
FuelsFuels
including
Heating
Oil, Bioheat,
Propane,
K-1,
and
Diesel.
Propane, K-1, and Diesel.

Computers

Equipment including heating systems, hot water

TOM FORD

COMPUTER SERVICES

Troubleshoot Issues & Training
Computers, Cellphones & Tablets
Backup/Manage Pictures & Music
Consult on Purchase - Setup

Equipment including heating systems, hot water
systems, LP stoves, Rinnais and more.
systems, LP stoves, Rinnais and more.
Fuel and Service Plans & Gasoline Discounts

Fuel and Service Plans & Gasoline Discounts
www.MaritimeEnergy.com

www. Ma ritimeEnergy.com

594-4487 • 234 Park St. Rockland

594-4487 • 234 Park St. Rockland

tomford21@gmail.com

542-9120

Security Cameras
Key Pad Easy Access

www.freepressonline.com

THE FREE PRESS

Tuesday, December 22, 2020

Not all channels available in all parts of The Free Press circulation area.

For the latest on
TV – either live or
streaming – go to:
https://ontvtoday.com/

CHANNEL LINE-UP
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Knox County

CKSH – French
UPN – WPME
FOX – WFPO
CBS – WABI
NBC – WCSH
PEG – Public
ABC – WMTW
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TWCTV
MPBS – WCBB
PEG – Education
WB – WPXT
CBS – WGME
QVC
HSN
CHLT
Shop NBC

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Blue Bloods “Bones Blue Bloods (In
Blue Bloods “The Fog Blue Bloods “Vested Blue Bloods “The
Blue Bloods “Family
to Pick”
Stereo) Å (DVS)
of War”
Interests”
First 100 Days”
Secrets”
Big Bang Big Bang I Can See Your Voice Taye Diggs; DeRay FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
Davis; Joel McHale. Å (DVS)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang A Holly Dolly Christ- Garth & Trisha Live! S.W.A.T. “Monster” News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
mas Å
(In Stereo) Å
Corden
207
Inside
Chicago Med (In
Chicago Fire “Rattle Chicago P.D. “Fight- NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Second City”
ing Ghosts”
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Santa Claus Is
The Great Christmas Light Fight Brooklyn, WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
Comin’ to Town
N.Y.; Atlanta, Ga. (N) Å (DVS)
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Nature (In Stereo) Å NOVA “Pluto and
NOVA Building a
PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
(DVS)
Beyond” Å
supersonic airliner. Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern Silent Night -- A Song for the World The
WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
creation of the Christmas carol. Å
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
A Holly Dolly Christ- Garth & Trisha Live! S.W.A.T. “Monster” CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight mas Å
(In Stereo) Å
News
Corden
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Celtics
Early
Early
Celtics
Quick
Patriots Celtics
Celtics
Boston Tonight
Ninja Warrior
College Football: Montgomery Bowl -- Memphis vs Florida Atlantic. (N)
NBA Basketball: Dallas Mavericks at Phoenix Suns.
ESPN Sports
ESPN Sports
UFC Main Event
The Walk UFC
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
College Basketball
Pros
Story
Boston
McCourt NESN After Hours
NESN After Hours
Bruins
(6:00) “The Christ- Movie: “Christmas at the Castle” (2019)
Movie: “Feliz NaviDAD” (2020) Mario
Movie: “Christmas at
mas High Note”
Brooke Burfitt. Premiere. Å
Lopez, AnnaLynne McCord. Å
the Castle” Å
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Videos
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
(6:00) Movie: “Bell, Movie: ›››‡ “Meet Me in St. Louis”
Movie: ››› “The Cheaters” Movie: ›››‡ “The Man Who
Book and Candle” (1944, Musical) Judy Garland. Å (DVS)
(1945) Joseph Schildkraut.
Came to Dinner” (1941)
NBA Tip- NBA Basketball: Milwaukee Bucks at Boston Celtics. TD All Elite Wrestling: Dynamite (N) Å
Movie: ››‡ “UnOff (N)
Garden. (N) (Live) Å
known” (2011)
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Park Å
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk
FX’s A Christmas Carol Scrooge has a dark night of the soul. (In Stereo) Å
FX’s A Christmas Carol Scrooge has a dark night of the
soul. (In Stereo) Å
Law & Order: SVU
WWE NXT (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Movie: “The Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift”
Mod Fam
Seinfeld Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang The Mis- Full
Conan Å Full
The Mis- Conan Å
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
ery Index Frontal
Frontal
ery Index
Dateline: Secrets
Cold Justice (N)
Cold Justice (N)
Killer Siblings Å
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Court
Court
Court
Court
Court Cam: Top 10 Rescue Rescue Court
Court
Court
Court
(6:00) Movie: “Four Movie: ››› “Elf” (2003, Children’s) Will Movie: ››› “The Polar Express” (2004, Movie: ›› “Fred
Christmases” Å
Ferrell, James Caan, Bob Newhart. Å
Children’s) Voices of Tom Hanks. Å
Claus” (2007) Å
Housewives/OC
Housewives/OC
Housewives/OC
Real Housewives
Chat
Housewives-Atlanta “Skyfall”
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
(6:00) “Cross Coun- Movie: “Christmas Next Door” (2017)
Movie: “The Nine Lives of Christmas”
Movie: “A Veteran’s
try Christmas” Å Jesse Metcalfe, Fiona Gubelmann. Å
(2014, Children’s) Brandon Routh. Å
Christmas”
Hope
Potters
David
Gaither
Christ
Worship Christmas-Tribbett
S. Fur
God
Prince
Access
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire (N)
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire
Feet-Killing Me
Dr. Pimple Popper
Buddy Valastro: Road to Recovery (N)
Counting Obses
Dr. Pimple Popper
Expedition X
Josh Gates Tonight Expedition Unknown: Rediscovered (N)
Expedition Un.
Josh Gates Tonight
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Love-Raymond
Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
“Santa Clause 3”
Movie: ›› “Dr. Seuss’ How the Grinch Stole Christmas” Å
Santa Claus, Town “Prancer Returns”
“Madagascar 2”
Sponge. Sponge. Sheldon Sheldon Friends Friends Friends Å
Friends Friends
NYLadybug Ladybug Ladybug Big City Holiday Bizaard- Bizaard- Just Roll Just Roll Jessie Å Jessie Å
Heroez
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
Greens
Party
vark
vark
With It
With It
North Woods Law
North Woods Law: Uncuffed (N)
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
›› “Transformers: Movie: ››› “Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire” (2005, Fantasy) Daniel Movie: ››› “Harry Potter and
The Last Knight”
Radcliffe. Voldemort lays a trap for Harry at the Triwizard Tournament.
the Order of the Phoenix”
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Movie: “A Christmas Princess” (2019) Erin Movie: “A Prince for Christmas” (2015)
Movie: “A Royal Christmas Ball” (2017)
Gray, Cameron Jebo. (In Stereo)
Viva Bianca, Kirk Barker. (In Stereo)
Tara Reid, Ingo Rademacher. (In Stereo)
Big Bang Big Bang The Resident “Sup- Prodigal Son “The
FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
port System”
Professionals”
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang Young
B Positive Mom Å The
FBI “Little Egypt” (In News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
Sheldon Å
Unicorn Stereo) Å
Corden
207
Inside
Movie: ›››› “It’s a Wonderful Life” (1946) James Stewart. An NEWS- Christmas Eve Mass (N) (In
Edition
angel saves a distraught businessman from suicide.
CENTER Stereo) Å
Wheel of Jeopardy! Movie: ››‡ “The Greatest Showman”
PrepPrep &
WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
(2017) Hugh Jackman, Zac Efron. (DVS)
Landing Landing News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Greetings CmasMaine’s Home
Little Women on
Little Women on
Little Women on
Stereo) Å
Danube Movies
Masterpiece Å
Masterpiece Å
Masterpiece Å
Modern Modern iHeartRadio Jingle Ball 2020 The Whose
WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
annual concert event.
Line
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
Young
B Positive Mom Å The
FBI “Little Egypt” (In CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Sheldon Å
Unicorn Stereo) Å
News
Corden
Movie: “A Christmas Princess” (2019)
Movie: “A Prince for Christmas” (2015)
Movie: “A Royal Christmas Ball” (2017)
Early
Early
Early
Felger & Mazz
Quick
Patriots Quick
Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
SportCtr Heisman SportsCenter Prsnt SportsCenter Prsnt SportsCenter Prsnt SportsCenter (N) (Live) Å
SportCtr
NBA: The Jump (N) Detail: Legends
UFC Reloaded Nate Diaz vs. Conor McGregor.
Heisman Sports
C. Moore C. Moore C. Moore C. Moore C. Moore C. Moore NESN After Hours
NESN After Hours
Bruins
(6:00) “Merry Liddle Movie: “Merry Liddle Christmas Wedding” Movie: “Let’s Meet Again on Christmas
“Merry Liddle
Christmas” (2019) (2020) Kelly Rowland. Å
Eve” (2020, Romance) Kyla Pratt. Å
Christmas”
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
E. B. OutFront
The Eighties Å
The Eighties “Raised on Television”
The Movies Å
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
Movie: “The Way I See It” (2020) Å
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Impractical Jokers
Holidays Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
(6:00) “Christmas in Movie: ››› “The Bishop’s Wife” (1947, Movie: ›››‡ “The Shop Around the
Movie: ››› “A
Connecticut” (1945) Fantasy) Cary Grant, Loretta Young. Å
Corner” (1940) Margaret Sullavan. Å
Christmas Carol”
Bones “The Source in Bones (In Stereo) Å Movie: ›››› “A Christmas Story”
Movie: ›››› “A Christmas Story”
the Sludge” Å
(1983) Peter Billingsley. Å (DVS)
(1983) Peter Billingsley. Å (DVS)
Office
Office
Office
Office
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
Jim Gaffigan
(6:00) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ››‡ “Dr. Seuss’ The Grinch”
Movie: ››‡ “Dr. Seuss’ The Grinch”
Movie: ››‡ “Al“Despicable Me 3” (2018) Voices of Benedict Cumberbatch.
(2018) Voices of Benedict Cumberbatch.
most Christmas”
Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Knows
Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley The Rev She’s
Big Bang Big Bang Movie: ›››› “A Christmas Story”
Movie: ›››› “A Christmas Story”
Movie: ›››› “A
Theory
Theory
(1983) Peter Billingsley. Å (DVS)
(1983) Peter Billingsley. Å (DVS)
Christmas Story”
Snapped Å
The Backyard
Claus-Georgia
Heartbreak
Wicked New Year
Snapped Å
Movie: ›››‡ “Back to the Future” (1985) Å
Movie: ››› “Back to the Future Part II” (1989)
“Back to Future”
(6:00) Movie: ››› Movie: ››› “National Lampoon’s Christ- Movie: ›› “Four Christmases” (2008)
Movie: ›››
“Elf” (2003) Å
mas Vacation” (1989) Chevy Chase. Å
Vince Vaughn, Reese Witherspoon. Å
“Scrooged” (1988)
“Last Holiday” Å Movie: ››‡ “Last Holiday” (2006) Queen Latifah.
Movie: “Diary of a Mad Black Woman”
“It’s
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
(6:00) “A Christmas Movie: “On the 12th Date of
Movie: “Chateau Christmas”
Movie: “Christmas With the
“Jingle
Carousel” (2020)
Christmas” (2020) Å
(2020) Merritt Patterson. Å
Darlings” (2020) Katrina Law. Bride”
Opera
Potters
Sing! Christmas
Watch
Harbin
P. Stone Drive
Sing! Christmas
Prince
Osteen
Band of Brothers
Band of Brothers Å
Band of Brothers “Points”
Forged in Fire
Band of Brothers
Stories of the ER
Stories of the ER
Stories of the ER
Stories of the ER
Stories of the ER
Stories of the ER
(6:00) BattleBots
BattleBots “Blood, Sweat and Gears” (N)
Moonshiners: Master Distiller (N) Å
BattleBots Å
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
“Dr. Seuss’”
Frosty Snowman
Rudolph, Reindeer
Santa Claus, Town The 700 Club (N)
Simpson Simpson
All-Star Nickmas
Sponge. Loud
Sheldon Sheldon Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Stuck in the Middle Disney Channel’s
Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Sydney- Austin & Jessie & Ally Girl Meets Girl Meets
(In Stereo) Å
Epic Holiday
Max
All Star
Crikey... Irwins
Crikey... Irwins
Crikey... Irwins
Crikey... Irwins
Crikey... Irwins
Crikey... Irwins
(5:57) Movie: ››› “Harry Potter and the Movie: ›››‡ “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2” “Harry Potter and
Deathly Hallows: Part 1” (2010, Fantasy) (2011, Fantasy) Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint. Å (DVS)
Deathly Hallows”

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

TV Guide
C-SPAN
C-SPAN2
ION
PEG – Government
GAC
Comcast Sports Net
ESPN
ESPN2
NESN
MTV
VH-1
Lifetime
Spike TV
CMT
Weather Channel
NECN
FOX News
CNN

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
56

29

TVListings
Headline News
TOON
CNBC
MSNBC
truTV
TCM
INSP
TNT
Comedy
FX
USA
TBS
Oxygen
A&E
AMC
Bravo
E!
HGTV
Food Network

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
85

Travel Channel
EWTN
Hallmark Channel
TBN
History Channel
TLC
Discovery
TV Land
BET
ABC Family
Nickelodeon
Disney Channel
Animal Planet
SCI-FI
TV5
ONTV4
Local Access

Rent a Truck
Tundra or Tacoma
SHEPARD

207-594-8424

Route 1, at the Rockland Thomaston Town Line
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10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Movie: “A Cinderella Christmas” (2016)
Movie: “Best Christmas Ball Ever!” (2019) Movie: “Christmas Belle” (2013) Haylie
Emma Rigby, Peter Porte. (In Stereo)
Elisabeth Harnois. (In Stereo)
Duff, Nicholas Gonzalez. (In Stereo)
NFL
Postgame WWE Friday Night SmackDown (N) (In
FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Football
Stereo)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang MacGyver (In Stereo) Magnum P.I. “Blood Blue Bloods “Behind News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
Å
Brothers”
the Smile”
Corden
207
Inside
Grinch
Movie: ›› “How the Grinch Stole Christmas” (2000) NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
Stole
Jim Carrey, Jeffrey Tambor. (In Stereo) Å
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Basketball NBA
NBA Basketball: Dallas Mavericks at Los Angeles Lak- black-ish WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
ers. Staples Center. (N) (Live) Å
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Washing- FiringCall the Midwife Everyone looks Ella Wishes You a
PBS NewsHour (In AmanStereo) Å
ton Wk
Hoover
forward to Christmas.
Swinging
Stereo) Å
pour-Co
Modern Modern The Christmas Caroler Challenge “The
WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
Finals” The final two groups face off. (N)
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
MacGyver (In Stereo) Magnum P.I. “Blood Blue Bloods “Behind CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Å
Brothers”
the Smile”
News
Corden
Movie: “A Cinderella Christmas” (2016)
Movie: “Best Christmas Ball Ever!”
Movie: “Christmas Belle” (2013)
Quick
Celtics
Celtics
Curran’s Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
SportsCenter (N)
NBA Basketball: Mavericks at Lakers
NBA Basketball: Clippers at Nuggets
Documentaries
ESPN Original Documentaries
ESPN Original Documentaries
American Game
C. Moore C. Moore C. Moore C. Moore C. Moore C. Moore NESN After Hours
NESN After Hours
Bergeron at 1000
(6:00) Movie: “The Movie: “My Sweet Holiday” (2020, RoMovie: “Lonestar Christmas” (2020)
Movie: “My Sweet
Christmas Setup” mance) Malone Thomas. Premiere. Å
Stephanie Bennett, Marco Grazzini. Å
Holiday” (2020)
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
Royal Dynasty
Royal Dynasty
Royal Dynasty
Finding Jesus
Finding Jesus
Finding Jesus
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Dateline Extra Å
Dateline Extra “Death Trap” Å
Dateline Extra “Angels & Demons” Å
Dateline Å
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Holidays Movie: ››› “Dumb & Dumber” (1994) “Dumb & Dumber”
(5:45) Movie: ›››› Movie: ›››‡ “Sabrina” (1954, Comedy) Movie: ›››› “The African Queen”
Movie: ›››› “My
“The Apartment”
Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn. Å
(1951, Adventure) Humphrey Bogart. Å
Fair Lady” (1964)
Movie: ›››› “A Christmas Story”
Movie: ›››› “The Wizard of Oz” (1939) Movie: ››‡ “The Hobbit: The Battle of
(1983) Peter Billingsley. Å (DVS)
Judy Garland, Frank Morgan. Å (DVS)
the Five Armies” (2014) Ian McKellen.
Dunham
Dunham
Movie: ››› “Meet the Parents” (2000) Å
Movie: “Meet the Fockers”
Movie: ››‡ “Dr. Seuss’ The Grinch”
Movie: ››‡ “Dr. Seuss’ The Grinch”
Movie: ››‡ “Krampus” (2015) Emjay
(2018) Voices of Benedict Cumberbatch.
(2018) Voices of Benedict Cumberbatch.
Anthony, Adam Scott. (In Stereo) Å
(6:35) Movie: ››› “Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire”
Movie: ››› “Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone” (2001)
(6:00) Movie: “A
Movie: ››› “Wonder” (2017) Julia Roberts. A boy Movie: ››› “Wonder” (2017) Julia Roberts. A boy
Christmas Story”
who has a facial deformity attends public school.
who has a facial deformity attends public school.
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Snapped The trial of Scott Peterson.
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Court
Court
Court
Court
Live Rescue (N) (In Stereo) Å
Court
Court
Court
Court
“National Lamp.
Movie: ››› “Elf” (2003, Children’s) Will Movie: ››› “Elf” (2003, Children’s) Will Movie: ››› “The
Christmas”
Ferrell, James Caan, Bob Newhart. Å
Ferrell, James Caan, Bob Newhart. Å
Polar Express”
Movie: ›››‡ “Shrek” (2001) Å
Movie: ›››‡ “Shrek” (2001) Å
Movie: ›› “Monster-in-Law” (2005) Å
Diners, Drive
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
(6:30) “If I Only Had When Calls the Heart “Home for Christmas” Movie: “Christmas She Wrote” (2020)
“A Christmas Tree
Christmas” (2020) Hope Valley celebrate Christmas.
Danica McKellar, Dylan Neal. Å
Grows in Colorado”
Hope
Potters
Andrea Bocelli
M. Smith Christmas Night-Nativity
Christmas-Chsn
Potters
Praise
Built America
The Food That Built America
The Food That Built America
Built America
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Gold Rush WW
Gold Rush (N) Å
Gold Rush (N) Å
Gold Rush Å
Gold Rush Å
Gold Rush Å
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men King
King
(6:00) Movie: “Home Alone”
Movie: ››‡ “Home Alone 2: Lost in New York”
The 700 Club (N)
Simpson Simpson
Loud
Loud
Danger
Danger
Sheldon Sheldon Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Holiday Holidays- Magic
Raven’s Home (In
Disney Channel’s
Movie: “Good Luck Charlie, It’s Good Luck Jessie:
Party
Music
Quest
Stereo) Å
Epic Holiday
Christmas!” (2011) Å
NYC Christmas
The Zoo (In Stereo) The Zoo (In Stereo) The Zoo: Bronx-Sized “Episode 11” (N)
The Zoo (In Stereo) The Zoo (In Stereo)
(6:00) Movie: “Santa Movie: “Letters to Satan Claus” (2020,
Movie: “Christmas Icetastrophe” (2014)
Movie: “Santa Jaws”
Jaws” Å
Horror) Karen Knox, Miriam McDonald.
Victor Webster, Jennifer Spence. Å
(2018) Å
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11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Big Bang Big Bang Boxing: PBC: David O. Morrell Jr. vs. Mike FOX23
The Nite Cosmos: Possible
Two and Two and
Theory
Theory
Gavronski. From Los Angeles. (N)
News
Show
Worlds Å
Half Men Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang NCIS: New Orleans 48 Hours (In Stereo) 48 Hours (In Stereo) WABI TV5 Nite Show Opry (N) Å
Theory
Theory
Å (DVS)
Å
Å
We
Maine Life Places
Ellen’s Game of
The Wall “Hecthan
Saturday Night Live NEWS- Saturday Night Live (In Stereo)
and S
Games Å
and Hector” Å
(N) (In Stereo) Å
CENTER Å
Wheel of Jeopardy! To Tell the Truth (In Shark Tank (In
The Rookie “The Q WMTW Castle “The Final
NightFortune
Stereo) Å (DVS)
watch
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Word” Å (DVS)
News 8 Frontier” Å
As Time Still Opn Hold the Mum
Father Brown “The
Shakespeare and
Austin City Limits
UnderFood Flirts
Goes By Hrs
Sunset
“April”
Darkest Noon”
Hathaway -- Private “Gary Clark, Jr.”
ground
Modern Modern Mike &
Mike &
2 Broke 2 Broke WMTW TOTAL
Simpsons Simpsons Bob’s
Bob’s
Family
Family
Molly
Molly
Girls
Girls
News 8 MAINE
Burgers Burgers
Judge
Judge
NCIS: New Orleans 48 Hours (In Stereo) 48 Hours (In Stereo) CBS 13 Ring of Honor Wres- Outdoors
Judy
Judy
Å (DVS)
Å
Å
News
tling Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Quick
Patriots Patriots Curran’s Ninja Warrior
United Fight
World Poker Tour
Alpha 8 Å
College Football
College Football: Guaranteed Rate Bowl: Teams TBA. (N)
UFC Reloaded
UFC Unleashed
UFC Unleashed
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
College Hockey
Hockey Chara at 1000
NESN
NESN
NESN
Dirty
Call to Hall
(6:00) Movie: ›‡
Movie: ››‡ “The Bodyguard” (1992, Drama) Kevin Costner. A Movie: ›‡ “No Good Deed” (2014, Sus“Obsessed” (2009) bodyguard falls for the singer-actress he must protect. Å
pense) Idris Elba, Taraji P. Henson. Å
Life, Liberty
Watters’ World (N)
Justice Judge
Greg Gutfeld
Watters’ World
Justice Judge
CNN Newsroom (N) CNN Newsroom (N) First Ladies Å
First Ladies Å
First Ladies Å
First Ladies Å
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
American Voices
Obama “Tightrope” Obama Å
MSNBC Specials
Dateline Extra “One Moment” Å
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
(4:00) Movie: ›››› Movie: ›››› “Casablanca” (1942) Hum- Movie: ›››‡ “The Way We Were” (1973, Movie: ›› “Detour”
“Ben-Hur” (1959)
phrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergman. Å (DVS)
Romance) Barbra Streisand. Å
(1945) Å
(6:00) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ››› “Shrek 2” (2004) Voices of Movie: ››‡ “Shrek Forever After” (2010) Movie: ›››‡ “The
“Shrek the Third”
Mike Myers, Eddie Murphy. Å (DVS)
Voices of Mike Myers. Å
Jungle Book”
“Get
Movie: ››‡ “Step Brothers” (2008) Å Movie: ›› “Get Hard” (2015) Will Ferrell. Å
Kevin Hart
(5:00) “The Amazing Movie: ››› “Spider-Man: Homecoming” (2017) Tom Holland. Movie: ›› “Terminator Genisys” (2015)
Spider-Man 2”
Peter Parker harnesses his new powers to battle the Vulture.
Arnold Schwarzenegger. (In Stereo) Å
“Harry Potter-Phoenix”
Movie: “Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince”
“Fantastic Beasts Where to Find Them”
“Talladega Nights: Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Full
Wipeout (In Stereo) Wipeout
Ricky Bobby”
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Frontal
Å
Å
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
The Backyard
The Backyard
Killer Siblings Å
Most Daring Å
Most Daring Å
Most Daring Å
Most Daring Å
Most Daring Å
Most Daring Å
(6:00) Movie: ›‡
Movie: ››› “National Lampoon’s Christmas Vaca- Movie: ››‡ “National Lampoon’s Vaca- “National
“Vegas Vacation” tion” (1989) Chevy Chase, Beverly D’Angelo. Å
tion” (1983, Comedy) Chevy Chase. Å
Lamp.”
(6:09) Movie: “Overboard”
Movie: ››‡ “Overboard” (1987, Comedy) Goldie Hawn. Å
Movie: ›› “Stepmom” (1998)
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
(6:00) “Crown for
Movie: “USS Christmas” (2020, Mystery) Movie: “A Christmas Carousel” (2020)
Movie: “Christmas
Christmas” (2015) Jen Lilley, Trevor Donovan. Å
Rachel Boston, Neal Bledsoe. Å
Made to Order”
In Touch
Huckabee (N) Å
Some
Hour of Power
Youseff Huckabee Å
Some
Fontaine
History’s Greatest Mysteries Å
History’s Greatest Mysteries (N) Å
History’s-Mysteries History’s-Mysteries
1000-Lb. Sisters
1000-Lb. Sisters
1000-Lb. Sisters
1000-Lb. Sisters
1000-Lb. Sisters
1000-Lb. Sisters
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch: On Deck (N) Å
Deadliest Catch
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two and Half Men
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
(5:30) “Jumanji”
Movie: ›››‡ “Inside Out” (2015) Å
Movie: ››‡ “Pocahontas” (1995) Å
“Hunchback”
Casa
Danger
Danger
Hustle
Sheldon Sheldon Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Gabby
Gabby
Big City Big City Big City Big City Big City Big City Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
Duran
Duran
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Pit Bulls-Parole
Pit Bulls & Parolees: Biggest Rescues
Pit Bulls & Parolees: Biggest Rescues
Pit Bulls
(5:45) Movie: ›››‡ “Se7en” Movie: ››› “The Goonies” (1985, Children’s) Sean Futurama Futurama Futurama Magical
(1995) Brad Pitt. Å
Astin, Josh Brolin, Jeff Cohen. Å
Å
Å
Å
Girl
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Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D. “Snitch” Chicago P.D. “Home” Chicago P.D. “Fallen” Chicago P.D. “Care Chicago P.D. “Poli“Promise”
(In Stereo)
(In Stereo)
(In Stereo)
Under Fire”
tics” Å (DVS)
NFL
The OT The Masked Dancer Winter
Family
FOX23 News at Ten Ring of Honor Wres- Seinfeld Seinfeld
Football (N) Å
“Premiere” (N)
Preview Guy
(N) (Live) Å
tling Å
Å
Å
60 Minutes (N) (In
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: New Orleans NCIS Tony is deter- News
Van
Bensinger Game
Stereo) Å
“Mother”
“Biased” (In Stereo) mined to find Ziva.
Susteren
Time
Football Night in America (N) (In NFL Football: Tennessee Titans at Green Bay Packers. (N) (In
NEWS- American Ninja WarStereo Live) Å
Stereo Live) Å
CENTER rior Å (DVS)
America’s Funniest America’s Funniest Supermarket Sweep Supermarket Sweep WMTW Soledad Major Crimes (Part 3
Home Videos
Home Videos
Å (DVS)
Å (DVS)
News 8 O’Brien of 4) Å
Durrells in Corfu
Sanditon on Master- Sanditon on Master- Lucy Worsley’s 12
Austin City Limits
Sanditon on Masterpiece Å
piece Å
Days of Tudor
“Gary Clark, Jr.”
piece Å
Modern Modern Penn & Teller: Try
The Outpost (N) (In WMTW Soledad TOTAL
TMZ (N) (In Stereo) Extra (N)
Family
Family
This at Home Å
Stereo) Å
News 8 O’Brien MAINE
Å
Å
60 Minutes (N) (In
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: New Orleans NCIS Tony is deter- CBS 13 America This Week Bensinger
Stereo) Å
“Mother”
“Biased” (In Stereo) mined to find Ziva.
News
(N) (In Stereo) Å
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Celtics Pregame
NBA Basketball: Boston Celtics at Indiana Pacers.
Celtics
Celtics
Curran’s World Poker Tour
SportsCenter (N)
SportCtr Documentaries
ESPN Original Documentaries SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter
UFC Reloaded
World of X Games
Games
World of X Games
Games
College Hockey
Ski
Dining
Dining
NESN
NESN
NESN
Dirty
Bruins
(6:00) ›› “Where Movie: ››› “Mean Girls” (2004) Lindsay Movie: ›› “Miss Congeniality” (2000)
Movie: ››› “Mean
the Heart Is” (2000) Lohan, Rachel McAdams. Premiere. Å
Sandra Bullock, Michael Caine. Å
Girls” (2004) Å
Fox News Sunday
Life, Liberty
Revolution
Greg Gutfeld
Life, Liberty
Revolution
CNN Newsroom
CNN Newsroom
President in Waiting Å
State of the Union
Newsroom
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
American Voices
The Forgotten Epidemic (N) Å
Dateline Extra Å
Dateline Extra (N)
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Videos
Videos
(5:15) Movie: ››› Movie: ››› “Ocean’s Eleven” (1960)
Movie: ››› “The Thomas Crown Affair” Movie: ››‡ “Die
“Guys and Dolls”
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin. Å
(1968) Steve McQueen, Paul Burke. Å
Frau im Mond”
(6:00) ››‡ “Shrek Movie: ››› “Beauty and the Beast” (2017, ChilMovie: ››› “Father of the Bride” (1991) “FatherForever After” Å dren’s) Emma Watson, Dan Stevens. Å (DVS)
Steve Martin, Diane Keaton. Å
Part II”
“Step
Movie: ›› “We’re the Millers” (2013) Å
Movie: ›› “50 First Dates” (2004) Å
Dunham
(5:30) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ››› “Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle”
Movie: ››› “Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle”
“Jumanji” (1995)
(2017, Adventure) Dwayne Johnson. (In Stereo) Å
(2017, Adventure) Dwayne Johnson. (In Stereo) Å
“Harry Potter”
Movie: ›››‡ “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2” Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam
(6:00) Movie: ›‡
Movie: ›››‡ “Crazy Rich Asians” (2018) ConMovie: ›››‡ “Crazy Rich Asians” (2018) Con“Bride Wars” Å
stance Wu, Henry Golding, Michelle Yeoh. Å (DVS)
stance Wu, Henry Golding, Michelle Yeoh. Å (DVS)
Killer Siblings Å
Killer Siblings Å
Killer Siblings Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
“Bourne Ulti.”
Movie: ››‡ “Olympus Has Fallen” (2013) Å
Movie: ›› “White House Down” (2013) (In Stereo)
“National Lamp.
Movie: ››‡ “National Lampoon’s Vaca- Movie: ›› “National Lampoon’s EuroMovie: ›‡ “Vegas
Christmas”
tion” (1983, Comedy) Chevy Chase. Å
pean Vacation” (1985) Chevy Chase.
Vacation” (1997)
“Last Holiday” Å Housewives-Atlanta Housewives/Potomac
Chat
Housewives/Potomac
“Holi
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Restaurant Hustle 2020: All on the Line
Guy’s Games
Restaurant Hustle
“Once Upon a
Movie: “Holly & Ivy” (2020, Drama) Janel Movie: “Christmas Town” (2019) Candace Movie: “Enchanted
Christmas Miracle” Parrish, Jeremy Jordan. Å
Cameron Bure, Tim Rozon. Å
Christmas” (2017)
Rubin
Robert
Osteen
David
Huckabee Å
Metaxas Creflo D. Praise Å
Praise Å
Built America
The Men Who Built America Å
The Men Who Built America Å
Built America
90 Day Fiancé
90 Day Fiancé “What’s Mine Is Mine”
Unexpected “Worst. Birthday. EVER.”
90 Day Fiancé
Alaska
Last Frontier
Alaska: The Last Frontier Å
Last Frontier
Last Frontier
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
(6:55) Movie: ›››‡ “Zootopia” (2016) (In Stereo)
Movie: ››› “Tangled” (2010) (In Stereo) Movie: “Alice in Wonderland”
To Be Announced
Sheldon Sheldon Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Sheldon
Raven
Raven
Movie: ››› “Cinderella” (2015) Cate
Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
Blanchett, Lily James. (In Stereo) Å
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
(6:00) Movie: ››› “The
Movie: ›››‡ “Speed” (1994, Action) Keanu Reeves, Movie: ›› “Space Jam” (1996) Michael
Goonies” (1985) Sean Astin. Å Dennis Hopper, Sandra Bullock. Å (DVS)
Jordan, Wayne Knight. Å

AN ALL NEW AUTO-FINANCE PROGRAM FROM SHEPARD
Chrysler • Dodge • Jeep • Ram
With as Little as $500 Down & Proof of Income
Get the GREEN LIGHT for an Auto Loan!

207-594-2154
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11:00

Finance@ShepardMotors.com
11:30

12:00

12:30

NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
“Venganza”
Å (DVS)
“Ninguna Salida”
Å (DVS)
“Superhuman”
“The Prince”
Big Bang Big Bang 9-1-1 Holiday-themed L.A.’s Finest “Arma- FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
incidents.
geddon” (N)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang Neighbor- BobLet’s Make a Deal
Bull A series of an- News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
hood
Abishola Primetime Å
thrax attacks. Å
Corden
207
Inside
Movie: ››‡ “Dolly Parton’s Christmas of Weakest Link (In
NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
Many Colors: Circle of Love” (2016)
Stereo) Å (DVS)
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! NFL Football: Buffalo Bills at New England Patriots. (N) (Live) Å WMTW News 8 at 11 Jimmy Kimmel
Fortune (N)
(N) Å
Live! Å
PBS NewsHour (In Antiques Roadshow Antiques Roadshow Vernon Jordan: Make PBS NewsHour (In Antiques Roadshow
Stereo) Å
Å
Å
It Plain Å
Stereo) Å
Å
Modern Modern Whose
Whose
Penn & Teller: Fool WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
Line
Line
Us (In Stereo) Å
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
Neighbor- BobLet’s Make a Deal
Bull A series of an- CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight hood
Abishola Primetime Å
thrax attacks. Å
News
Corden
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
(6:30) Pregame Live Heinsohn Mecum
Mecum
Halftime Boston
Boston
Boston
Postgame Live (N)
Post
Monday Night
NFL Football: Buffalo Bills at New England Patriots. (N) (Live)
SportsCenter W/Van Pelt
NFL
SportsCenter (N)
UFC Unleashed
UFC Reloaded Ronda Rousey takes on Amanda Nunes.
The Walk SportsC.
College Hockey: Providence at New Hampshire. (N)
Hockey NESN After Hours
NESN After Hours
Bruins
Rizzoli & Isles “Living Rizzoli & Isles “Sailor Rizzoli & Isles “Brown Rizzoli & Isles Å
Rizzoli & Isles Å
Rizzoli & Isles “Sailor
Proof” Å
Man” Å
Eyed Girl”
Man” Å
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Movie: ››‡ “Old School” (2003) Å
››‡ “Old School”
“Fixer
“Thicker Movie: ››› “A
Movie: ››› “Saps at Sea”
Movie: ›› “Nothing Movie: ››› “Air Raid WarUppers” Than”
Chump at Oxford” (1940) Stan Laurel. Å
but Trouble” (1944) dens” (1943) Stan Laurel. Å
(5:30) ››› “Beauty Movie: ›››› “The Wizard of Oz” (1939) Movie: ›››› “The Wizard of Oz” (1939, Children’s) “Pirates:
and the Beast”
Judy Garland, Frank Morgan. Å (DVS)
Judy Garland, Frank Morgan. Å (DVS)
Dead”
South Pk South Park Å
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Park Å
(6:00) “The Greatest Movie: ››‡ “Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again”
Movie: ››‡ “Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again”
Showman” Å
(2018) Amanda Seyfried. (In Stereo) Å
(2018) Amanda Seyfried. (In Stereo) Å
Chicago P.D.
WWE Monday Night RAW (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Straight Straight Straight Mod Fam
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
American American Conan Å Seinfeld Seinfeld Conan Å
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Dad
Dad
NCIS “Shooter”
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
(5:30) Movie: ››
Movie: ››› “Elf” (2003, Children’s) Will Movie: ›› “Four Christmases” (2008)
Movie: ›››
“Fred Claus” Å
Ferrell, James Caan, Bob Newhart. Å
Vince Vaughn, Reese Witherspoon. Å
“Scrooged” (1988)
Below Deck Å
Below Deck (N)
Below Deck (N)
Chat
Below Deck Å
Movie: “How to Be Single”
Holiday Baking
Holiday Baking
Kids Baking
The Big Bake Å
Holiday Baking
Holiday Baking
(6:00) Movie: “Write Movie: “A Timeless Christmas” (2020,
Movie: “Never Kiss a Man in a Christmas Movie: “Holiday
Before Christmas” Romance) Ryan Paevey, Erin Cahill. Å
Sweater” (2020) Ashley Williams.
Date” (2019) Å
John
Potters
Praise Å
Steven
Blessed Best Life Let Go
Praise Å
Prince
P. Stone
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars Corey calls for backup. (N)
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
1000-Lb. Sisters (N) Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Street Outlaws: Full Street Outlaws: Fastest in America (N) (In Stereo) Å
Street Outlaws
Outlaws: Fast
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
“Hunger Games”
Movie: ››› “The Hunger Games: Mockingjay, Part 2” (2015) The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
The Astronauts
Sponge. Sponge. Sheldon Sheldon Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Å
Big City Big City Big City Big City Big City Big City Jessie Å Jessie Å Sydney- Sydney- Jessie Å Jessie Å
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Max
Max
Last Frontier
Alaska: The Last Frontier- Frozen Edg.
Homestead Rescue: Surviving the Wild
Alaska- Last Fr.
(6:00) Movie: ›››‡ “Speed” Movie: ››‡ “Maleficent” (2014) Angelina Movie: ››‡ “Maleficent” (2014) Angelina “Tim
(1994, Action) Keanu Reeves.
Jolie, Elle Fanning. Å (DVS)
Jolie, Elle Fanning. Å (DVS)
Burton”
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Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds “Red Criminal Minds “The Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds (In
“Profiling 202”
Light”
Tall Man”
“Under the Skin”
“Awakenings”
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Big Bang Big Bang The Resident “Burn It Prodigal Son “Like
FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
All Down”
Father...”
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang NCIS “The North
FBI “Safe Room” (In FBI: Most Wanted
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
Pole” Å (DVS)
Stereo) Å
“Ironbound” Å
Corden
207
Inside
The Wall “Michael
Nurses Keon’s patient goes into early labour. NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
and Jahmar” Å
(N) (In Stereo) Å (DVS)
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! To Tell the Truth (In The Year: 2020 Events that defined the last WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
Stereo) Å (DVS)
12 months. (N) (In Stereo) Å
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In American Masters Laura Ingalls Movie: “Anne of Green Gables: PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
Wilder. (N) Å
Fire & Dew” (2017) Å
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern Popstar’s Best of
Tell Me a Story “Ever WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
2020 (N) Å
After” (N)
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
NCIS “The North
FBI “Safe Room” (In FBI: Most Wanted
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Pole” Å (DVS)
Stereo) Å
“Ironbound” Å
News
Corden
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
NBA Basketball: Boston Celtics at Indiana Pacers.
Celtics
Celtics
Boston Tonight
Patriots Boston Tonight
College Football
College Football: Valero Alamo Bowl: Teams TBA. (N) (Live)
SportCtr
College Basketball: Teams TBA. (N)
College Basketball: Teams TBA. (N)
SportsCenter (N)
SportCtr NFL Live
College Basketball
Red Sox Red Sox NESN After Hours
NESN After Hours
Bruins
Rizzoli & Isles Å
Rizzoli & Isles Å
Rizzoli & Isles Å
The Closer “Pilot” Å The Closer Puzzling Rizzoli & Isles Å
murder. Å
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank
The Profit (N) Å
Streets of Dreams
The Profit Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
(5:45) Movie: ››› Movie: ›››› “The Graduate” (1967)
Movie: ››› “Sweet Bird of Youth”
Movie: ››› “This
“Bells Are Ringing” Dustin Hoffman, Anne Bancroft. Å
(1962, Drama) Paul Newman. Å
Is Spinal Tap” Å
“The
NBA Basketball: Milwaukee Bucks at Miami Heat.
NBA Basketball: New Orleans Pelicans at Phoenix
Inside the
Town”
AmericanAirlines Arena. (N) (Live) Å
Suns. Talking Stick Resort Arena. (N) (Live) Å
NBA
South Pk South Park Å
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk
(5:00) “Bad Times at Movie: ››› “Kingsman: The Secret Service” (2014) Colin
Movie: ››› “Kingsman: The Secret
the El Royale”
Firth. A dapper spy takes a troubled youth under his wing.
Service” (2014) Colin Firth. (In Stereo)
Law & Order: SVU
Law-SVU Law & Order: SVU
Law-SVU Law & Order: SVU
Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang The Mis- Conan Å Seinfeld Seinfeld Conan Å
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
ery Index
Unsolved Mysteries Unsolved Mysteries Unsolved Mysteries Unsolved Mysteries Unsolved Mysteries Dateline: Secrets
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
Movie: ›››‡ “My Cousin Vinny” (1992, Comedy) Movie: ››‡ “The Intern” (2015, Comedy-Drama)
Movie: ›››‡ “My
Joe Pesci, Marisa Tomei, Ralph Macchio. Å
Robert De Niro, Anne Hathaway, Rene Russo. Å
Cousin Vinny” Å
Movie: ››› “13 Going on 30” (2004)
Movie: ››› “13 Going on 30” (2004)
Movie: ››‡ “It’s Complicated” (2009)
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Chopped (N) Å
Supermarket
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
“Christmas in
Movie: “Cross Country Christmas” (2020) Movie: “A Christmas Tree Grows in Colo- “Christmas in
Evergreen”
Rachael Leigh Cook. Å
rado” (2020) Rochelle Aytes. Å
Evergreen”
John
Potters
Praise Å
Joyce M. Livg
Together Christine Praise Å
Prince
Youseff
Curse-Island
Digging Deeper
Curse-Island
Beyond Oak Island Curse-Island
Digging Deeper
7 Little Johnstons
7 Little Johnstons
Fat Fabulous
Welcome
Unexpected
7 Little Johnstons
Moonshiners
Moonshiners (N)
Master Distiller
Lone Star Law
Moonshiners Å
Moonshiners Å
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
(6:30) Movie: ››‡ “Jumanji” (1995) Å Movie: ›››‡ “Shrek” (2001) (In Stereo) The 700 Club (N)
Simpson Simpson
Astro
Astro
Sponge. Sponge. Sheldon Sheldon Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Å
Raven’s Raven’s Raven’s Raven’s Raven’s Raven’s Raven’s Raven’s Sydney- Sydney- Jessie Å Jessie Å
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Max
Max
Insane Pools
Insane Pools: Off the Deep End (N)
Treehouse Masters “Episode 1” (N)
Insane Pools
(6:00) Movie: ››‡ “2012” (2009) John Cusack. A
Movie: ››‡ “The Day After Tomorrow” (2004, Ac- Futurama Futurama
global cataclysm nearly wipes out humanity. Å
tion) Dennis Quaid, Jake Gyllenhaal, Ian Holm. Å
Å
Å
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Accessories Off When Shutting Off the Car?; Subaru
Forester Clutch Issues
thing. When it does start, it starts immediately. Help! — Connie
DEAR CAR TALK: When I was learning how to drive back
in the 1970s, I was told that before turning off the car, a driver should first make sure all of the accessories (wipers, radio,
heater blower, rear window defroster, etc.) are turned off. The
idea was that it would be “easier” and better for the car to not
have to power everything all at the same time when you next
start the car. Also, if you have a weak battery, better to have it
using all its juice to start the engine only, instead of all the other
stuff, too. Was that true back then? If so, is it true now? — David
RAY: It was true generations ago, David, but it’s certainly
not true now.
On modern cars, all of the battery’s power is automatically directed to the starter motor when you turn the key
to the crank position. Anything else that draws power is
automatically shut off while the car is cranking. The car
takes care of that itself. You don’t have to do it.
You can demonstrate this for yourself, David. Next time
you go out to start your car, before you start it, turn the key
to the “run” position (right before “crank”). Then turn on
your windshield wipers.
They’ll start wiping. If you then turn the key to the “crank”
position to start the engine, the wipers will momentarily stop
while the car cranks, and then start moving again once the
engine is running. And that’s true for every accessory.
In the really old days, you may remember that if your lights
were on, they would dim when you cranked the engine — as
the starter motor drew most of the available electric power.
So back then, it made sense to be sure to turn your lights
off when you turned off the engine the night before. Of
course, it made sense to turn your lights off the night before
anyway, because if you didn’t, your battery would be stonecold dead the next morning.
In any case, it makes absolutely no sense now to worry
about turning off accessories when you turn off the engine.
The car has that covered. The only exception is that, if you
live in the great, frozen north, you should turn off your windshield wipers when you park your car outside in the winter.
That way, if you get heavy snow or freezing rain before
you come back to start your car, you won’t strip your wiper
transmission when the wiper arms flash-freeze to the windshield and then try to start wiping the second the car starts.
DEAR CAR TALK: We have a 2009 Subaru Forester Limited
with a stick shift. We had no problems until 171,000 miles. Back
in February, it began to have trouble starting. I took it to our trusted garage, and it started fine for them. The battery was replaced,
and we finally told them to try a new starter. No luck. The problem is still happening. The repair shop had it for a month, and
they continued to have no problem with it. Back home, same
starter problem. When trying to start it, we either hear nothing
at all, or sometimes a little noise, not like it is trying to do someACROSS
1 Encryptions
6 Bed supports
11 Gazillions
16 Make -- -- buck
21 “Lohengrin,” for one
22 -- Haute
23 Montezuma’s empire
24 Gourmet coffee
25 Do a 180 (hyph.)
26 Type of pear
27 Circus employee
28 Element no. 5
29 Photo, briefly
30 Studies
32 Like a judge
34 In rotation
36 Perfumed
38 Use a grater
39 Military cap
40 Bad day for Caesar
41 Torah chest
42 Type of nut
43 Desires to enter
		(2 wds.)
45 “Star Wars” thug
48 Halos
49 Part of RSVP
50 Prima donnas
54 Luau strummer, for
short
55 Flower product
57 Allude
59 Crinkly paper
60 Carpe -62 Brick baker
63 Remote button
64 Oodles (2 wds.)
66 Aunt, in Madrid
67 Hassock
69 Fosters a felon
71 Partly closed
72 Fasting season
73 Tried
75 Stadium cheer
76 Take suddenly
77 Villages
78 Pitches
79 Shop class item

RAY: Hm. They had it for a month and couldn’t figure it
out, and you want me to diagnose it through the newspaper?
Have you tried Hints from Heloise?
It sounds electrical to me, Connie. Based on your description, I assume that, when it doesn’t start, there’s no current
getting to your starter. The first thing I’d check would be
the clutch interlock. On this car, you have to depress the
clutch in order to start the car. That keeps you from driving
through your garage door before you open it.
There’s a little switch connected to the clutch pedal mechanism that prevents electricity from going to the starter unless
the clutch is fully depressed. That switch could be faulty. Or it
could just be out of adjustment. Perhaps the big, hairy gorillas
who work at the garage are stomping on the clutch so hard
that they always engage the switch, but when you’re at home,
you don’t push quite so hard, because you’re not an animal.
You might also check to make sure the floor mat isn’t
bunched up behind the pedals. We’ve seen that interfere
with the clutch interlock, too.
Next time it doesn’t start, while you’re holding the key
to the start position, try really mashing down the clutch
pedal, and see if you can break through those shag carpet
disco floor mats you bought in the ’70s. Maybe buy a pair
of size 12, steel-toed hiking boots first.
If that doesn’t help, I would guess that there’s another connection that’s failing intermittently. So when it won’t start, while you
hold the key to the start position, have someone else jiggle all
of the relevant wires under the hood, one connection at a time.
Start at the battery and check both cables. Then try the
cable at the starter that comes from the battery. Then the
ground connection from the negative terminal. If you can
get the car to start while jiggling a wire or moving a connector, you’ve found your problem.
Finally, I know they replaced the starter, but if they put
in a rebuilt rather than a new starter, it’s possible you got
another bad starter. But not very likely.
I think the clutch interlock is the most likely problem,
and that’s certainly where I’d start. Good luck, Connie.
©2020 BY RAY MAGLIOZZI AND DOUG BERMAN

WRFR FM,

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every
3x3 box contains the digits 1 through 9 with no repeats. That
means that no number is repeated in any row, column or box.
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
Sudoku solution on page 22.

Shepard
Pre-owned SAABs – Authorized Service
(Part of Shepard Chrysler • Dodge • Ram • Jeep)

US Route 1 • Thomaston • 594-2154
www.shepardcars.com

Rockland

Your local community radio station welcomes you! We’re
volunteer-powered, so tune in to hear your friends on the air at
93.3 FM (99.3 Camden) or stream online at wrfr.com. Remember,
WRFR is your community radio station. See how you can become
involved. Call WRFR at 594-0721, email wrfr93.3@gmail.com or visit wrfr.org for more information.

82 Mammoth entrapper DOWN
83 Bandleader Count -1 Overthrow attempts
86 Droplet
2 Telescope lens
87 -- -- standstill
3 Playing card
88 Padlock part
4 Bungle
92 With, to monsieur
5 Links hazard (2 wds,)
93 Snead’s game
6 Rack
94 Banded stone
7 Smaller amount
96 Desdemona’s love
8 “Exodus” name
98 Feeling blue
9 Garbage pail
99 Wrench or saw
		(2 wds.)
100 Urban map
10 Mexicali matrons
101 Watermelon grows
11 Jaded
on one
12 Industry mogul
103 Floppy contents
13 Modern-day teller
104 Attacks on a castle
14 Extend farther down
106 Stays afloat
15 Movies-to-be
108 Gold diggers?
16 Lectern
110 Pierre’s word
17 Foundations
111 Package destination 18 Caustic
113 “-- a Rebel”
19 Was polished
114 Kind of cane
20 Perky flavors
115 Lairds’ households
31 Startled cry
117 Gave off
33 “-- -Hur”
119 Elaborate
35 Guest
120 Vt. neighbor
37 Slap the cuffs on
121 Feel pain
38 Williams of tennis
124 Figurehead’s place
39 Cabbage
125 Enter traffic
42 Influence
126 Type of case
43 Spouse
130 Expression of grati44 Monogram pt.
tude (hyph.)
45 Karate cousin
132 Hot tub material
46 “Go fly -- --!”
133 Classroom sound
47 Red vegetables
134 Actress -- Tyler
48 Skirt cut (hyph.)
135 Cool fabric
49 Collections
136 Tiny shrimp
51 Organic compound
138 Noted Impressionist
52 Weeping over
140 Summa cum -53 Airliner capacity
142 Developed
56 Gives thumbs-up
143 Hair-raising
(var.)
144 Draw forth
57 Edible tubers
145 Bonfire residue
58 Indian potentates
146 Ill-will
61 Stained glass art
147 Hang in folds
63 Unassuming
148 Pry bar
65 Chem room
149 Pert
68 Fashioned
70 Antarctic explorer
71 Curved path

72 Prowled
74 Resides
76 Tiny insect
77 German composer
J.S. -80 Ill-mannered one
81 State, in Paris
82 Spud
83 Light wood
84 Shun
85 Replaced a button
86 Ghost’s hello

89 Term of endearment
90 Camel relative
91 “Crocodile Rock”
composer -- John
93 Like busybodies
94 Charity
95 Display clearly
97 Health food
99 Bristle with
100 Spotted, as a horse
102 A famous 500
105 Least ripe

107 Sigh of relief
108 Swamp tree
109 Coal buckets
112 Greeted kitty
114 Chewy confection
116 Pasture
118 Band member, often
119 Served the meal
120 Amts. of oil
121 Mercator’s tome
122 Bird sound
123 Vietnam’s capital

125 Free-for-all
126 Autumn flower
127 Suit of cards
128 Conceals
129 Without exception
131 Body joint
132 Movie bit
133 Small dog, for short
137 401(k) cousin
139 Calendar abbr.
141 Physician’s org.

@
Crossword
solution on
pg 22.
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15 Payne Ave., Rockland, Maine

Fully occupied 4-unit rental in the heart of
Rockland’s South End. Close to harbor,
shopping, employment & cultural opportunities
enhance the rent-ability. Solid rental history
with relatively recent improvements incl.
windows, roofing, flooring, heat & utility
systems. Rockland $375,000

Come and see this sweet home with 2
bedrooms and an open, light filled floor plan.
The living room, dining, and kitchen area
boasts new flooring and vaulted ceilings. There
are two sheds on the 1 acre parcel for storage.
Warren $169,000

All In-Stock

Christmas
Inventory

50% OFF

CLOSING AT 1 PM CHRISTMAS EVE

Modern, updated, one floor living with
expansive yard overlooking Owls Head
Harbor. 4 BR, 2 BA, living room, dining
and great room for entertaining with fireplace
and patio. Waterfront deck, exceptional
landscaping, new roof, siding, culinary center,
granite counters, hardwood flooring & direct
entry from vehicle storage. FHW oil heat,
multi-zoned, heated basement. Nearby public
access to beaches, lighthouse, kayaking, &
boat mooring, all within minutes of coastal
shopping & restaurants $883,300

Intown privacy and a fully remodeled 3 BR,
3 BA home! Cherry kitchen cabinetry, stone
counters, pantry closet, full laundry& utility
center, office, full bath, & a delightful sunporch
on the 1st floor with 3 BR and 2 BA plus a
family sitting area on the 2nd floor. Fenced
rear yard and deck. And you can walk to
downtown!! Rockland $227,218

ROUTE 17,
WEST ROCKPORT, MAINE
594-5070 • 594-5539

Close to home
and here for you.

Jude Stevens, DNP
Build a healthy relationship with a provider just around the corner at Pen Bay Internal Medicine. As members
of Pen Bay Medical Center, our providers deliver exceptional care from offices close to where you live, work and
play. And when you need additional care, we’re connected to the full resources of MaineHealth. Give us a call.

To learn more about Jude Stevens, please visit pbmc.org/stevens
Pen Bay Internal Medicine | 207-301-5800

